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NOTICE

This report was prepared as an account of government sponsored
work. Neither the United States, nor the National Aeronautics
and SpaceAdministration (NASA), nor any person acting on be-
half of NASA:

A.) Makesany warranty or representation, expressed or im-
plied, withrespect to the accuracy, completeness, or
usefulness of the information contained in this report,
or that the use of any information, apparatus, method,
or process disclosed in this report may not infringe
privately ownedrights; or

B.) Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or

for damages resulting from the use of any information,

apparatus, method or process disclosed in this report.

As used above, "person acting on behalf of NASA" includes any

employee or contractor of NASA, or employee of such contractor,

to the extent that such employee or contractor of NASA, or em-

ployee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or provides
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ADVANCEDPRESSURIZATIONSYSTEMS

FORCRYOGENICPROPELLANTS

by

J. E. Anderson, O. L. Scott, and H. F. Brady

ABSTRACT

The purpose of this programwas to select an optimized pres-
surization system for a vehicle using cryogenic propellants. Im-
provements in the method of analysis were also developed and in-
corporated in the program. The vehicle for study was an Apollo-
type service module using liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as
propellants. Systems of both pump-fed and pressure-fed engines
were considered during the study with a final selection completed
for the pump-fed engine system.
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ADVANCED PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS

FOR CRYOGENIC PROPELLANTS

by J. E. Anderson, 0. L. Scott, and H. F. Brady

MARTIN-MARIETTA CORPORATION

SUMMARY

This program involved the analytical and experimental investi-

gation of advanced pressurization systems for vehicles, using

cryogenic propellants. The purpose of the program was to design

a system for a specific vehicle and mission, the designed system

to be ultimately built and tested to verify the analytical ap-

proach. The secondary objective of the program was to improve

and check out the analytical computer program model that simu-

lated the propellant tank and vehicle thermodynamics. The actual

work completed involved only the development of the analytical

design method and the selection of the most optimum system of a

number of systems studied. The work completed was broken down

into two major tasks.

Task I, "Analysis and Evaluation," was concerned with the

selection of a number of representative pressurization system

configurations for study and the development of an analytical

model that could be used to select the optimum system. The sys-

tems selected were to meet the operating requirements of both

pressure-fed and pump-fed propulsion systems for an Apollo-type

vehicle and mission using cryogenic propellants. Two basic types

of systems were considered: primary systems and advanced systems.

Primary systems were defined as systems using helium gas as a

pressurant, stored at liquid hydrogen temperature with subsequent

expansion and heating prior to injection into the propellant tanks.

This definition was applicable to only those systems used in con-

junction with pressure-fed propulsion systems. In the case of

primary pressurization systems used with pump-fed propulsion sys-

tems, the definition covered any system using state-of-the-art

components and technology and was to be optimized primarily for

high reliability.
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Advanced pressurization systems for both pressure-fed and

pump-fed propulsion systems were defined as systems requiring the

use of advanced technology and were to be optimized for both high

reliability and low weight. For the purpose of the study the

following definition was used: system configurations using ac-

tive heat sources for warming the pressurant prior to injection

into the propellant tanks were considered to be advanced, pump-

fed systems.

Initial studies were conducted on the primary and advanced

systems for the pressure-fed propulsion systems. Using a simpli-

fied analytical technique, a group of systems was studied, and

five each of the primary and advanced systems were selected as

the most optimum from a weight standpoint. At this time, the

analysis effort was started on the primary and advanced pres-

surization systems for pump-fed propulsion systems.

A group of both primary and advanced pressurization systems

for pump-fed propellant systems was selected for study, and the

preliminary screening was started. At this time, the study ef-

fort was concentrated on the primary systems. As the program

continued and the analytical effort was expanded, using the more

complex analytical models, the emphasis remained on the primary

systems, and no further analysis was completed on the advanced

systems. The preliminary screening was completed and resulted

in continuing study of the five primary systems.

As a parallel effort, the systems analytical model was modi-

fied and checked out. At the time of the selection of the five

primary systems, work had not been completed on the model, so a

second level of analysis was made using an existing, less-sophis-

ticated model with a simplified heat transfer technique. The five

remaining systems were optimized for low weight, and a separate

complexity analysis completed. From the results of these studies,

two systems were selected representing wide differences in basic

makeup. One system stored helium at liquid hydrogen temperature,

then expanded the gas and warmed it, using a passive heat ex-

changer, prior to injection into the propellant tanks. The pas-

sive heat exchanger was located inside the liquid oxygen tank.

The second system stored helium gas at ambient temperature,

then expanded the gas and injected it into the propellant tanks

without heat exchange.
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With the overall analytical model complete and checked out,
the two remaining systems were analyzed again. At this time, the
systems were not only comparedon the basis of weight and complex-
ity, but also for cost, leakage potential, zero-gravity operating
capability, minimumpressurization time, and 20-day storage capa-
bility. The overall result of this comparison indicated that the
system storing helium at ambient temperature was superior and was
the best of the systems considered.

During the period when Task I was in progress, work was also
in progress on Task II. Task II, "Problem Area Investigation,"
was concerned with experimental investigation of problems result-
ing from the Task I effort.

A test series was initiated to prove the feasibility of main
tank injection (MTI) of liquid fluorine into the liquid hydrogen
tank as a meansof press,lrization. Due to a delayed and unpre-
dictable reaction in the hydrogen tank, feasibility was not proven,
and this system was dropped from consideration. A gas generator
to be used as an active heat source for a pressurant heat ex-
changer was designed, and a test model was built. The generator
used hydrogen and oxygen as the fuel and oxidizer. A test series
was initiate8 that included both cold flow testing and hot firing
of the generator only. An exchanger was not included in this pro-
gram since its design would depend on the system selected. The
series was terminated after a surcessful 6-min, 10-sec firing of
the unit. Shortly after the completion of the testing, active
heat exchangewas dropped from the program, and no further work
was completed on this system.

A test series was initiated to comparethe actual and analyti-
cal expansion of helium from a storage container. Adiabatic,
isothermal, and polytropic runs were made, and it was found that
the data correlated so closely with analytical data that no change
wasmade to the analytical data.

Several general types of componentswere purchased and tested
in the worst environments expected, in particular, at 37°R and
3000 psig. No problems were experienced during this test series
that would drastically affect system configurations studied, al-
though availability of componentsfor operation at 37°R is def-
initely limited.

xvi



I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years, emphasis has not been placed on proper se-

lection and optimization of the propellant pressurization systems

for rocket vehicle stages. Generally, the propellant and engine

systems were selected and matched, and then a pressurization sys-

tem was designed to suit the need. One of the major problems was

the lack of adequate analytical tools to produce an optimized de-

sign and to predict its performance. Since the ultimate purpose

of any vehicle stage is to lift as much payload weight as possible,

any saving in pressurization system weight becomes available as

additional payload weight. With the pressurization system being,

in many cases, a major contributor to total stage weight, the

proper and efficient selection of this system is a major objec-

tive of vehicle design.

The purpose of this program was to investigate and evaluate

different methods of propellant tank pressurization. From this

evaluation, the most promising candidate pressurization systems

were selected and optimized for a specific space vehicle and mis-

sion. In particular, the vehicle selected for study was an Apollo-

type service module using liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen as

propellants. Systems for use with both pump-fed and pressure-

fed engines were considered during the study with a final selec-

tion completed for the pump-fed system.

Work of a similar but more general nature was done by Aerojet-

General Corporation under NASA contract NAS 7-169. However, this

program is more specific in that it considers only the case of

cryogenic propellants and is concerned more with the performance

of the system than with the selection of specific component parts.

I



II. PROGRAM PLAN

To establish the optimum system, the plan shown schematically

in Fig. 1 was used. It can be seen that feasibility of various

component and system concepts were tested simultaneously with the

overall system analysis. Continuous effort was also applied to

improve the analytical model that analyzed the propellant tank

thermodynamics.

Several screening steps were performed on the first system

conceived. Since a complete analysis on all systems would have

required a large amount of time, an elimination process was used.

Using a simplified analysis, a large number of systems were com-

pared. By selecting the most desirable systems on a basis of

weight, the number of systems in the secondary and final screen-

ing were reduced. As the number of systems to be analyzed was

reduced, the analysis was made more complete.

As two major systems were analyzed, the screening process was

performed twice, once for pressure-fed engine systems and once

for pump-fed engine systems. Each of these two types of systems

was divided into primary and advanced classifications. Table 1

shows the extent of study for each type system considered.

Table 1 Pressurization System Study Sequence

Pressure-Fed Systems

Evaluated or Selected

Initial

Screening

Final

ScreeningSystems Selection

Primary, Pressure-Fed 7 6 5

Advanced, Pressure-Fed 14 7 5

Primary, Pump-Fed 12

Advanced, Pump-Fed 5

Initial Selec-

Screening tion

Pump-Fed Systems

Evaluated or Selected

Secondary Selec-

Screening tion

5 2

Final

Screening

2

Selec -

tion
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The mission employed in the analysis was the Apollo-type lunar

mission. The propulsion stage, or module, used liquid hydrogen

and oxygen as propellants rather than storable propellants. The

vehicle requirements were as specified in Tables 2 and 3.

Table 2 Pressure-Fed Engine Vehicle Mission

Firing

I

2

3

4

5

6

7

Propellant

Expelled

(Ib)

980

980

18,280

980

6,576

233

233

Firing Time

(sec)

18.7

18.7

349.0

18.7

125.5

4.45

4.45

Time from Launch

(hr)

26

48

78

126

138

158

186

Table 3 Pump-Fed Engine Vehicle Mission

Propellant

Expelled Firing Time Time from Launch

Firing (Ib) (sec) (hr)

1,641

381

19,705

935

6,232

337

47.1

10.9

564.9

26.8

178.7

9.7

26

48

78

126

138

158

Several vehicle tankage designs were used in the program.

During the study of the pressure-fed engine system, the liquid

hydrogen tank was a sphere and the liquid oxygen tank was a torus

located below the liquid hydrogen tank. Two configurations were

used in the pump-fed engine system. The spherical liquid hydro-

gen tank was positioned above the four, clustered, spherical, liq-

uid oxygen tanks. In the initial screening of pump-fed systems,

the liquid hydrogen tank was supported by two circular rings. How-

ever, during the secondary and final screening, the liquid hydrogen

tank was supported by a single conical ring at tank centerline.

4



Propellant tankage design parameters used during the study
are tabulated in Table 4.

Table 4 Propellant TankageDesign Parameters

Tank

Ullage (% total
tank volume)

Outage (%usable
propellant)

Tank Pressure
(psia)

Engine Net Positive
Suction Pressure
(psia)

Nominal Tank
Volume (ft 3)

Pressure Fed

LO2 LH2

3.0 5.0

2.0 4.0

170.0 170.0

366 1300

LO2

3.0

0.5

15.0

360

PumpFed

LH2

5.0

1.0

8.0

1210



III. PRESSURIZATION SYSTEMS STUDIES

A. ANALYTICAL MODELS

One important aspect of the analytical portion of the program

was the effort to perfect an analytical model that was used to

optimize pressurization system weight. To allow the remainder of

the program to proceed during the development period of the model,

simplified analytical techniques were used to make preliminary

system studies and selections.

A number of computer programs was used, some of which were

existing and some of which were written specifically for this ef-

fort using both the IBM 1620 and the IBM 7094 computers. No effort

will be made to describe the total computer effort; however,

several specific programs will be discussed: IBM 1620 programs

used to compute tank thermodynamics and pressurant usage, an IBM

7094 program designated as _D041 used to compute tank thermody-

namics, and the _BOI4 program for the IBM 7094 that was considered

to be the major analytical model.

i. Pressurant Usage Model

At the beginning of the program it was necessary to provide

pressurant usage data to complete the preliminary screening of

the pressure-fed systems. Since the larger IBM 7094 computer pro-

gram that ultimately would supply this information was not ready

for use, it was decided to develop a simplified 1620 program to

obtain preliminary data. Two programs were developed because com-

puter core limitations prevented developing a single program to

analyze both coast and outflow phases of a mission. The first

program was used to calculate coast period heat and mass balances

for a final saturated equilibrium condition between vapor and

liquid. Neither the heat capacity of the propellant container

nor the external heat transfer into or out-of the propellant tank

were considered in the heat and mass balances. The first program

was also used to calculate the gas required to pressurize the pro-

pellant tank to normal operating pressure prior to propellant out-

flow. It was assumed that no mass transfer nor heat transfer oc-

curred during the pressurization process. The second program

calculated the tank pressurant required to maintain a constant

pressure during propellant outflow. This program assumed zero

external heat transfer to or from the propellant tank. Heat trans-

fer was assumed to occur between the gas and the tank wall and



at the liquid-gas interface. The tank wall and the liquid were as-
sumedto be at the sametemperature during outflow so that no heat
transfer occurred between the liquid and the wall. Propellant va-
porization at the liquid-gas interface was assumedto occur.

These two programswere used alternately through the multiburn
mission, described in Chapter III.C.5a to determine pressurant
total usage as a function of the pressurant inlet temperature.
Whenthe more sophisticated IBM 7094 program becameavailable for
use, it was found that the predicted usage from the IBM 1620 pro-
gramwas conservative, being about twice that obtained from the
IBM 7094 program. An investigation was madeto determine the cause
of the discrepancy. The major factor appeared to be the method
of calculation of mass transfer (boiloff). In the IBM 1620 pro-
gram, it was assumedthat a thin layer of propellant at the ullage
gas/propellant interface was at the propellant saturation temper-
ature corresponding to the partial pressure of the propellant
vapor in the ullage. A heat transfer rate from the ullage into
the interface was then defined by the temperature difference be-
tween the ullage and the interface temperature. A similar heat
transfer rate was defined between the interface and the propellant
bulk temperatures. The difference between these two heat transfer
rates, when divided by the heat of vaporization of the propellant,
was the boiloff rate. The boiloff rate, in turn, entered the ull-
age at the bulk liquid temperature. This resulted in a reduction
of ullage temperature and pressure, requiring addition of more
helium to maintain the tank pressure at the required level. It
was concluded that a more realistic approach in regard to boiloff
would be to use the bulk enthalpy difference between the ullage
gas temperature and the propellant temperature rather than the
heat of vaporization. This methodwas employed in the IBM 7094
program.

The simplified IBM 1620 pressurant usage program was used in
the initial studies of the pressure-fed systems only, although
the usage data generated by this program are of larger magnitude
than would actually be required. The systems selected as a result
of this study were reevaluated using the more realistic approach
to mass transfer. Although the system weights did change, the
comparative relations of the systems remained the same.



2. Tank Pressurization Model

The ¢D041 computer program is a propellant tank, thermodynamic

model for launch and space vehicles. The program is designed to

determine propellant and ullage gas temperatures and masses, the

amount of ullage gas vented, and the amount of pressurant required.

The computation for each propellant tank is done separately by

inputting its properties for each case.

The model uses a lumped-system approach where each mass, such

as the ullage gas, is taken at a single bulk temperature at any

time; therefore, the properties of the propellant, ullage gas,

and wall are a function of time, not configurations. The tank

wall is considered as two separate segments, one in contact with

the ullage gas and one in contact with the propellant.

The program is broken into three distinct sections: initial-

ization, time rate, and equilibrium. A simplified flow diagram,

shown in Fig. 2 and Table 5 indicates the input-output parameters

of the program. The initialization section is used once to obtain

the initial condition of each tank. The time rate section uses

a forward difference method of calculation to determine thermo-

dynamic changes such as heat transfer between the lumped masses,

mass transfer at gas/liquid interface, vented ullage, and pres-

surant added. The addition of heat from external sources is also

an option of the program. Another option allows for storage of

pressurant in a sphere, using real gas relationships over a lim-

ited temperature range and an adiabatic expansion process.

In the equilibrium section, the propellant, ullage gas, and

tank wall attain the same temperature with saturation conditions

between the vapor and the liquid. The equilibrium calculation

is not a transient solution, so it can be a time step of any

amount. If heat flux to the tank wall exists, an integrated value

of the flux is added to the system before equilibrium conditions

are calculated.
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Fig. 2 Skeletonized Flow Diagram o_ Propellant Tank Computer Program
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The options available in the program are:

i) Vapor dissociation may or may not be considered;

2) Heat transfer between the vehicle and its surroundings

may be computed for any one of three conditions:

stationary vehicle prior to flight, powered flight,

and coast;

3) A pressurant regulator may or may not be used;

4) Propellant may be considered volatile or nonvolatile;

5) Pressurant may be considered condensible or noncon-

densible;

6) Venting may or may not be used;

7) Propellant quantity may be input by weight or by

volume;

8) All heat transfer at the liquid/gas interface may be

assumed to go into liquid boiloff or both boiloff and

sensible heating may be considered.

3. Analysis of Propellants, Tankage, and Pressurization System
Model

The _BOI4 computer program has been written for the thermal

and thermodynamic analysis of the propellant, tankage, and pres-

surization subsystems in spacecraft under transient conditions.

It is designed to simultaneously consider all of the major heat

transfer and thermodynamic processes occurring within the various

fluids inside the vehicle and in the space between these fluids

and the environment external to the vehicle. It permits considera-

tion of a number of different propellants and pressurants and

provides options for a rather wide variety of pressurization sys-

tem configurations and control modes. Tables 6 and 7 summarize

the available program control options and tabulate the significant

input and output parameters. The program logic is organized as

indicated in the skeleton flow diagrams of Fig. 3.

Ii



Table 6 _B014 Input Data

Curves Defining Material

Program Control Configuration and Properties for

Specifications Mission Profile Structural Elements Run Constants Element Properties

Propel lint type(s)

pr_ ssHr;,nt type(s)

U] I_lgL ¸ space pres-

sure control schedule

Propetlant outflow

rate schedule

Pemper._ture schedule

of pressurant enter-

ing tank

Location of storage

vessel for pressur-

ants if pressurant

in g;.SeOLIS phase

i nd Cl,,,nd,.nt w,r i_,b l ,,

ot I,ressurant stor-

age. vest,,1, _.,,..

L,i_h,'r v,.h,me ,,r

hLlr,,_,_,t prL S_LlrC

,_t mo'q,h_'r _ _t and,lrd

Init i:,l [,re_._,ri×_,-

tio. option

¸rank i,Llr_,, option

Net pL,,,_p sL_ct_,,n h.._,d

opt i o,1

Ih,_It ,.xchang_ r

con_ igl_rat ton

I_i_p,,_itio,/ ot h, at

tr_r.l_iL,r acros_ gas/

liqL,id int,r fac,'

State ,,I pressur,_nt

ph,.ll, i._: _,,o]d,,wrl opt _,'T1

Opt i,)ll _t,'iirli,_g h._.t

Comp.t _,t ionM i nl, rv,Jl

d,,I init ion at be_i,lr_

I'r_ i,.', _,Lri_at ion _,_

prl,pl,llant tank wit h

::rid the.. pr, ss. ri;,_,t i,,rl

wit h prol,,_ l:mt v,lpo,

rvp_ o_ l, re_._lri_.,_ ion

,,_ .E._ir_ ¸ _t_:rt d.,i 11,_

I'ussibh. s_,t,cti_,T_ of

ortlic_, for t, re_ur_,n_

flow i_o pr,.p,l l_,nt

ank

I_i_p,_t ion of b._i, ¸

_,lhtr_,ctlon of pr, s:uJran_

m_Js_ from propellant

Type of thermodyn:,mic

_r,L, rgy _,_da_ce for coast

condit ions

Gas/liquid interf6c_.

ure_ wrsus liquid

volume

Ullage voh_me pressure

regulator se_ting

versu_ time

Propellant outflow

rate versus time

Multiplying factors

defining solor, lunar,

and earth radiation

intensities versus

time

Pressurant storage

vessel temperature

vers.s t imc

VehK] v at t itude

versus I bin,

Pressuran_ tlmp_ rdtur_

into propelh_:_t tank

versus tim_.

Helgh{ ol liquid in

propull:mt tank versus
voh_mu

Mat,rle] d_ns_tv

Th_rm_] cL,ndu; _ ivltv

versus t _rope.rat.re

Emissivity w, _Lls

t_mperature

Specific heat versus

temperature

i,,-, ssLlr_

NeL pLlmp _L_ction

Ii,,_td

Regulator _etting

(if constant)

Initial ullage volLlme

Initial propellant

volume

Propella_ L'LL_ _ lOW

r_t,, (if co.st.lat)

Initial prop_ I l_mt

.,a s s

Initi_,t l,r_,p,d ]_lrlt

d,.ns_tv

I_r:,p_ratL_r, , i,i prc_-

_Llr_lnt enteri.g t_,nl,

(i J constant )

,_omia 1 describing

_,_ls and _,_11

I,,_t i,] .,t,,,i,_l,t,_ i ic

S_,r.,_, v,_,_ co,/-

',CF,...............
rim,/ pi_ss,,i_ in

lk, ut cxcilang_l con-

figuration p _vam_t_,_s

m,mc_ pnrumcrur_

lh_rr_al pr,,p, rt i*_ ,,f

h_at u_ch]ng_l tluids

I'r, _s_rizlt i,,. I i,_,

S,dar-, h,.;,r , md

earth-emitted heat

l_m,]l _md ,,,,th

_u,n t _me sp_ i _ i_ at _ons

o.t put d,t;, _,r,,,,_

t_,,k .rod ] _q,,hl ,dem. nr*

I_ crat ion _:on[ _oi _on -

_tants

R_,,, t ith :,,,,] i,h,,t i -

I i, ar io,,

EnGi n,. perlorm,m_ *

par,met_r_

v,.hi_ h, p, rf,,rm,,,,,_

_haracteristics

En_Jnt opt, ratin E times

Orifice areas a[ engine

oper ,t i on

IJpstream pressurv for

ori _ ice i I pr_ ssur:mt

is not h_'lium

} I, ,, .,r ,,,_,h*r

E:h _,,1,t type

iden_ ii icat ion

_Orient at ion of

each element re-

!lativ_. _o adja-

cent elements

Spe¢i float ion of

e l_.ment s radiat _ng

t,, present element

_lcm_,,_ view factor_,

til,n p,,r_Jmet_r_ I,,,

r_,,li:_( iL,. h, at tr.m_-

_nd , ,,rth

L_on piths

,I,,,_, ¸ b_,_t_,m _,t pr,,i,, t l Jn_
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Table 7 _B014 Output Data

Temperature Pre s sure Ma s s He at Volume

Temperature of ullage

gases

Propellant tempera-

ture

Propel lant boiling

point temperature

Temperature of pres-

surant entering ul-

lage space

Individual element tem-

peratures

Miscellaneous

Thermal mass

Ratio of specific

heats of mixture in

ul I age space

G;is/1 iquid interface

area for both positive

and zero-g

Iteration count

tleight of liquid in

propel I ant t ant

Number of operating

cycles of bang-bang

valve

Viscosity, conduc-

tivity buoyancy, and

specific heat of

propellant

Ullage volume

pressure

Propel lant w_por

pressure

Partial pressure

of propellant

vapors in tillage

vol time

Relief valve crack-

ing pressure

Regulator setting

Time

Fligl L time

Engine firing time(s)

Engine firing dura-

tion(s)

Computing interval

Burnout t ime

Total mass of gases

and vapors in ullage

space

Mass of propellant

vapor in ullage

space

Propel lant outflow

rate

Propellant mass

Evaporat i on (or con-

dcnsat i on rate)

Boihl( t rate

Total boi 1 off

Total mass vii/ted

M_IsS Ol prvsstlrant

in u] 1 clgc space

Mass of propellant

vapors vented

Mass of pressurant

wmted

Propel lant density

Pres_urant rate at

flow into tank

Storage

I'empera t u rc ol

prcssHrant

Pressurent of

pressurant

Mass of

prcsstlFglllt

go i/lille of

vesqel wal 1

Surface ;lrctl

of vessel

Volume of

presstlr_tnt

Increment o!

heJ[ t Fans-

ferrcd to

[)ressurdnt

Compress ibi 1 i ty

factor ol

pressurant

Temperature of

prcssurant

tank wall

Heat transferred

across gas/liquid

interface

Total heat exchange

between mass in

tank and its sur-

round i ng

Same as 2. above for

each computing interval

Individual element

enthalpies

Propel ldnt volume

Ullage volume

Change in ullage

volume over computer

interval

Heat Exchanger

Temperature of hot

gas entering and

] eav i ng evaporat or

Temperature of hot

gas entering and

leaving heat ex-

changer

Temperature of

pressurant enter-

ing and leaving

evaporat or

Temperature ol

pressurant enter-

ing and leaving

heat exchanger

Transport proper-

ties of helium in

oxidizer heat ex-

changer

Transport proper-

ties of oxidizer

used for oxidizer

heat exchanger

Overal 1 heat trans-

fer coefficient of

heat exchanger

Otxidizer heat e>;-

changer geometric

parameters

Heat subtracted

from propel lant

Pressurant tank

heat transfer

coefficient

Flight

Total mass of pro-

pellant consumed

Total vehicle mass

Mass fraction

Vehicle w, locity

increment

Total velocity

change

Vehicle acceleration
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i. Loading of input data;

2. Check for errors in input data.

i Initialization Calculation

Establish initial enthalpies of structural

elements;

Establish initial thermodynamic state

of propellants and pressurants.

t
Interval at Time = O for getter Con-

vergence o_ Heat Transfer Equations
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Calculation of Heat Transferred
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vehicle, functional items that generate

heat, and propulsion system components;

2. External ileal input is considered, i.e.,

solar, alhedo, earth, and lunar infrared;

3. Element temperatures dett, rmined.

Yes

I "
1. Determination of Film Coeffic tents;

2. Calculation of heat transierred

along tank wall for ullage and

propellant.

l"
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liquid propellant;

2. Heat and mass balance calculations for

ullage gas;

3. Pressurant equipment and ullage state

calcutat ions.

Fig. 3 Sketetonlzed Flow Diagram c_ Propellants Tankage Pressurization System Computer Program
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The program uses the lumped-system approach in dealing with

the various fluid masses involved (Ref i). This approach treats

the individual fluid masses as though their thermodynamic prop-

erties vary only as a function of time and not space. The program

thus, in essence, works with the time-dependent, average properties

of the fluids. The vehicle structure including the tank walls is

treated as a distributed system, where temperatures are allowed

to vary in both time and three-dimensional space.

The program is subdivided into three basic working sections,

i.e., the initialization section, the heat transfer section, and

the thermodynamics section. The computations performed in the

initialization section are, for the most part, those that are re-

quired only once per run. These computations involve determina-

tion of the initial thermodynamic states of the propellant(s) and

pressurant(s) and the selection of run constants and constant

coefficients of the various equations employed in the heat trans-

fer and thermodynamics sections. It is in this section that the

raw input data are converted into the form best suited for sub-

sequent use.

In the heat transfer section, a running three-dimensional

energy balance is conducted on the significant structural elements

of the system, and the three primary modes of heat transfer are

considered. The convection processes occurring at the fluid-to-

structure interfaces represent the link in the energy chain between

the thermodynamic processes occurring within the fluid containers

and the conduction and radiation processes occurring between the

structure-to-structure and structure-to-environment interfaces.

The procedure for conducting the energy balance involves the sub-

dividing of the structure into discrete elements of known dimen-

sions and mass. A differential-difference expression for the

energy Equation [i] is written for each element, and the simul-

taneous solution of these equations is effected by numerical means.

The differential-difference expression is implicit in temperature,

and the solution for element temperatures involves iterative pro-

cedures for which convergence acceleration techniques are employed.

The methods used for solving these implicit equations are inher-

ently stable and converge to solutions that compare well with

exact solutions in sample test cases.

The terms in the energy equation that treat radiation allow

for consideration of solar radiation, earth and lunar albedo,

earth and lunar infrared radiation, and infrared radiation exchange

with multiple reflections between internal elements of the vehi-

cle. The logic controlling the inputs to the energy equation
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permits consideration of the effect of temperature on thermal
conductivity, specific heat, and emissivity of the materials em-
ployed. An option is also provided for bypassing the heat trans-
fer section of the program if it is desired to investigate only
thermodynamicprocesses in a given problem. Mathematical methods
employed in the heat transfer section of the program are described
in more detail in Ref 2.

The thermodynamicssection of the program is comprised of a
numberof different subsections through which a rather wide variety
of paths maybe taken depending on the system configuration and
the options selected. In the analysis of a given configuration,
the path taken depends on the phase of the mission in which the
vehicle exists at a point in time and on tests madeof various
possible controlling parameters to determine if these parameters
are within tolerance.

The heat balance equation employed in computer program _B014
is:*

PVEhEFinal PVEhElni [q i m
t = t tial + _ int + _qcond. + _ qconv.

i=l i j=l J

n

+ _ qnet k + qray - qradoo

k=l

+ qsol + qearth + qmoon + qpp

1 [  conv+ qpar + ½ int + qcond i +

Initial i=l j=l

+ _ qnet k - qrad + qray + qsol + qearth + qmoon + qpp
k=l

+ qpar]

Final

[1]

*The sum of one-half the initial heating rate and one-half

the final heating rate affects the average heating rate over the

computing interval.
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where

PVEhEFina I
and

PVEhElnitia I

P

V E

hEFina I

qint

E qcond0
l

i=l

m

E qconv. =

j=l J

n

qnetk =

k=l

qray

= Heat content of element at

end and beginning of com-

puting interval, respectively,

divided by computing inter-

val,

= time (sec),

= density (ibm/ft3),

= volume (ft3),

= specific enthalpy (Btu/ib),

= heating rate from internal

source (Btu/sec),

summation of conductive

heating rates to and from

other elements (Btu/sec),

summation of convection

heating rates to and from

element in question (Btu/

sec),

summation of radiation heat-

ing rates to and from ele-

ments in question as com-

puted by net radiation ex-

change method (Btu/sec),

= summation of radiation heat-

ing rates to and from ele-

ment in question as computed

by ray tracing technique

using multiple reflections

(Btu/sec)
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qrad
CO

= rate of radiation heat lost

to space (Btu/sec),

qsol = solar heating rate (Btu/sec),

qearth
= summation of earth-emitted

and earth-reflected radia-

tion rates (Btu/sec),

qmoon
= summation of moon-emitted

and moon-reflected radia-

tion rates (Btu/sec),

qpp
= solar heat input by periodic

equation (Btu/sec),

qpar
= net rate of radiation ex-

change with infinite paral-

lel plate (Btu/sec).

The basic flow of logic through the program when the propul-

sion system is operating, i.e., either when the system is being

prepared for engine firing, or when the engine is firing, involves,

in sequence:

l) An energy and mass balance at the gas-to-liquid inter-

face to determine heat transfer and boiloff rate;

2) An energy and mass balance on the liquid propellant

mass, where additional liquid is boiled off if re-

quired;

3) An energy and mass balance on the gases in the ullage

space, where pressurant is either added or vented as

required;

4) An energy balance on the pressurant and heat source

fluid as they exchange heat across the walls of a

heat exchanger;

5) An energy and mass balance on the pressurant storage

subsystem.
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During coasting flight, when the system is not operating, the

option exists for computing either (a) the nonequilibrium thermo-

dynamic states of the ullage gases and liquid propellant sepa-

rately and the associated energy and mass transfer rates, or (b)

the equilibrium thermodynamic state of the entire fluid mass within

the tank including the mass of the tank wall that was the option

used during this program. For either case, the tank is allowed

to vent through a relief valve as required, and the logic allows

for the venting of gases only. The heat transferred across the

fluid-to-structure interfaces, as computed in the heat transfer

section of the program, is considered in the thermodynamic energy

balances conducted on the propellant masses, the ullage gases,

and the stored pressurant.

The helium in the storage container is considered as a real

gas, and the Beattie-Bridgeman equation of state is used. The

constants used in this equation make the equation consistent with

the latest National Bureau of Standards data on helium at high

pressures and at LH 2 temperature.

B. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

At the beginning of the program, one of the first objectives

was to select a number of system configurations to study. Since

the program was intended to cover the total range of possibilitie_

to make the final system selection valid, a method was devised

to ensure that as many combinations as practical were considered.

The option chart shown in Fig. 4 was evolved to provide a completely

general approach to system selection. The chart breaks up a pres-

surization system into two general subsystems: the pressurant

storage subsystem and the heating subsystem. By beginning at the

top of the chart, with consideration given to the vehicle or pro-

pellant system design and the mission under study, all possible

options may be listed. In many cases, the mission and design

constraints will eliminate some of the possible options.
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During the study phase of the program, four types of systems

were selected for the optimization studies: primary and advanced

systems for pressure-fed propellant systems and primary and ad-

vanced systems for pump-fed propellant systems, hereinafter re-

ferred to as primary and advanced pressure-fed and primary and

advanced pump-fed systems. A different level of analysis was used

for the two basic types of systems, i.e., pressure-fed systems and

pump-fed systems. Since the study and preliminary selection of

pressure-fed systems were taking place simultaneously with the

development of the analysis methods, these systems were exposed

to different levels of analysis than the pump-fed systems that

were studied later in the program. Pressure-fed systems were ex-

posed to simplified techniques in some cases, requiring hand cal-

culations with no exposure to the final analytical model. Pump-

fed systems, however, were exposed to an existing analytical model

with a simplified heat transfer method and to the final analytical

model.

During outflow, the pressurant expansion in the container may

be isothermal, isentropic (adiabatic), isobaric, or combinations

of these. The location of the pressurant container was not dic-

tated by the vehicle configuration so that it could be mounted

either inside or outside the liquid hydrogen propellant tank.

Since, in some cases, the pressurant was stored at cryogenic

temperatures, yet injected into the propellant tanks at relatively

high temperatures, some method of heating between storage and main

tankage was required. The heat source subsystem consisted of the

necessary gas generators and heat exchangers to preheat the helium

prior to its use as a pressurant in the propellant tanks. The heat

source subsystem also included the heat exchangers employed in

maintaining the expansion process selected. The types of gas

generators considered were liquid, solid, and hybrid.

The pressure control subsystem considered the use of single-

and dual-stage pressure regulators and combinations of orifices,

rapid-cycling valves, and pressure switches.

A major criterion employed in the design of the primary system

was the use of current, state-of-the-art technology.
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i. Primary Pressure-Fed Systems

The primary pressurization system for use with a pressure-fed

propellant system was defined as a system storing helium at liquid

hydrogen temperature with heating and expansion prior to injec-

tion into the propellant tanks. This system consisted of a pres-

surant storage container subsystem, a heat source subsystem, and

a pressurant control subsystem and is shown schematically in Fig.

5. It was to be optimized primarily for reliability. The system

studied, with the varied expansion processes used, is described

as follows:

System 1 - Helium was stored at liquid hydrogen temperature

with heating and expansion prior to use in the propellant tanks.

The following expansion processes were used for the storage con-

tainers:

Isobaric, P = C;

Isothermal, T = C;

Isentropic, S = C;

Combination isobaric and isentropic, P = C, S = C;

Combination isentropic and isobaric, S = C, P = C;

Combination isobaric and isothermal, P = C, T = C;

Combination isothermal and isobaric, T = C, P = C.

2. Advanced Pressure-Fed Systems

Advanced pressurization systems for use in pressure-fed pro-

pellant systems were defined as those systems not constrained by

state-of-the-art technology in either their design or operation.

No constraints regarding pressurant type and pressurant storage

location were imposed. Those systems were to be optimized for

light weight and reliability. A variety of candidate systems was

selected for evaluation and comparison during Task I of the con-

tract. For the evaluation phase, 14 different systems were es-

tablished. These systems are presented schematically in Fig. 6
and are described as follows:
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System 1 Helium was initially stored as a liquid with sub-

sequent vaporization and heating prior to use as a pressurant.

The expansion process was to be isobaric.

System 2 Autogenous pressurization was used employing pumped

liquid propellants as pressurants.

System 3 Autogenous pressurization was used, employing ex-

ternally stored liquid propellants that were vaporized and heated

prior to entering the propellant tanks. Expulsion of the pres-

surants was provided by stored helium gas and positive expulsion

devices.

System 4 - Propellants were stored separately as liquids that

were vaporized and heated to maintain an isobaric source of pres-

surant gases.

System 5 - An autogenous system converted liquid hydrogen fuel

into a pressurant for both tanks using necessary pumps and heat

sources.

System 6 - A main tank injection system employed the injection

of a hypergolic liquid into the main propellant tank ullage to

produce pressurizing gases. Alternatives were separate injection

systems for each propellant tank or a single injection system on

one tank with a line connecting the ullages of both tanks.

System 7 - This hybrid system employed both an autogenous sys-

tem and a stored-gas system. The autogenous portion used a pump

and heat exchanger to provide hydrogen pressurant in the fuel tank.

The stored-gas system provides helium, by heating stored liquid

hydrogen, as a pressurant for the oxidizer tank.

System 8 - This hybrid system was similar "to System 7 except

that the hydrogen source was a separate container mounted in the

hydrogen tank and was pressurized by helium and a positive expul-

sion device.

System 9 - A stored-gas system supplied heated hydrogen to the

fuel tank and heated helium to the oxidizer tank. Hydrogen was

stored in a separate container in the liquid oxygen tank.

System I0 - This gas generator system used hydrogen and oxygen

as reactants. The reactants were stored in separate containers.

Hydrogen-rich exhaust was used to pressurize the hydrogen tank and

oxygen-rich exhaust to pressurize the oxidizer tank. Separators

were used to remove condensible gsses.
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System ii - This system was similar to System i0 except that

hybrid gas generators were used separately for each tank.

System 12 - A cascade system employed heated helium in both

the primary and cascade-storage containers.

System 13 - Helium pressurant was stored at liquid oxygen

temperature and heated prior to pressurizing the propellant tanks.

System 14 Compressors recirculated ullage gases through the

heat exchangers.

3. Primary Pump-Fed Systems

The primary pressurization systems for use with pump-fed pro-

pellant systems were defined as systems using state-of-the-art

hardware and technology and were to be optimized primarily for

reliability. No restriction was placed on the type of pressurant

or the expansion process used. Passive-type heating of the pres-

surant was used in cases where the pressurant was stored at either

liquid oxygen or liquid hydrogen temperature. Passive heating

was defined as any heat exchange not involving a separate gas

generator as a heat source.

Since the analysis of these systems followed the analysis for

pressure-fed propellant systems, some of the undesirable systems

considered during the previous study were not selected for study.

For this reason, a smaller number of configurations was consid-

ered. The systems studied are shown in Fig. 7 and are described

as follows:

System 1 - Helium was initially stored at liquid oxygen tem-

perature in an insulated container using engine-bled hydrogen gas

for heating. The hydrogen gas bleed entered the liquid hydrogen

tank during burns. Helium was used in the liquid oxygen tank as

the only pressurant and in the liquid hydrogen tank during prepres-

surization periods prior to each engine burn.

System 2 - Helium was stored initially at liquid hydrogen

temperature for the liquid hydrogen tank and at liquid oxygen tem-

perature for the liquid oxygen tank. Hydrogen gas from the engine

bleed was used to heat the gas in both pressurant storage spheres

before being used as a pressurant for the hydrogen tank during burn

periods. Helium was used as a pressurant for the liquid hydrogen

tank only during prepressurization periods prior to each engine burn.
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System 3 This was the same as System 2 except that only the

helium storage container supplying the liquid hydrogen tank was

heated by the engine bleed gas.

System 4 - This was the same as System 3 except thst the initial

helium temperature was at liquid oxygen temperature.

System 5 - Helium was stored initially at liquid hydrogen tem-

perature, then heated in the liquid oxygen tank using a heat ex-

changer before entering the propellant tanks.

System 6 - This was the same as System 5 except that engine-

bled hydrogen was added to the liquid hydrogen tank during burn

periods.

System 7 Helium was stored at ambient temperature and ex-

panded adiabatically.

System 8 This was the same as System 7 except that engine-

bled hydrogen is added to the hydrogen tank.

System 9 - This was the same as System 7 except that the helium

storage temperature was liquid Oxygen temperature.

System i0 - This was the same as System 9 except that engine-

bled hydrogen was added to the hydrogen tank.

System Ii - Helium was initially stored at liquid oxygen tem-

perature and expanded polytropically.

System 12 This was the same as System ii except that engine-

bled hydrogen was added to the hydrogen tank.

4. Advanced Pump-Fed Systems

The advanced pressurization systems for pump-fed propellant

systems were defined as systems not constrained by state-of-the-art

technology and were to be optimized for reliability and low weight.

They were similar to the advanced systems for pressure-fed propel-

lant systems although lower propellant tank pressures were required.

Advanced systems, in general, used active heat sources to condition

the pressurant in the storage container or after expansion, prior

to injection into the propellant tanks. The advanced pump-fed

systems that were studied are schematically shown in Fig. 8 and

are described as follows:
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System 1 - Helium at various initial storage temperatures was

expanded isothermally by the addition of active heat to the stor-

age sphere. Hydrogen-gas engine bleed may be added to the liquid

hydrogen tank during burn periods.

System 2 Helium stored at liquid hydrogen temperature was

expanded isothermally by heat addition, using an active heat

source, with the helium flow to the liquid oxygen tank subse-

quently being heated by the liquid oxygen before entering the

ullage of the liquid oxygen tank. Hydrogen-gas engine bleed may

be used in the liquid hydrogen tank during burn periods.

System 3 - Separate helium storage was used for each propel-

lant tank with different initial storage temperatures. Isothermal

expansion was used in each storage sphere. Gaseous hydrogen en-

gine bleed may be added to the liquid hydrogen tank during burn

periods.

System 4 - Helium was initially stored at liquid hydrogen

temperature and expanded from a sphere, using varied heat addi-

tion to control the expansion process. It then received addi-

tional preheating before entering the propellant tanks. Gaseous

hydrogen bleed may be used in the liquid hydrogen tank during burn

periods.

System 5 - Helium was initially stored at liquid hydrogen

temperature and expanded through an active heat exchanger before

entering the propellant tanks. Some of the helium was recircu-

lated by pumping the helium back into the storage sphere after

being heated. Gaseous hydrogen bleed may also be used in the

liquid hydrogen tank during burn periods.

C. SYSTEM ANALYSIS

I. Pressurant Selection

As a part of the process of selecting a group of pressuriza-

tion systems to be studied, consideration of the pressurant to

be used was an important factor. In addition to considering gases

such as helium, hydrogen, nitrogen, oxygen, and carbon monoxide,

the products of gas generator reactions and the injection of hyper-

golics into the propellant tanks were considered.
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Gas generator exhaust products generally contain undesirable
componentsthat must be removedprior to tank injection. In the
case of a hydrogen-oxygen gas generator, the undesirable product
is water that must be removedby lowering the temperature of the
exhaust gas to condenseand freeze out the water. If a hydrocarbon
were used as the gas generator fuel, excess carbon or carbon com-
poundswould be formed. If other oxidizers were used with liquid
hydrogen, the contaminants would be water, nitrogen, carbon dioxide,
or one of the halogen compounds. In any case, the use of gas
generator exhaust products is undesirable due to the contaminant
removal requirement, with its associated equipmentweight.

A study was madeof main tank injection, wherein materials
that are hypergolic with the propellants were injected directly
into the propellant tanks. The resulting chemical reactions pro-
duced hot gases, madeup of vaporized propellants and the products
of the reaction. In the case of injection into liquid oxygen,
the sameproblem occurred that caused rejection of gas generator
exhaust pressurization, i.e., unwanted contaminants were produced
and deposited in the tank. The liquid hydrogen, however, offered
somehope since liquid fluorine, which is hypergolic with most
materials, could be injected and would produce hydrogen gas and
hydrogen fluoride. A LesL p_ugram was initiated to study the ef-

fects of fluorine injected into liquid hydrogen. A complete

description of the test series is found in Chapter III.D.I of this

report. The results indicated that the reaction rate was unpre-

dictable. In some cases, no apparent reaction took place until

a significant quantity of fluorine was injected, at which time

an explosion took place. For this reason no further considera-

tion was given to MTI for application to this program.

With only stored gas systems remaining under consideration,

a chart was set up to compare the critical properties of the gases

considered. Comparison of the properties is shown in Table 8. A

preliminary selection of the five gases listed was made, based pri-

marily on their boiling points. A discussion of the pertinent fac-

tors of comparison for each gas is as follows:

Helium - This gas has the lowest boiling and freezing points

of any of the gases considered. In addition, it is completely

inert and would, therefore, have no chemical effect on the pro-

pellants or on the system components. It is less dense than any

other gas considered except hydrogen and, although its heat of

vaporization is extremely low (8.82 Btu/ib), its boiling point

(8°R) is so much below the lowest temperatures expected in the

propellant tanks (37°R) that this factor of comparison for helium

was not considered. One factor that detracts from the qualities

listed is the high cost and low availability.
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Hydrogen - The best property displayed by hydrogen is its low

density, being only one-half that of helium. It is lower in den-

sity than the remaining gases considered by a factor of more than

ten. It has low boiling and freezing points and a high heat of

vaporization. Due to its high heat of vaporization, however, stor-

age as a liquid causes a disadvantage since a large amount of heat

must be added to vaporize the liquid prior to its use as a pres-

surant. It is not toxic. It is a reducing agent but is compatible

with most materials. As a pressurant for liquid hydrogen, it is

better than helium; however, ss a pressurant for liquid oxygen, a

major problem exists. In combination with oxygen over a mixture

ratio range of 5 to 95%, it forms a combustible mixture. In addi-

tion, the energy level required to initiate combustion in the mix-

-3
ture is extremely low, being on the order of 2 x I0 joules, the

equivalent of s weak static spark. For this reason, the pressuri-

zation of liquid oxygen with gaseous hydrogen and the reverse com-

bination were not considered.

Nitrogen This gas has a boiling point of 140°R that makes

it unsuitable as a pressurant for liquid hydrogen due to the large

amount of condensation that would take place in the propellant

tank. As a pressurant for liquid oxygen, nitrogen at pressures

greaL_r than abouL 30 p_ia i_i the liquid oxygen tank will result

in nitrogen condensation. It is approximately eight times as

dense as helium and would have a significant effect on airborne

pressurant system weight. It is inert and nontoxic although, as

with hydrogen or helium, it will not support life. It is avail-

able in quantity at low cost. This is probably the only feature

that makes it comparable with helium.

Oxygen It cannot be used as a pressurant for liquid hydrogen

for the reasons specified under the paragraph on hydrogen. It

is an oxidant and the only gas considered that is both nontoxic

and life supporting. It is over eight times as dense as helium

and is readily available at low cost. It was considered as a

self-pressurant for the liquid oxygen tank, using an autogenous

configuration so that a separate pressurant storage system was

not required.

Carbon Monoxide - This gas has a boiling point slightly higher

than nitrogen but less than oxygen. It cannot be used in the

liquid hydrogen tank for the same reason that nitrogen cannot be

used, i.e., gross condensation and freezing at liquid hydrogen

temperature. Its density is very close to that of nitrogen, and

it is toxic. It will also condense in the liquid oxygen tank at

pressures above 50 psia. It offers no advantage as a pressurant

over other gases considered for either propellant.
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Basedon the foregoing comments,helium was the only pres-
surant considered for pressurization of both propellant tanks
using a commonpressurant system. Both hydrogen and oxygen were
considered as pressurants for an autogenous system.

2. Storage System Weight Analysis

a. Method of Analysis

The pressurant storage system size is a function of the

expansion process. A study to optimize the expansion

process was carefully made, and the major results are

covered in this section.

The pressure-fed storage system had a terminal pressure

of 300 psia while the pump-fed storage systems usually

had a terminal pressure of 150 psia. The study of the

two systems overlapped, however, and some of the initial,

pump-fed systems were studied with both terminal pres-

sures. The major parameters of the expansion processes

discussed in this report are tabulated below.

Expansion

Ideal*

Ideal Iso-

thermal

Polytropic

Engine-Bleed

Heating

Cascade

Recircula-

tion

Terminal

Pressure

(psia)

300

150

150

150

300

300

Thermodynamic System

System included gas only

System included gas only

Gas and wall separate

systems

Gas and wall lumped into

one system

Gas and wall separate

systems

Gas and wall lumped into

one system

Heat Transfer

Considered from

Environment

No

No

Yes

No

No

No

*Isobaric, isothermal, isentropic, and combined expansions using

two ideal expansions.
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D

D

The pressurant storage container system is the heaviest

of all the subsystems comprising a stored-gas pressuriza-

tion system. The important parameters influencing the

storage system weight are the initial and final gas con-

ditions (mass, pressure, and temperature) and the container

material density and working stress. The final gas tem-

peratures and pressures, in turn, are functions of the

expansion process that occurs in the container during

outflow. To evaluate all the parameters and various ex-

pansion processes that might be followed, a method of

analysis was established that consisted of calculating

the ratio of the loaded storage container weight to the

expelled gas weight. This ratio, referred to as the stor-

age container weight ratio, is defined as follows:

W L W C + WGI

WGE WGI - WGF

where

W L = loaded container weight,

WGE = expelled gas weight,

W C = container weight,

WGI = initial loaded gas weight,

WGF = final gas weight.

This equation was employed in the analysis of both ideal

and actual expansion processes discussed in subsequent

paragraphs. In the ideal expansion study, this equation

was further expanded for a spherical container as follows:

1.5PmPc RGZGITGI
+l

WL PGI SW

WGE ZGI TGI PGF
i

ZGF TGF PGI

[2]

[3]
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where

Pm = container material density _bmlft3),

PC = container design pressure(ibflft2),I/ _\

RG gas constant _t-lbf/ibm-°R _,

ZGI = initial gas compressibility factor,

TGI = initial gas temperature (°R),

PGI = initial gas pressure _bflft2 ),

SW = container material working stress _bf/ft2) '

ZGF = final gas compressibility factor,

TGF = final gas temperature (°R),

PGF = final gas pressure (ibflft2).

The derivation of this equation is given in Appendix A

of this report. In applying this equation, note that the

ratio of the design pressure, PC' to the working stress

SW, determines the container wall thickness. Thus, the

container is heaviest when this ratio is at maximum. For

some expansion processes requiring heating of the gas in

the container, the pressure-to-stress ratio may not be

a maximum where the pressure is highest because of the

temperature effect on material working stress. Therefore,

it is necessary to determine where the maximum pressure-

to-stress ratio occurs for each expansion to accurately

apply the equation.

It is desirable that the storage container weight ratio

be as low as possible. The limiting value that could

theoretically be obtained is 1.0.
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b. Ideal Expansion Study

The equation described in subsection a., preceding, was
first employed in the analysis of various types of con-
talner gas expansion processes during the pressure-fed
system study. The basic types of gas expansions consid-
ered were isobaric, isothermal, and isentropic processes.
These processes were assumedto be ideal since no regard
was given to the problem of supplying and controlling the
heat flow required to maintain the process. Furthermore,
heating effects of the environment or the heat capacity
of the container wall were not considered.

Calculations for these expansions were madeconsidering
helium, hydrogen, and oxygen gases. Container materials
used were titanium 6A_-4V, aluminum 6061-T6, and stainless
steel 304. A safety factor of 2.0 on the material ulti-
mate strength was also used. A final storage container
pressure of 300 psia was established to account for pres-
sures losses in lines, valves, and heat exchangers between
the storage container and the propellant tank inlets.

Typical results of this analysis for helium gas and a tita-
nium container are plotted in Fig. 9 through 13. Fig-
ures 9, i0, and ii present the data for isobaric expansions
at initial temperatures of i0 °, 37°, and IO0°R, respectively.
In these figures, the storage-container weight ratio is
plotted as a function of final gas temperature for various
pressures.

Figure 12 presents data for isothermal expansions. In this
figure, the weight ratio is plotted as a function of the
initial storage pressure. Finally, Figure 13 presents
weight ratio data for isentropic expansions as a function
of initial storage pressure and temperature. The iso-
thermal and isentropic processes both exhibit a common
characteristic in regard to initial storage temperature
and optimumcontainer weight ratio. This characteristic
is illustrated in Fig. 12 and 13 by the dotted lines that
connect the optimumweight ratio for each storage tem-
perature. As the storage temperature is reduced, the
optimum container weight ratio is also reduced until a
minimumcontainer weight ratio is reached. A further re-
duction in storage temperature results in an increase in
container weight ratio. This transition results when the
initial compressibility factor of the gas increases at a
faster rate than does the working stress of the material.
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Note: Container material is titanium 6AL-4V.
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ture = 37°R.
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Table 9 is a tabulation of the optimum container weight

ratios for the three basic expansion processes and various

combinations of gas, container material, initial storage

temperature, and initial storage pressure. For the iso-

thermal and isentropic expansions, the tabulated storage

pressure is the optimum value corresponding to the optimum

container weight ratio.

From Table 9, several conclusions can be made. First,

for isobaric expansions, the container weight ratios de-

crease with decreasing storage pressure for all conditions

of initial storage temperature, type of gas, and container

material. Similarly, reducing initial storage temperature

while maintaining the same storage pressure, type of gas,

and container material also reduces the container weight

ratio. Therefore, it may be concluded that, for isobaric

processes, operation at low pressures and low initial tem-

peratures is most desired.

As pointed out in a previous paragraph, the minimum con-

tainer weight ratio for both isothermal and isentropic

processes is a function of both initial pressure and tem-

perature. This is illustrated by a dashed line in Fig.

12 and 13. For the isothermal expansion of helium from

a titanium container to a final pressure of 300 psia, the

optimum initial conditions are a 37°R temperature and a

2400-psia pressure. The isentropic process for the same

operating conditions requires an initial temperature of

900R and an initial pressure of 2400 psia. The corre-

sponding container weight ratios are 2.05 and 3.3 for iso-

thermal and isentropic processes, respectively. Thus, the

isothermal process appears to be the more desirable.

The container material comparison indicates that the

titanium alloy is the most desirable material from a weight

standpoint because of its high strength-to-weight ratio.

However, poor compatibility of this material with oxygen

environments may seriously limit its application.
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Table 9

Process

Isobaric

Isothermal

Isentropic

Optimum Container Weight Ratios For Ideal Ex

Gas

Helium

Hydrogen

Oxygen

Helium

Hydrogen

Helium

Hydrogen

,ansion Processes

Container

Material

Titanium

6A_-4V

Stainless

Steel 304

Titanium

6A_-4V

Stainless

Steel 304

Stainless

Steel 304

Titanium

6A_-4V

Aluminum

6061-T6

Stainless

Steel 304

Aluminum

6061-T6

Stainless

Steel 304

Titanium

6A_-4V

Aluminum

6061-T6

Stainless

Steel 304

Titanium

6A_-4V

Aluminum

6061-T6

Stainless

Steel 304

Storage

Tempera-

ture (OR)

i0

37

i00

163

60

100

163

300

20

37

60

I00

163

3OO

163

163

163

163

20

37

60

90

120

160

200

163

163

163

163

163

Storage

Pressure

(psia)

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

3OOO

2400

2250

2500

2750

3000

2000

2100

2000

2000

1750

1850

2150

2400

2760

3290

3850

3000

3000

1900

1750

1750

Optimum

Container

Weight Ratio

1.45

1.86

2.3

I .86

2.16

2.6

3.15

3.58

4.0

9.45

10.8

ii .95

1.7

2.4

3.05

2.45

3.0

3.65

14.7

16.45

19.6

2.18

2.2

2.48

2.38

2.05

2.2

2.52

3.25

5.15

6.45

5.0

i0.8

8.0

4.2

3.8

3.4

3.3

3.6

4.2

4.75

8.25

6.35

6.1

13.3

9.95
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During the study of the basic expansions, it was found

that, by combining the expansion processes, a significant

reduction in weight ratio could be obtained. For example,

the weight ratio for an expansion following an isobaric

path initially and terminating in an isentropic (for an

initial 1000-psia storage pressure and 37°R temperature)

is 1.6. The weight ratio for the same initial conditions

and a simple isobaric expansion is 1.85. The reduction

is attributed to a lower container weight, resulting from

a lower temperature at the end of the isobaric phase, and

also lower gas residuals at the end of the isentropic

phase, because of reduced final pressure. Four combined

expansions that have been analyzed are:

Isobaric initial expansion with terminal isentropic

expansion;

Isentropic initial expansion with terminal isobaric

expansion;

Isobaric initial expansion with terminal isothermal

expansion;

Isothermal expansion with terminal isobaric expansion.

All of these expansions considered helium gas at an ini-

tial temperature of 37°R. The container material employed

in the analysis was titanium 6A_-4V, and the final storage

pressure was assumed to be 300 psia. The results of the

analysis are plotted in Fig. 14 through 17. In these

figures, the loaded container weight ratio is plotted as

a function of the ratio of the expelled gas to initial

gas weight. The expelled-gas to initial-gas ratio is the

denominator of Equation [3] and is a most useful optimi-

zation parameter since it is a measure of weight utiliza-

tion efficiency of the expansion process. Furthermore,

the parameters used in analyzing the basic expansions

(i.e., final temperature for isobaric processes and initial

storage pressures for isothermal and isentropic processes)

are not practical for use with combined expansions because

neither pressure nor temperature were always constant dur-

ing the expansion, nor were they related by any simple

mathematical expression such as an isentropic relation.

Therefore, it was more convenient to use the expelled- to

initial-gas ratio as the optimization parameter for the

combined expansions.
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Whenan isobaric expansion is the initial process in the
combination, there is a definite minimumvalue of the
weight ratio as illustrated in Fig. 14 and 16. However,
when the isobaric process is the terminal process, the
minimum, storage-container weight ratio occurs at an ex-
pelled- to initial-gas weight ratio very near 1.0 as il-
lustrated by the dotted curves in Fig. 15 and 17. To
reach this minimum, storage container weight ratio, high
residual gas temperatures and heat transfer rates are re-
quired. To illustrate the maximumtemperatures required,
Table I0 has been prepared from Fig. 15 and 16 to compare
isothermal-isobaric and isentropic-isobaric processes.
The storage container weight ratios and the maximumtem-
peratures required are presented for the processes as a
function of expelled- to initial-gas ratio. It is evident
from Table I0 that increasing the expelled- to initial-
gas ratio from 0.95 to 0.99 results in a 4.0% reduction
in container weight ratio. However, this reduction is
accompaniedby a fivefold increase in maximumtemperature.
The value of 0.99 for expelled- to initial-gas ratio still
does not represent an optimum storage container weight ra-
tio. The optimumvalue will be somewherebetween 0.99
and 1.0. It is not considered practical to reach the op-
timum point because the high temperature and heat transfer
rate place unreasonable demandson heat exchanger and gas
generator design. Therefore, an expelled- to initial-gas
weight ratio of 0.95 was selected as an attainable value
for use in subsequent comparisons.

Table Ii was prepared to comparedata for the four dif-
ferent combinedprocesses. The container weight ratios
presented are the optimumvalues for the isobaric-iso-
thermal and isobaric-isentropic processes while the values
for the isothermal-isobaric and isentropic-isobaric pro-
cesses are based on an expelled- to initial-gas weight ra-
tio of 0.95. The maximumgas temperature for each process
is also included in the table. All the expansion processes
were analyzed assuming the total expulsion duration was
540 sec. At somepoint during this time period, the ini-
tial expansion process terminates, and the final expansion
process begins. The time at which this change of process
occurs, as measured from the start of pressurant outflow,
is called the time of transition and is included in the
table. The criterion that determines the time of transi-
tion is that the terminal pressure at the end of the final
expansion process must be 300 psia.
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Table 11 Comparison of Combined Expansion Processes

Process

Isobaric-

Isentropic

Isobaric-

Isothermal

Isentropic-

Isobaric

Isothermal-

Isobaric

Initial

Pressure

(psia)

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

Expelled-
to Initial-

Gas Ratio

0.908

0.896

0.893

0.927

0.928

0.933

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

0.95

Optimum

Container

Weight

Ratio

1.6

1.9

2.08

1.56

1.76

1.89

i .44

i .65

1.8

1.45

1.65

1.81

Maximum

Gas Tem-

perature

(°R)

248

230

206

195

158

144

295

228

188

288

226

188

Time of

Transition

(sec)

485

435

390

450

355

3OO

340

390

420

185

155

178

O
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Comparison of data in Tables 9 and Ii indicates the ad-

vantage of combining the expansion processes. Isobaric-

isentropic or isobaric-isothermal expansions provide re-

ductions in container weight ratio of 12 to 28% depending

on the initial pressures. The isobaric-isothermal process

container weight ratios are somewhat lower than the iso-

baric-isentropic combination because the terminal tempera-

ture is higher resulting in a lower residual gas mass.

Reversing the process combination (i.e., employing the

isobaric expansion as a terminal process) results in an

even greater reduction in container weight ratio. Com-

paring the container weight ratios in Table ii for iso-

baric-isentropic and isentropic-isobaric expansions for

a lO00-psia initial storage pressure indicates a reduc-

tion from 1.6 to 1.44. This reduction also occurs at the

higher pressures.

In general, the following conclusions were reached during

the study of ideal expansion processes. On the basis of

lowest container weight ratios, and, neglecting the com-

plexity of gas generators and heat exchangers, the isobaric

expansion is the most desirable of the basic or simple

expansion processes. The isothermal process provides the

next-lowest, container weight ratios and the isentropic

process provides the highest values. By combining the

above expansion processes, a significant reduction in con-

tainer weight ratio, below that of the simple isobaric

process, can be obtained. Furthermore, in the combination

of processes, it is more beneficial to use an isobaric

expansion as a terminal process.

While the results from this analysis indicate an advantage

in the use of combined expansion processes, they were not

ultimately considered in the final analysis and selection

of a pressurization system. They were eliminated because

they require active heat sources that were also eliminated

from the study.

c. Actual Expansion Study

In the ideal expansion study discussed previously, it was

assumed, as a first approximation, that isentropic and

isothermal expansion processes could be obtained by either

insulating the container or by immersing the container in

the propellant tanks. Later during the program, a more
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realistic evaluation of each of these processes was made
by meansof analytical models that were generally based
on Equation [4] below. The derivation of this equation
is found in Appendix B and was based on an energy balance
of an open system. The system considered is the gas
volume and did not include the container.

4 m
T=

mC
V

where

T = time rate of change of gas temperature (°R/sec),

= heat-transfer rate into the system (Btu/sec),

P = instantaneous gas pressure (ibflft2),

T = instantaneous gas temperature (°R),

V = container volume (ft3),

m = instantaneous system mass (ibm) ,

= gas-outflow rate (ibmlsec),

: uI /°R).C gas specific heat at constant volume (Bt ib m
V

The above temperature-change equation was applied to the

study of various types of expansion processes that are

discussed in subsequent paragraphs.

i) Adiabatic Expansion

Adiabatic expansion was defined in this study as one

in which no heat transferred into the system from the

environment. Such a condition would be approximated

by a storage container insulated by the vacuum of

space. To evaluate the container weight ratios for

this process, an analytical model was established

and programed on the IBM 1620 digital computer. The

system considered included both the gas and the con-

tainer. Modification of the temperature change Equa-

tion [4] was necessary for the new system. The first

modification was to account for the heat capacity of

the wall by replacing mCv by (mCv + mcCc). This as-

sumed that the wall temperature and gas temperature

were always the same.

[4]
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The second modification of Equation [4] was to set

equal to zero, since this represents the heat trans-

fer into the system (i.e., heat transfer to the con-

tainer from the environment, which would have to be

zero for an adiabatic system). The resulting equa-

tion is as follows:

VT mg

(mgCvg + mcCc) ' [5]

where

m = instantaneous gas mass \j(ibm_ ,
g

= gas outflow rate \fj(ibm/sec_'g

mc = container mass \)(ibm% ,

C = gas specific heat at constant volume

vg (Btu/ibm/OR) '

u/ /°RCc = container specific heat (Bt ib m ),

and all other terms are as previously defined.

The analysis was carried out for a pump-fed system

with the mission profile listed in the program plan.

The initial storage pressure and temperature, pres-

surization gas flow requirements, pressurization and

burn-period time durations, and the container volume

and weight were supplied as input. Several runs were

made for each initial, pressure-temperature combina-

tion, varying the container volume and weight until

the final container pressure was 150 ! 5 psia. The

container weight, initial gas weight, and final gas

weight were then used in Equation [2] to compute the

loaded container weight ratio.
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Figure 18 presents the storage container weight ratio
for an adiabatic expansion of helium as a function of
the initial helium storage pressure. The initial
helium storage temperature is 37°R. Also included in
Fig. 18 for comparison are data for an isentropic
expansion process occurring between the sameinitial
and final pressures. It can be seen that, if isen-
tropic conditions are assumed, the storage container
system weights are higher than those for the more-
reslistic, sdiabatic process. This difference is at-
tributed to lower terminal temperatures and, there-
fore, higher gas residual masses in the isentropic
expansion. The higher temperatures in the adiabatic
expansion case are due in part to the fact that the
heat capacity of the container wall was included in
computing temperature change rates. In the isentropic
case, the gas temperature was a function of gas pres-
sure only.

2) Polytropic Expansion

Whena pressurant storage container was mounted in a
propellant tank or jacketed in somemannerwith pro-
pellant, it was assumedthat the expansion process
would be isothermal in nature. Later in the study,
it was decided to further investigate the heat trans-
fer occurring in order to determine whether isothermal
conditions could actually be attained during the ex-
pansion. An analytical model was developed which con-
sidered both outflow and coast phases of a specified,
six-burn mission. The burn phase of the model con-
sidered heat transfer from the propellant into the
gas by meansof free convection during outflow. The
coast phase was concerned with heating of the container
gas by conduction when no outflow was occurring. An
IBM 1620 computer program was developed to carry out
the analysis. A description of the analytical methods
employed in the program are described in the following
paragraphs.

a) Outflow

The outflow portion of the program was based upon
the energy balance Equation [4] discussed pre-
viously, the equation of state for helium (Ref 3),
and heat-transfer equations for free convection.
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The heat-transfer equation employed for free con-
vection on both the helium side and the propellant
side of the container is stated as follows (Ref 4):

[ 2 ]1/3

IPf_fCpg_TI
--0_ L _F_J '

where

h = heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/sec/ft2/°R),

Kf = film thermal conductivity (Btu/sec/ft/°R),

pf = film density (ibn_/ft3),

C = specific heat at constant pressure (Btu/

P ibm/°R),

g = acceleration (ft/sec2),

AT = temperature difference across the film

(OR),

_f = coefficient of thermal expansion (°R-l),

= film viscosity - I ---(ibm/ft/sec)"_f

The heat transfer rate, Q, in the energy balance

equation was based on the helium film coefficient

and the helium-wall temperature difference. The

wall temperature was not assumed constant but al-

lowed to vary between the helium and the propel-

lant temperatures, since the storage container

was mounted in the propellant tank. The following

equation was used to compute the wall temperature:

CI_0"75

g
T _\Cg/ T1 + T

w
\%/

[61
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where

T = wall temperature (°R),
W

TI = propellant temperature (°R),

T = gas temperature (°R),
g

C and C = parameters derived from the film
1 g coefficients for the propellant

and the gas, respectively, as ex-

plained below.

The wall temperature equation was derived by as-

suming that the heat transfer from the liquid to

the wall is equal to that transferred from the

wall to the gas. That is:

Qg = QI'

where

= heat transferred from the wall to the
Qg gas (Btu/sec),

QI = heat transferred from the liquid to the
wall (Btu/sec) .

For free convection:

hgAg(T w - Tg)= hlAI(T I - Tw),

where

h and h I = free convection film coefficients

g (Btu/sec/ft2/OR),

A and A I = wall surface area fN\ft2},
g

T T and T I = wall, gas, and liquid tempera-
w' g tures, respectively (°R).

[8]

[9]
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The film coefficient equation for both liquid and

gas side can be written as:

i/3
h = C(_T) , [10]

where

2 ]i/3

Ip fCp_ fgl

C = 0.13Kf [ _fKfJ '

Substituting into [9] and cancelling area terms

(since the container inside and outside areas are

approximately the same):

Cg(T w - Tg)i/3 (Tw _ Tg) = C I(T I - Tw)

or

Cg(Tw
T .4/3
g) = CI(T 1 - Tw)

i/3

4/3

(TI

wI
where C and C are defined by [i0] for gas and

g i

liquid, respectively. Solving [ii] yields [7]

for T :
W

_-_iI0"75 T 1 + Tg

T = g!

w 1 +/Cl_ 0"75

\%/
The derivation of [7] neglects the temperature

gradient across the wall since the thermal con-

ductivity of the wall is high compared to the gas

and liquid heat transfer coefficients.

ill

[7]
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b) Coast

The calculation of the helium temperature at the

end of coast was based upon theory for transient

conduction in a solid sphere, initially at a uni-

form temperature and whose surface is suddenly

changed and maintained at a different temperature.

From this theory, data for the central temperature

history of a sphere were obtained from Fig. 10-8

of Ref 5. This figure presents a temperature ratio

T - T
O S

T - T '
i s

as a function of

_e

2'
R

where

T = central temperature (°R),
O

T. = the initial sphere temperature (°R),
I

T = surface temperature (°R),
S

-- thermal diffusivity of the sphere

(ft2/sec),

e = time after suddenly changing the surface

temperature (sec),

R = radius of the sphere (ft).

It is not known whether this theory can be strictly

applied to gas in the same manner as solids. How-

ever, there are now no known, proven theories ap-

plicable for heat transfer to and within a gas in

a zero-gravity environment.
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c)

The application of this theory in the computer

program will now be described• The gas temperature

at the end of the burn cycle of the program is

assumed to be uniform throughout the sphere and

is taken as T. in the temperature ratio described
z

above The surface temperature, T , is assumed
• s

to be the liquid hydrogen temperature• This as-

sumption neglects the heat capacity of the con-

tainer wall that is reasonable in light of the

low wall specific heat and high thermal conductiv-

ity. The time, 8, is an input constant equal to

the assumed duration of the coast period• The

computer then assumes a central temperature. To

determine mean properties to be used in calcula-

tion of thermal diffusivity, 5, the mean bulk gas

temperature is assumed to be the arithmetic mean

of the central temperature and the wall temperature.

The value _8/R 2 is then computed to obtain a tem-

perature ratio• From the temperature ratio, a

central temperature is computed and compared with

the assumed value• The calculations are repeated

until the absolute difference of the assumed and

calculated central temperatures is within 0.01°R.

The mean gas temperature is supplied as the ini-

tial temperature for the next burn cycle•

Results

The computer program was employed to analyze helium

storage containers mounted in both the liquid

oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks. A six-burn,

five-coast mission profile was employed. The re-

suits of the analysis are presented in Fig. 19.

The container material employed in the liquid

hydrogen tank installation was Titanium 6A_-4V.

However, for the liquid oxygen tank application,

Aluminum 2219-T87 was specified to be compatible

with the liquid oxygen•
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Also shownin Fig. 19 are the ideal isothermal
curves for each installation. It can be seen
that the ideal curves are somewhatlower than the
more-realistic, polytropic expansion curve. This
difference is attributed to the polytropic terminal
temperature being lower than the surrounding pro-
pellant temperature so that the residual gas mass
is higher for the same terminal pressure of 150
psia. This analysis was performed for a single
spherical container. However, if the total gas
volume was divided into several smaller spheri-
cal containers, the effective heat transfer sur-
face would be increased so that the temperature
profile during outflow would be more nearly con-
stant. The use of several containers does create
a more complex installation problem and, for that
reason, was not considered in the analysis.

A comparison of the optimum storage container
weight ratios for the adiabatic process and the
polytropic process from Fig. 18 and 19 (for an
initial storage temperature of 37°R) indicates
that approximately a 30%reduction in container
system weight can be achieved if the polytropic
process is employed. This reduction is the re-
suit of the reduced-pressurant residual associated
with higher gas terminal temperatures. It is of
interest to note, however, that the optimum stor-
age pressure in either case is approximately 1200
psia.

This program was developed after the pressure-fed
systems were being studied; therefore, no expan-
sion with 300-psia final pressure was calculated
with this program.

3) Engine-Bleed Heating

During ideal expansion studies, it was shownthat re-
duction of container residual gas and a subsequent
reduction in container weight ratio could be obtained
by heating the gas in the container during outflow.
During the evaluation of the pump-fed pressurization
system, an investigation into the usage of an engine,
hot-hydrogen bleed as a heat mediumto reduce con-
tainer residual gas was made.
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An analytical modelwas developed that employed the
temperature changeEquation [4], the helium equation
of state from National Bureau of Standards Technical
Note 154, and the six-burn mission profile. An as-
sumption madein the analysis was that the only heat
transfer into the helium came from the hydrogen bleed,
i.e., no external heating. Furthermore, it was as-
sumedthat a tubular heat exchanger was mountedin-
ternal to the helium tank. In this configuration,
the helium was heated by free convection over the
outer tube surface while the hydrogen bleed flowed
through the tube providing the heat source by forced
convection.

The computation of the instantaneous value of Q into
the helium and the resulting hydrogen temperature drop
through the heat exchanger was based on the following
heat-transfer equations (Ref 4).

a) Helium side-free convection over a horizontal tube

h
C

Kc[D3p2 1Ij4
/ o cc pc /

= 0"53 _o [ _cK----_ ] '
[12]

where

h
C

= helium heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/sec-ft2-°R),

K = helium thermal conductivity (Btu/sec/

c ft/OR),

Hc = helium viscosity (ibm/ft-sec),

_c = helium thermal-expansion coefficient

(°R-l),

C = helium specific heat at constant pres-
pc

sure (Btu/ibm- °R),

g = accleration (ft-sec2),
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_T = temperature difference between helium-

bulk temperature and tube-surface tem-

perature (°R),

D = tube outer diameter (ft),
O

pc = helium density (ibm_t3).

b) Hydrogen side-forced convection

00 Vs/

where

hH = hydrogen heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/sec-ft2- °R),

KH = hydrogen thermal conductivity (Btu/sec-
ft-°R),

D. = tube inside diameter (ft),
l

Re = Reynolds' Number,

Pr = Prandtl's Number,

Tb = hydrogen-bulk temperature (°R),

T = tube-surface temperature (°R).
S

To compute the instantaneous value of Q to use in

the energy-balance equation, a calculation process

that iterated on both hydrogen outlet temperature

and heat exchanger surface temperature was employed.

For given values of hydrogen mass flow and inlet

temperature, a value is assumed for the outlet

temperature. The bulk temperature of the hydrogen
is calculated as the arithmetic mean of the inlet

and outlet temperatures. A first-trial value for

heat-exchanger surface temperature is calculated

as the arithmetic mean of the hydrogen-bulk tem-

perature and helium temperature. The hydrogen and

[13]
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helium heat-transfer coefficients are next cal-

culated from the equations discussed above. The

heat-exchanger surface temperature is calculated

from the following expression:

T
S

hHT H + h TCC

hH + h c

where

T = surface temperature (°R),
S

TH = hydrogen-bulk temperature (°R),

T = helium temperature (°R),
C

h H = hydrogen heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/sec-ft2-°R),

h
C

= helium heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/sec-ft2- °R).

The above equation was obtained by equating the

heat-transfer rate from hydrogen into the wall

and the heat-transfer rate from the wall into

the helium as follows:

Q = hHA H (T H - Ts) = hcA c (T s TC)"

In this relation, the heat capacity of the wall

and the temperature gradient across the wall are

assumed negligible. Solving Equation [15] for

Ts, and assuming that the hydrogen and helium sur-

face areas are equal, yields the desired expres-

sion, Equation [14].

The calculated surface temperature is compared

with the initial trial value. If the difference

between the calculated value and trial value is

greater than the assigned tolerance of 5°R, the

calculated value becomes the trial value. The

heat-transfer coefficients are recalculated and,

subsequently, a new calculated surface temperature

[14]

[15]
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is obtained. When the difference between calcu-

lated and trial values is within the tolerance,

the heat transfer rate, Q, is calculated based

on the helium side-heat-transfer coefficient. The

hydrogen-outlet temperature is then calculated

from the following relation:

=%cpH(THIT.o),

where

= hydrogen flow rate, (ibm/sec);

CpH = mean specific heat of the hydrogen

(Btu / ibm- °R) ;

THO = hydrogen-outlet temperature (°R);

THI = hydrogen-inlet temperature (°R).

The calculated value of hydrogen-outlet tempera-

ture is compared with the value originally assumed.

If the difference between the two values is greater

than the assigned limit of 5°R, the entire Q-

calculation procedure is repeated with the assumed

hydrogen-outlet temperature replaced by the value

just calculated. When the difference is within

the assigned limit, the calculated value of Q is

employed in the energy balance equation to calcu-

late T.

Two different storage conditions were evaluated.

The first consisted of the helium initially at

liquid-oxygen temperature in an aluminum container.
The second condition considered the helium to be

initially at liquid-hydrogen temperature and stored

in a titanium container. The different container

materials were selected to be compatible with the

propellants used. The hydrogen bleed from the

engine entered the heat exchanger at 280 psia and

280°R. The flow rate assumed in the analysis was

0.055 Ibm/sec. The hydrogen heat exchanger outlet

temperature varied from 200 to 240°R for the case

initially at liquid-oxygen temperature. For the

case initially at liquid-hydrogen temperature, the

[16]
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outlet temperature varied from 245 to 270°R. The

heat-exchanger configuration consisted of a 1.0-

in. diameter tube whose length was 80 ft for the

initial liquid-oxygen temperature and I0 ft for

the initial liquid-hydrogen temperature. These

heat-exchanger lengths were selected to limit

heat flow into the container so that overpressuri-

zation of the container during outflow did not

occur. The minimum pressure at the end of expan-

sion was 150 psia in all cases.

The results of the analysis are plotted in Fig.

20. The container weight ratios presented do in-

clude the weight of the heat-exchanger tubes as

part of the container weight. By comparing Fig.

20 with Fig. 19 Eor the polytropic expansions, it

is apparent that the container weight ratios for

both processes are very nearly the same. There-

fore, there appears to be no particular container-

weight advantage in heating the container gas by

engine-bleed hydrogen rather than mounting the con-

tainer inside the propellant tanks and allowing

free convection and conduction heat-transfer proc-

esses to heat the gas. A disadvantage in engine-

bleed heating is associated with the installation

of the heat exchanger in the gas storage container.

At least one and possibly two extra pierce points

would be required in the container surface for the

heat-exchanger inlet and outlet. The extra fit-

tings associated with these points increase the

possibility of external helium leakage.

4) Cascade Expansion Study

A rather unique, pressurant-storage system investigated

during the study was called the Cascade, Pressurant-

Storage System. This system is described schematically

in Fig. 21. Operation of this system involves an ini-

tial adiabatic expansion of the pressurant from the

primary container into the propellant tanks until a

minimum pressure occurs in the primary container. Cas-

cade storage gas is then heated and permitted to flow

into the primary container, maintaining primary stor-

age pressure at a minimum required level with a posi-

tive-expulsion device (e.g., bladder). Heat may be

supplied to the cascade gas by a gas-generator heat

exchanger to minimize the quantity of cascade gas re-

quired.
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Fig. 21 CascadePressurant Storage System
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An analysis of this system was completed to determine
and comparecontainer expansion ratios with other proc-
esses. The container conditions assumedin the analy-
sis are tabulated as follows:

Cascadestorage container,

Isothermal expansion (assumedinstalled in
liquid-hydrogen tank),

Storage temperature = 37°R,

Initial pressure = 2500 psia,

Final pressure = 400 psia;

Primary Storage Container,

Initial pressure = i000 psia,

Final pressure = 300 psia,

Initial and final temperatures are in Table
12

The primary tank was sized so that the loaded helium
masswas equal to the helium pressurant required in
the propellant tanks. The weight of cascade gas that
flowed into the primary tank was equal to the gas
residual weight.

The initial storage pressure for the cascade container
was obtained from the ideal analysis for isothermal
processes. The primary storage pressure was arbitrar-
ily selected considering both container weight and
volume. Helium gas was considered as both primary
and cascade fluids.

An analytical model was developed and programed on
the IBM 1620 computer to evaluate the cascade pres-
surization-system requirements. The whole computation
process was carried out in three distinct phases.
The first phase consisted of a simple, adiabatic ex-
pansion of the primary container gas from i000- to
300-psia pressures. After 300 psia was reached, the
second or cascade phase of the expansion process was
initiated. In this phase, the model computedthe
quantity of cascade gas necessary to maintain 300 psia
in the primary container during pressurant expulsion.
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During the cascade process, heat transfer between the

primary-container wall and both primary- and cascade-

gas masses was considered. However, no external heat-

ing from the environment was assumed. Heat transfer

between the cascade- and primary-gas masses across the

positive-expulsion device was also calculated. Mass

and energy balances were employed on both primary and

cascade masses to determine cascade-mass inflow and

temperature histories of both gas masses.

The third phase of the computation was associated with

coast periods during which no primary gas outflow was

required. At the end of each coast period, the primary

and cascade gas and the primary-container wall tem-

peratures were assumed to be equal. This equilibrium

temperature was calculated with an energy balance be-

tween the primary gas, cascade gas, and container wall

with no external heat transfer considered.

The mission profile used in the analysis was for the

pressure-fed systems as listed in the program plan.

An oxygen-hydrogen gas generator was assumed as the

heat source. The gas-generator and heat-exchanger re-

quired weights were calculated with 1620 computer

models, developed during the study and discussed in

other sections of this report.

Only one analysis was performed on the cascade system

to determine if there was an optimum operating condi-

tion. A study was performed on the effect of cascade-

inlet temperature into the primary container. The

inlet temperature from the cascade container was varied

from 800 to 1200°R, and it was found that essentially

no change in system weight occurred. A temperature

of 1000°R was assumed for the remaining study. No

other system parameters (i.e., pressure) were opti-

mized.

Three, initial, primary storage temperatures of 15,

25 and 37°R were assumed in the study. At each stor-

age temperature, four cases of different helium out-

flow were studied. From the results in Table 12 it

can be seen that the colder storage temperature lowers

the storage-container weight ratio. Different pres-

surant requirements did not affect the storage-con-

tainer expansion ratio. The primary-container weight

is proportional to the expelled gas weight and affects

the expansion similarly in each size system.

The cascade expansion produced one of the lowest helium

storage-system weights.
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5) Recirculation Expansion

During the expansion study, another process involving
recirculation and heating of the helium pressurant
was investigated. The purpose of the recirculation
was to makeup the energy removedby the helium pres-
surant so that specified expansions (i.e., isobaric,
isothermal, or combinations) could be maintained in
the container. The proposed system is illustrated
as follows.

y

/-- Heat Exchanger

Helium to

Propellant

Tanks

Recirculation

A_-----Line

_Compressor

The driving force for the recirculation fluid is sup-

plied by the compressor. One major advantage of this

system is that the heating process may be carried out

under zero-gravity conditions since the recirculating

fluid is heated by forced rather than free convection.

An analysis was performed to determine feasibility

of the recirculation process. An energy balance was

performed on the pressurant-storage container to deter-

mine the recirculation temperature and flow rates to

maintain a constant-pressure process in the container.

The derivation of this energy balance is given below.
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W

rage Container

Let

E = total internal energy of the container at
C

any instant (Btu),

m = the mass of gas present in the container at
C

any instant (ibm) ,

• . = gas flow rate, in (lbm/Sec),
1

mo = gas flow rate, out (lbm/sec).

Assuming complete mixing of the inlet gas and no heat
transfer from the container wall, the energy balance

is:

= _h.h. - _ h ,F'C I i O C

where

h° = specific enthalpy of gas entering container

l (Btu/qbm),

h = specific enthalpy of gas leaving container

c (Btu_bm)"

Now,

=_ +_.,
o g

where

= gas flow rate required to pressurize propel-

g lant tanks (assumed constant) (ibm/_ec).

Substituting [18] into [17] and simplifying, the

steady-state relation becomes:

[17]

[18]

F. = &. (h i - hc) - rh h . [19]c l g c
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O

Now,

c = rhcec + mcec, [20]

where

e
c

= specific internal energy of container gas

(Btu/Ibm);

c = container-gas-mass rate of change (ibm_eC) =

= m. - m = m. - m - m. = - m . [2l]
i o z g i g

Equation [20] now becomes:

= rhe + m _ . [22]
c gc c c

Combining Equations [19] and [22] and simplifying,

rh (hc - ec) + m _ = r_ (h i hc). [23]g c c i

From the definition of enthalpy,

P V
C C

h - e = _OcV =c c c m
C

[24]

Substituting [24] into [23] and rearranging,

•

rhP V +me

_ = g c c c c

i mc (h i _ hc ). [25]

Equation [25] was applied to determine the required re-

circulation flow rate as a function of recirculation

temperature. Figure 22 presents typical data gen-

erated by Equation [25] for the pump-fed systems using the

mission profile as shown in the program plan. In the iso-

baric-polytropic expansion, the recirculation flow rate was

increased to maintain an isobaric condition up to a point

at which it was held constant for the remaining outflow.

The maximum flow rate presented in Fig. 22 was used to de-

termine the size of compressors, motors, and batteries re-

quired to recirculate the helium. Sizing of the above com-

ponents was accomplished in the following manner. First,

the power requirements to pump the recirculation fluid were

calculated from the following expression:
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Note: i. No engine bleed.

2. P° = i000 psia.
i

3. Pf = 300 psia.

4. T i = 37°R.

5. Wg expelled/Wg initial

¢9

V

_J
4_

0

.,4

0.01

Propellant Tank

Inlet Temperature (°R)

0.001
200 400 600 800 i000 1200 1400

Recirculated Pressurant Temperature (°R)

Fig. 22 Recirculated Pressurant Flow Rate, Helium Gas Isobaric Polytropic Expansion
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foAP

P = 550p'
[26]

where

P = power required (hp),

r_ = recirculation flow (ibm/sec),

AP = pressure rise across pump (ibf/ft21,

= ens ty
A pressure rise of 50 psi was assumed in this analy-

sis.

When the pump power required for each flow rate was

obtained, the pump, motor, and battery weights were ob-

tained from Fig. 23, 24, and 25,* respectively.

Figures 23 and 24 were obtained by plotting various

manufacturers' catalog data for flight-weight type

components.

Since the heat capacity of the storage container is ex-

tremely small at cryogenic temperatures, the container

was assumed to be at the same temperature as the gas.

No heat from the environment was considered; hence, coast

periods did not affect the expansion.

Estimates of gas-generator, heat-exchanger, and gas-generator

propellant weights were made for each condition of recircula-

tion flow and temperature. The recirculation subsystem

included the gas generators, gas-generator propellants,

heat exchanger, pump motor, and battery. The recirculation

sybsystem optimized with a recirculation temperature of

650 to 750 °R for all various outflows.

*Machine Design. ii April 1963.
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The loaded-container weight ratios were computed for

the recirculation system used in a pump-fed pressuriza-

tion system. Both hydrogen bleed and no bleed were

used. The results are tabulated in Table 13 and in-

clude the storage-container weight, pressurant gas,

and recirculation-subsystem weight. The expansion in

the storage container is an isobaric-polytropic com-

bination. The initial storage pressure and temperature

are I000 psia and 37°R, respectively. A final pressure

of 300 psia was used. The container material was titan-

ium. A total time of 900 sec was used to size the battery.

From Table 13, the loaded-container weight ratios ap-

pear to be 25 to 30% higher than the values for the

cascade system. However, when compared with the poly-

tropic expansion, the recirculation systems appear to

be favorable. Furthermore, the recirculation system

possesses a capability of heating the storage container

by forced convection under zero-gravity conditions.

Since only one storage-container pressure was consid-

ered in the analysis, additional work is necessary to

determine if there is an optimum initial-storage pres-

sure that would result in even lighter system weights.

6) Conclusions

Numerous conclusions have been drawn throughout this

section, so those below are of a more general nature.

To compare and optimize the pressurant-storage sub-

system, the ratio of the total storage-system weight

and the expelled-gas weight was calculated. This

ratio is called the storage-container weight ratio.

In all expansion systems studied, except for the re-

circulation system, the storage-container weight ra-

tio remained essentially constant for all pressurant

requirements at a given initial storage condition.

The recirculation system was more optimum as the pres-

surant requirement increased. It was found that the
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more-desirable systems all required the addition of

heat to the container. A cross section of systems

is presented in the following tabulation.

Process

Isentropic

Isothermal

Isothermal

Isobaric

Isothermal-

Isobaric

Polytropic

Engine-Bleed

Heat

Recirculation

Cascade

Initial Pressure

(psia)

1850

2400

ii00

I000

I000

ii00

ii00

i000

I000

Final Pressure

(psia)

300

300

150

3OO

300

150

150

3OO

300

Storage -Container

Weight Ratio

3.80

2.05

1.92

1.86

1.45

2.15

2.15

1.96

1.66

Note: I. Initial temperature = 37°R.

2. Container material titanium 6A_-4V.

The initial pressure is lowered as the final pressure

is also lowered. Some systems optimized below 1000-

psia initial pressure, but the lower pressures were

not considered since the size of the container would

become too large. The size of the system could be

reduced if heat was added at the end of the expansion

process. The added heat reduces the residual-gas

weight.

The first five systems listed above (which are ideal)

do not include the weight of the heating system.
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3. Heat Source Subsystem

a. Heat-Exchanger Studies

I) Active Pressurant Heating

a) Parallel Flow

The first active heat-exchanger program was de-

veloped for use during the initial screening of

the pressure-fed systems. It was used primarily

to obtain heat-exchanger weights to be included

in the total system weights. The design point

for the heat exchanger was the maximum load con-

dition of each system.

To account for variation of the specific heats

of both fluids and the variation of the overall

heat-transfer coefficient the classical method

of mean temperature difference (i.e., log-mean)

was ruled out. The instantaneous temperature

difference between the two fluids is calculated

for only a small increment of the heat-exchanger

surface. This procedure is repeated until the

specified outlet temperature is reached. The

total area of the heat exchanger is equal to the

summed increments.

The model used parallel-flow design. The design

parameters of the heat exchanger were as follows:

Types of fluids;

Inlet and outlet temperature of the cold

fluid;

Flow rate of the cold fluid;

Inlet and outlet temperature of the hot

fluid.

Incremental Area Calculations - By using these

design parameters, the program calculated the

flow rate of the heating fluid and the size of

the heat exchanger. Assuming a flow rate of the

hot fluid and an incremental temperature drop of

the hot fluid, the incremental area was calcu-

lated as follows. Using the properties of the
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hot fluid and the assumedtemperature change,
the heat transferred was calculated by:

Qh = WhCphATh" [27]

Since the heat lost by the hot fluid was the

same as the heat gained by the cold fluid, the

temperature change of the cold fluid was calcu-

lated:

Qc Qh
AT = - • [28 ]

c c c
c pc c pc

The heat-transfer coefficients for both the hot

and cold fluids were determined from the average

temperature of each fluid by use of the general

term; (Stanton No.)(Prandtl No.) 2/3 = g (Reynolds'

No.). The values of g (Reynolds' No.) were ob-

tained from figures presented in Ref 6.

Ignoring the resistance of the tube wall, the

overall heat transfer coefficient was evaluated:

U

1

h h h c

[29]

The area required for the increment was calcu-

lated by:

Qh
A =

U AT h_c '

where

= flow rate (Ib/sec),

Q = heat transferred (Btu),

C = specific heat at constant pressure

P (Btu/ib-°R),

[30]
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AT = temperature difference (°R),

h = heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/ft2-sec -
°R),

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/

ft2-sec-°R),

A = area (ft2);

Subscripts:

h = hot,

c = cold.

This calculation was repeated over successive in-

crements until the desired outlet temperature of

the cold fluid was reached. The total area was

obtained by summing the incremental areas.

If the outlet temperature of the hot fluid was

not equal to the stipulated value, the assumed

flow rate of the hot fluid was modified and the

calculation redone. Modification of the hot-

fluid flow rate was continued until the calculated

outlet temperature was equal to the desired value.

b) Cross Flow

The second active heat-exchanger program was de-

veloped to provide greater detail of information

about the heat exchanger than was obtained in the

first program. It was still needed to obtain

heat-exchanger weights but could also calculate

additional data that would assist in the event

pressure losses of both fluids used in the heat

exchanger were calculated.

To account for various configurations of flow and

physical arrangement, the average temperature of

each fluid was considered. The number-of-heat-

transfer-units (NTU) method was used to calculate

the performance of the heat exchanger.
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The program calculation initially assumeda one-
cubic-foot size heat exchanger. From this assumed
size, flow properties were evaluated and a heat-
exchanger size was calculated. The assumedsize
was adjusted until it agreed with the calculated
size.

The design parameters of the heat exchanger were:

Numberof heat transfer units;

Types of fluid;

Inlet and outlet temperatures of the cold
fluid;

Flow rate of the cold fluid;

Inlet and outlet temperatures of the hot
fluid °

The heat exchanger dimensions and the flow rate
of the hot fluid were obtained from the above de-
sign parameters. The pressure losses of both
fluids were calculated, and the Machnumberat
all inlet and outlet points was determined. The
following sequencewas used in the program.

By using a simple arithmetic meanbetween the in-
let and outlet temperatures, the thermal and
transport properties of both fluids were evalu-
ated. Assumingall heat lost by the hot fluid
was equal to the heat gained by the cold fluid,
the flow rate of the hot fluid was calculated by:

C AT
c pc c

_h = Cph AT h
[31]

For both fluids the Mach numbers were calculated

at the inlet and outlet points:

M [32]
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The heat-transfer coefficients for both the hot

and cold fluids were determined from the average

temperature of each fluid by the use of the gen-

eral term; (Stanton No.)(Prandtl No.) 2/3 = g

(Reynolds' No.). The value of g (Reynolds' No.)
was obtained from Ref 6.

The overall heat-transfer coefficient was cal-

culated by assuming that a zero heat resistance

was offered by the wall:

I
U -- °

i I

hh h c

[33]

The area required was calculated by:

(NTU) W C
A = h ph

U

The values of NTU can be evaluated by using one

of Figures 2 thru 13 of Ref 6. Explanations of

terms are:

= flow rate (Ib/sec);

C = specific heat constant pressure;
P

T = temperature difference (°R);

M = Mach number;

V = velocity (ft/sec);

7 = ratio of specific heats;

R = gas constant (ft-lbf)/ (ibm-°R);

T = temperature (°R);

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/ft 2-sec-°R);

[34]
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h = heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/ft 2-

sec-°R);

NTU = number of heat transfer units;

A = area (ft2);

Subscripts :

c = cold;

h = hot.

This calculation loop was recycled until the

assumed initial size agreed with the calculated

size. After agreement was accomplished, the

pressure losses of both fluids were calculated

by accounting for friction losses:

O V 2 f L
AP =

772 D H '

where

P = pressure loss (psi),

p = density (Ib/ft 3),

V = velocity (ft/sec),

f = drag friction coefficient,

L = characteristic length (ft),

D H = hydraulic diameter (in.).

2) Passive Pressurant Heating

A passive, circular, finned-tube heat exchanger

mounted in the liquid oxygen tank was evaluated dur-

ing the pump-fed system study. The helium was as-

sumed to be stored at liquid-hydrogen temperature

and was heated by forced convection while flowing

through the tube. The liquid oxygen supplied the

heat by free convection over the tube and fin sur-

face.

[35]
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An analytical model, employing a conventional log-
meantemperature difference method, was established
to calculate heat-exchanger performance. A double
iteration, involving both heat exchanger wall and
gas outlet temperature, was employed in the calcula-
tion procedure. The analytical model was initially
programmedon the IBM 1620 computer. Later, the model
was incorporated in the Propellant-Tankage and Pres-
surization System program.

As input, the computer program required the helium-
inlet pressure, temperature, and flow rate, the heat-
exchanger geometry (tube diameter, fin diameter, fin
spacing, tube length, tube material), and the vehicle
acceleration. The computer program calculated the
helium-outlet pressure and temperature. In the fol-
lowing paragraphs, the steps and techniques employed
in the calculation procedure will be briefly dis-
cussed.

The first step in the calculation is the assumption
of the helium temperature leaving the heat exchanger.
This value was arbitrarily made20%greater than the
inlet temperature. The meanhelium temperature
through the heat exchanger to be used for determina-
tion of properties was calculated by the following
relation:

Tgm = TL - _TLM= TL - Tg2 - Tg I
T L

_n - Tgl '

T L - Tg 2

where

T = mean gas temperature (°R),
gm

TL = liquid bulk temperature (°R),

ATLM = log mean temperature difference (°R),

Tg 2 = helium-outlet temperature (°R),

Tg I = helium-inlet temperature (°R).
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As first guess in the wall temperature iteration, the

wall temperature was assumed to be the arithmetic

mean of the liquid temperature, TL, and the mean gas

temperature, Tgm. The next step was the calculation

of the gas heat-transfer coefficient from the follow-

ing equation (Ref 4):

T 0K i13/ 
h = 0.02 --g-- (Re)0"8(pr)

g DTI V W /

.575

where

h = gas heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/sec-ft 2-

g °R),

K = gas thermal conductivity (Btu/sec-ft-°R),
g

DTI = tube inside diameter (ft),

Re = Reynolds' number,

Pr = Prandtl number•

All gas properties in [37] were evaluated at the mean

gas temperature, T
gm

The next calculation was the determination of the liq-

uid heat-transfer coefficient. Since the liquid side

area consists of both vertical-plane and horizontal-

tube surfaces, a mean film coefficient was used that

was based on the two types of surfaces and relative

area of each. The expression for the mean film coef-

ficient, hL, was obtained in the following manner•

The heat transfer on the liquid side of the heat ex-

changer was:

= h L A L (T L - TW),

[37]

[38]
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where

Q = heat transfer rate (Btu/sec),

hL --mean heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/sec-ft 2-
OR),

AL = total heat-transfer surface (ft 2).

The heat transfer rate, Q, was made up of two parts

as follows:

where

= QF + QT'

QF = heat-transfer rate from fin surface (Btu/
sec),

QT = heat-transfer rate from tube surface (Btu/
sec).

Now, assuming the wall temperature was constant over

both tube and finned surfaces,

and

QF = hF AF (TL TW)'

QT = hT AT (TL - TW)'

where

hF = heat-transfer coefficient on fin surface

(Btu/sec/f tm/°R),

hT = heat-transfer coefficient on tube surface

(Btu/sec/f t2/°R),

AF = fin surface area (ft2),

AT = tube surface area (ft2).

[39]

[40]

[41]
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Combining expressions for Q, QF' and QT'

h L A L (T L - TW) = hF A F (T L - TW) +

+ h T A T (T L - TW).

Simplifying,

[42]

h L A L = h F A F + h T A T • [43]

Solving for hL,

h L = (h F A F + h T AT)/A L. [44]

Now, A F = A L - AT, so that h L became:

(h T - hF) A T

hL = A + h F. [45]
L

This expression was employed in the program to com-

pute the film coefficient on the liquid side of the

heat exchanger.

For calculation of hT, the tube-surface coefficient,

the following expression from Ref 4 was employed:

K

h T = 0.53 L [Gr Pr] I/4 [46]
DTO

where

KL = liquid thermal conductivity (Btu/ft-sec-°R),

DTO = tube diameter (ft),

Gr = Grashof number,

Pr = Prandtl number.
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The characteristic dimension used in the Grashof

number was the tube diameter, DTO.

The equation used for the finned surface (vertical

plane) was also obtained from Ref 4. The equation

was as follows:

_I PrhF = 0.508 -- 0.952 + Pr

|1/4

Gr Pr_ ,

where

DF = fin diameter (ft).

The characteristic dimension used in the Grashof num-

ber in this case was fin diameter, DF, which was an
arbitrary assumption.

The next item calculated in the program was the

finned-surface efficiency. This value was computed

from the following expression:

AF

_ : 1 - _ (i - _),

where

NL = surface efficiency,

AF = fin area (ft2),

A L = total surface area, liquid side (ft2),

NF = fin efficiency.

[47]

[48]
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To obtain the fin efficiency, _F' a method presented

in Ref 5 was employed. In this method, the fin ef-

ficiency for a straight rectangular fin was first

calculated based on the circular fin thickness and

height. The following relations were used:

i tanh V/_

_SF = 2_

and

X = - DTOI3/2DF
7_ 2hLtF (D F DTO ) '

where

_SF = fin efficiency for a straight rectangular

fin,

D F = fin diameter (ft),

D = tube diameter (ft),
TO

h L = mean heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/ft 2-
sec-°m),

KW = thermal conductivity of fin material (Btu/
ft-sec-°R),

tF = fin thickness (ft).

A correction factor to convert the straight-fin ef-

ficiency to a value for a circular fin was then ap-

plied by the following expression:

_CF = NSF + _N'

[49]

[5O]

[51]
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where

NCF = circular-fin efficiency,

A N = correction factor to convert from straight
fin to circular fin.

To determine AN, Fig. 4-11 of Ref 5 was employed. An

expression for A N in terms of fin and tube diameters

and straight-fin efficiency was derived assuming the

efficiency lines in the figure were straight lines,

The resulting expression was:

]I iA N = [D F - I -0.031 + 0.756 NS F - 0.725 N2SF . [52]

The next major step in the calculation was the veri-

fication of the assumed-wall temperature. It was

assumed that the wall temperature was uniform through-

out and that all the heat transferred from the liq-

uid to the wall was transferred from the wall to the

gas. An energy balance performed on the wall yielded

the following expressions:

Qg = QL [53]

or

hg Ag (TW - Tgm) = NL h L A L (TL TW),
[54]

where

= heat transfer rate from wall to gas (Btu/
g

sec),

A
g

QL = heat transfer rate from liquid to wall (Btu/
see),

h = gas heat transfer coefficient (Btu/sec-ft 2-

g OR) ,

= gas side-heat-transfer area (ft2),
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T W = wall temperature (°R),

T = mean gas temperature (°R),
gm

_L = liquid side-heat-transfer surface efficiency,

h L = liquid heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/sec-

ft 2 _o R ),

A L = liquid side-heat-transfer area (ft2),

TL = liquid temperature (°R).

Solving for TW:

h T + (AL/Ag) _L hL TL
TW = g gm

hg + (AL/Ag) _L hL

[55]

The value of TW computed from this expression was

compared with the original assumed value. If the

difference between the assumed and calculated value

was less than 0.5°R, the computation proceeded to

the next step. If the difference was greater than

0.5°R, the assumed value was made the calculated

value, and a new computation cycle was started by

transferring back to the place where the gas heat-

transfer coefficient was calculated.

After the wall-temperature iteration was completed,

the overall heat-transfer coefficient based on the

liquid-side surface area was calculated as follows:

U L =
AL I

A h nL hL
g g

[56]
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where

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient.
L

This heat-transfer coefficient was used in the calcu-
lation of the gas-outlet temperature from a relation
based on heat-exchanger effectiveness. This relation
was derived from the following general expressions
for heat-exchanger effectiveness presented on pages
453 and 454 of Ref 4:

C (Tco - T i)
C C

Cmi n (Thi - Tci) '

and

i - e -[l+(Cmin/Cmax)] UA/Cmin

= 1 + (Cmin_ma x ) '

where

e = effectiveness,

C = capacity rate for cold-side fluid = m C

c (Btu/see_OR), c pc

C
min

= smaller capacity rate of hot and cold fluids

(Btu/sec-°R),

C = larger capacity rate of hot and cold fluids

max (Btu/sec_OR),

T = cold-fluid outlet temperature (°R),
CO

T . = cold-fluid inlet temperature (°R),
Cl

Thi = hot-fluid inlet temperature (°R),

A = heat-transfer area (ft2),

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient based on

A (Btu/ftm-sec-°R).

[57]

[58]
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Since the liquid temperature was assumedto remain
constant, the liquid capacity rate was, by definition,
equal to infinity (see page 455, Ref 4). Therefore,
the ratio Cmin/Cmaxwas equal to zero, and Cmin was
equal to C that has a finite value of m C The

c g pg"
above equations for e can be rewritten as follows:

= Tg2 Tg I

T L Tg I

and

e = 1 - e -ULAL_gCpg'

where

= gas flow rate (ibm/sec),g

C = gas specific heat (Btu/ib -°R).pg m

These two equations for e were combined and the re-

sulting expression solved for T as follows:
g2

Tg 2 = T L (T L - Tgl)e-IULAL/(mgCpg)I"

This equation was employed in the program to calcu-

late the outlet-gas temperature. The calculated value

was compared with the assumed value. If the differ-

ence between the two values was 0.2°R (an arbitrary

assumed value), the computation cycle moved on to cal-

culate the pressure loss. If the difference was

greater than 0.2°R, the assumed value was replaced by

the calculated value and the entire computation, in-

cluding the wall-temperature iteration, was started

over.

The pressure-drop analysis was based on a simplified

equation taken from Ref 6. The equation employed was
as follows:

[59]

[60]

[61]
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G2-- Vl 2
LSP = 2g c \vl

ii f L Vm]_
DTI v I

[62]

where

Z_P -- pressure loss (ibf/ft2),

G = mass velocity and flow rate/flow area

(ibm/Sec-f t2 ),

gc = mass-conversion factor [32.2(ibm/ibf)

(ft/sec2)],

Vl = gas-inlet specific volume (ft3/ibm),

v2--gas-outlet specific volume (ft3/Ibm) ,

v -- mean specific volume (assumed to be them

arithmetic mean of v I and v2)(ft3/ibm) ,

f -- friction factor,

L = tube length (ft),

DTI = tube inside diameter (ft).

This equation is simplified in that the entrance

and exit pressure-loss factors in the original equa-

tion have been eliminated.

An expression for the friction factor, f, was de-

veloped from a curve fit of Fig. 29 in Ref 6. The

expression is based on the curve for a L/D ratio

equal to infinity and Reynolds' numbers greater than

i0,000. The temperature-ratio factor has been

assumed as unity since the exponent is very small.

The resulting expression for f follows:
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-0.1927
f = 0.04499 Re

where

Re = Reynolds' Number.

An iteration process was again employed. The gas-
outlet pressure was initially assumedto be 0.98 of
the inlet pressure. The calculated outlet pressure
was then comparedwith the assumedvalue. If the
absolute difference between the assumedand calcu-
lated pressure wasgreater than 1.0 psi (an arbitrary
selection), a newassumedvalue was calculated as
follows:

Pg2n = Pg2p+ (Pg2c - Pg2p)/2'

where

P = new assumedvalue,g2n

Pg2p= previous assumedvalue,

p = calculated value.
g2c

The calculation was repeated until the limit of 1 psi
was reached.

In establishing a desirable heat-exchanger geometry,
various aspects were considered. First, it was nec-
essary to estimate the maximumlength of tubing that
could be installed in the liquid oxygen (lox) tanks.
It was required that the heat exchanger be mounted
so as to be completely submergedin the liquid oxygen
at the beginning of the last burn in the mission
profile. The length estimate was based on the fol-
lowing assumptions:

Four individual lox tanks were used,

Each lox tank radius was 33.4 in.,

Lox level was 7.5 in. above tank bottom at the
beginning of the last burn,

[63]

[64]
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Tubes were staggered so that lox free-convection
flow over each tube was independent of adjacent
tubes,

Tubeswere installed in coil fashion in tank
bottom.

The estimated maximumlength as a function of fin
diameter is tabulated as follows:

Fin Diameter (in.) MaximumTube Length (ft/tank)

2 32.2

3 21.9

4 14.2

Another factor considered in the selection of heat-
exchanger geometry was the fin spacing. Theoreti-
cally, it is desirable to reduce fin spacing to a
minimumso that the maximumnumberof fins and,
therefore, maximumsurface area maybe provided.
However, since the heat exchanger must operate under
very low gravity fields, liquid surface-tension
forces could exceed buoyant forces in the propellant
so that no convective flow would occur if the fins
were too close together. A review of studies con-
cerning fluid behavior in reduced-gravity fields
(such as Ref 7) indicated that the buoyant forces
should exceed the capillary forces by at least a fac-
tor of 4.0. This ratio is defined as the Bond number.
This Bond number limit was established for simple
capillary tubes that had no similarity to the pro-
posed heat-exchanger configuration. However, in the
absenceof any better data, the Bond numberof 4.0
was established as a design parameter. To determine
the minimumfin spacing, the following expression
was derived (Appendix C):

b

(DF DT)

000 4 
[65]
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where

b = fin spacing (in.),

D F = fin diameter (in.),

D T = tube diameter (in.),

P = liquid density (Ibm/ft3),

a = surface tension (ibm/ft3),

g = acceleration (g),

Bo = Bond number (dimensionless).

Final heat-exchanger sizing was accomplished by a

series of runs on the computer. Since there are a

large number of variables affecting the heat-ex-

changer design, certain parameters were fixed to re-

duce the time and effort on the computer. The fol-

lowing data were assumed constant:

Helium-inlet pressure = 280 psia,

Helium-inlet temperature = 40°R,

Lox temperature = 160°R,

Vehicle acceleration = 0.01 g,

Bond number = 4.0.

It was also assumed that the heat-exchanger material

was aluminum. A minimum wall temperature of II0°R

was also established as part of the heat-exchanger

design criteria to prevent lox freezing on the tube

and fin surfaces.

Fin diameters of 2, 3, and 4 in., in combination with

tube diameters of 1.5, 2.0, 2.5, and 3.0 in., were

evaluated. Helium flow rates from 0.25 to 1.0 ibm/

sec were also investigated. Fin thicknesses consid-

ered in the evaluation varied from 0.01 to 0.15 in.

The number of fins per unit length of tube for each

heat-exchanger configuration was calculated by the

following expression:
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1 [66]
NF =b+ tf

where

NF = numberof fins per unit length,

b = fin spacing,

tf = fin thickness.

Conclusions - Several conclusions were reached from

the analysis. It was found that large tube diameters

(3-in. as opposed to 1.0-in.) were necessary to pass the

helium and prevent freezing the lox during pressuriza-

tion periods. It is during the pressurization periods

that the helium flow rate is the highest. Smaller

tubes could be used with a reduced flow rate; however,

longer durations of pressurization would be required

resulting in a heavier settling subsystem. The

tradeoff between settling subsystem weight and pres-

surization time is further discussed in Chapter

III.C.5, Total System Weight Analysis.

Another conclusion reached was that a series-flow

heat exchanger, in which helium flows through each

lox tank, produced higher helium-outlet temperature

than if the helium flow was divided in fourths and

allowed to flow through individual or parallel heat

exchangers.

The final heat exchanger selected for use in System

6 of the pump-fed systems consisted of a 3-in. diam-

eter tube with 4-in. diameter fins. The total length

of the heat exchanger was 60 ft. It was divided into

four 15-ft segments in each lox tank. Series flow

was used, and the total weight was 121 ib . The num-
m

ber of fins used per inch was 3.21, and the fin thick-

ness was 0.05 in. The fin spacing was 0.307 in.
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3) Pressurant Container Heating

During the ideal expansion study, various processes
such as the isobaric process, were considered that
required heating of the pressurant in the container.
Various methods of supplying heat from external gas
generators were considered.

a) Internal Heating

For internal heating of the pressurant in the
container, a circular, finned tube mounted in-
side the container was considered. The pres-
surant was heated on the external surface of the
heat exchanger by free convection with lox-hydro-
gen, gas generator exhaust passing through the
tube and providing the heat source. A 1420 com-
puter programwas established to calculate the
heat-exchanger size and weight for a s_ified,
pressurant flow rate and the required heat trans-
fer rate. The program calculation procedure
employedan overall heat-transfer coefficient
based on the log-mean temperature difference and
the pressurant side area of the heat exchanger.
To simplify the analysis, the temperature drop
across the tube wall was neglected so that the
overall heat-transfer equation was expressed as
follows (Ref 4):

U _-

AC 1 i

AH hH _C hc

where

U = overall heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/

sec-ft2-°R),

A C = cold-side area of the heat exchanger

(ft2),

A = hot side of the heat exchanger r_ft2),
H

[67]
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hH = hot-side heat-transfer coefficient

(Btu/sec-ft2-°R),

hC = cold-side heat-transfer coefficient (Btu/

sec-ft2-°R),

_C = surface efficiency of the cold-side heat-
transfer area (finned surface).

The hot-side heat-transfer coefficient was based

on the forced-convection equation of Sieder-Tate

as presented in Ref 4. This equation was employed

in the following form:

K )0.8
hH = 0.02 _ (Re

Tb_0"15
(pr) I/3

\Ts] '

where

K = thermal conductivity of the gas (Btu/sec-

ft-°R),

D = tube diameter (ft),

Re = Reynolds' number,

Pr = Prandtl's number,

Tb = bulk temperature of the gas (°R),

T = heat-exchanger surface temperature (°R).
S

All hot-gas properties in the above equation

were based on the bulk temperature, Tb, that is
defined as follows:

Tb = T C + _TLM,

[68]

[69]
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where

T C = container-pressurant temperature,

ATLM = log-mean temperature difference.

The log-mean temperature difference is defined

as follows:

ATLM =

THI - TH2

£n [ THI - TC

[TH2 - T C

[70]

where

THI = hot-gas inlet temperature (°R),

TH2 = hot-gas exit temperature (°R).

The heat-transfer coefficient on the pressurant

(cold) side, hc, was based on a heat-transfer

correlation for free convection over a horizontal

tube presented in Ref 4. The equation is stated

as follows:

K I ]i,4h C = 0.53 _-- Gr D Pr
O

[71]

where

K = thermal conductivity (Btu/sec-ft-°R),

D = outer tube diameter (ft),
O

Gr D = Grashof number, based on the tube diam-
eter,

Pr = Prandtl number.

D
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The properties of the pressurant in this equation
were based on the arithmetic meanof the pressur-
ant bulk temperature, TC, and the surface temper-
ature T .s

The surface efficiency, NC' was calculated by the
following expression:

AF
: 1 - (1 - [72]

where

A F = fin area _ft2),

A C = total cold-side heat-transfer area _ft2),

qF = fin efficiency.

The fin efficiency was calculated by a procedure

outlined on page 84 of Ref 5. This procedure

calculates the efficiency for a straight rectan-

gular fin of the circular fin height and thickness

and then applies a correction factor to account

for the fact that the fin is circular rather than

straight.

The actual heat-exchanger calculation process was

carried out as follows. First, the following

data were supplied as input:

Hot-gas inlet pressure and inlet and outlet

temperature,

Pressurant-bulk temperature and required

heat-transfer rate,

Tube inside and outside diameter, fin diam-

eter, fin thickness, and number of fins per

inch.
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The wall temperature (initial trial) is calculated

as the arithmetic mean of the hot-gas and pres-

surant-bulk temperatures. The total cold-side

heat-transfer area required is then calculated

with the heat-transfer equations previously dis-

cussed. With the heat-transfer area just calcu-

lated, a new value for wall temperature is calcu-

lated and compared with the previous assumed

value. If the calculated and assumed wall temper-

atures are within I°R, the required heat-exchanger

tube length, weight, volume, and outlet pressure

are calculated. If the temperature difference is

greater than I°R, the assumed temperature is re-

placed by the calculated value, and the computa-

tion is started over.

The analytical model was employed to calculate

heat-exchanger weights and volume for all expan-

sions employing an isobaric process. The heat

source employed was an oxygen-hydrogen gas gen-

erator with exhaust products entering the heat

exchanger at i00 psia and 1800°R temperature.

The outlet temperature was arbitrarily assumed to

be 1300°R to maintain the heat-exchanger wall tem-

perature above the freezing point of water in the

gas-generator exhaust. The heat-exchanger tube

diameters were chosen so as to limit the inlet

Mach number of the exhaust gas to a value of 0.2.

As a result, the required tube diameters for the

cases considered were in the order of i°0 to 1.5-

in. The Mach-number limitation was selected to

minimize compressibility effects in calculating

pressure losses and also to maintain the Reynolds'

number at a value of I0,000 or greater, so as to

stay within the range of application of the heat-

transfer equation.

The fin geometry employed consisted of fin diam-

eters of 2°0 in. The number of fins per inch was

varied between i0 and 15, and the fin thicknesses

varied between 0.01 and 0.02 in. depending on the

magnitude of the heat-transfer rate. The heat-

exchanger material employed was Allegheny-Ludlum

A-286 steel to withstand the high gas tempera-

tures.
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b) External Heating of Helium Storage Sphere

An analytical inquiry was madeinto the feasibility
of heating the helium in the storage vessel by a
hot gas stream over the outside of the sphere as
follows:

Hot Gas Inlet _Hot GasOutlet

The hot-gas flow was to be contained in the annular
space between the helium storage vessel and an
outer vessel (both are spheres). The proposed
source of hot gas was a lox-hydrogen gas generator.

Typical, expected flow conditions in the annulus
were studied to determine flow velocities and
Reynolds' numbers. Flow in the hot-gas inlet pipe
(assumed1-in. inside diameter) was that corre-
sponding to a Machnumber of 0.i or less. The ra-
dial distance between the spheres was assumedas
i in. Storage vessel diameter was assumedas 6 ft.

Based on a hot-gas composition of 86%H2, 14%H20
vapor (typical for an oxygen-hydrogen gas genera-
tor) and an initial temperature of 1800°R, flow
velocities were found to vary from 526 ft/sec at
the inlet to the sphere to a low value of 4.1 ft/
sec at a point on the great circle midwaybetween
hot-gas inlet and exit. Calculations were based
on a modified form of the continuity equation that
reflected a drop of 800°R in the hot gas as it
flowed from inlet to exit.

Examination of the available literature on calcu-
lation procedures for convective heat transfer con-
tained little information for such a spherical,
annular passage. Therefore, it was necessary to
use a series of empirical relations obtained for
geometries of a somewhatsimilar nature to calcu-
late a value for the convective film coefficient
on the outside of the storage sphere. Seven
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independent calculations were madeto solve for
this coefficient: three were referenced to free
fluid flow around a sphere; one for flow in an
annular, cylindrical passage; one for flow in a
very narrow, spherical annulus; and two for flow
between two adjacent flat plates.

Values of the heat-transfer coefficient, as calcu-
lated from the seven different relations, varied
from 0.8 to 18.4 Btu/hr-ft2-°R.-- It was concluded
that, becauseof the wide variation in heat-trans-
fer coefficients, additional experimental work
was necessary before a completely rigorous evalu-
ation of this method of heating could be com-
pleted.

b. Gas Generator

A variety of gas generator fuels and oxidizers was consid-
ered to determine which combination would require the low-
est system weight and be compatible with the propellants
if the gas generator products were used directly in the
propellant tanks.

A performance comparison of liquid propellants for the
gas generator was achieved by using the products in a
simple heat exchanger. The heat exchanger considered in
the comparison is shownbelow:

Cold

Hot

37°R

(As Noted)

800°R

840 to 860°R
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Table 14 Heat-Exchanger Results Obtained for the

Pressure-fed Systems

Gas-Generator

Propellants

Hydrogen/oxygen

50% N2H4-50% UDMH and

N204

N2H 4 Decomposition

N2H 4 Decomposition

50% N2H4-50% UDMH and H202

Hot-Gas Inlet

Temperature (°R)

1800

2060

2460

2060

1822

Required Hot-Gas

Flow Rate (ib/sec)

0.55

1.02

0.82

I .09

1.26

Note: For a helium-flow rate of 0.95 ib/sec.

Combustion products from an H202 gas generator operating

below 2000°R contains 80 to 85% hydrogen gas, the remainder

being water. It was relatively higher in heat capacity

than other products due to the hydrogen gas, and, therefore,

had a lesser flow-rate requirement. The integrated gas-

generator propellants for the oxygen-hydrogen combination

was lower than for other propellants.

The weight of an oxygen-hydrogen gas generator was scaled

from units manufactured by Sundstrand Aviation of Denver

(Ref 8). The following empirical expression was derived:

W =8_gg 0.0417 '
[73]

where

W = weight of gas generator (ib),
gg

= flow rate through gas generator (Ib/sec).
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4. Vehicle Thermal Analysis

To design a pressurization system for optimum operation in

any vehicle, external environmental effects must be carefully

considered. Gas temperatures and pressures resulting from con-

vective heat inputs along with radiative heat inputs have a di-

rect bearing on system performance. In this study, vehicle and

system operations were considered under space vacuum conditions

only; i.e., in earth orbit, in earth-to-lunar transfer orbit and

in lunar orbit. Under these conditions, then, only radiative

heat inputs to the vehicle are considered. The vehicle thermal

analysis was performed to evaluate the effect of space heating

on pressurization system weight and propellant boiloff. The

following values had to be determined:

i) Space radiation flux to the vehicle,

2) Geometric view factors of the vehicle internal sur-

faces,

3) Equivalent conductances for radiation,

4) Vehicle heat transfer with heat leak into propellant
tanks.

These four steps are schematically shown in Fig. 26 for the stud-

ies during the secondary and final screening of the pump-fed sys-

tems only.

The radiation flux to the external skin of the vehicle was

determined by a computer program, "Radiation Flux to an Orbiting

Satellite" (Martin PD016), which accounted for solar, reflected,
and emitted radiation.

To evaluate internal vehicle radiation, the geometric view

factors and the equivalent conductances had to be determined. A

geometric view factor is the fraction of the total radiation

emitted from one surface that is intercepted by another. By us-

ing the surface areas, surface characteristics, and geometric

view factors, the equivalent conductances are determined.

The vehicle heat transfer during the secondary screening was

determined by using the "Aerodynamic and Structural Heat Transfer,"

computer program (Martin FD018). In the final screening, the ve-

hicle heat transfer was evaluated by the "Propellant, Tankage, and

Pressurization System," computer program (Martin _B014).

O
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Secondary Screening Final Screening

Environmental

Heat Sources

Heat Transfer

to Vehicle

External Skin

Skin

Heat Transfer to

Vehicle Internal

Components

Tank Thermodynamics

I PDOI6 ]

Geometric IView Factors

Equivalent

Conductances

I PDOI6 ]

System Weights

Fig. 26 Computer Programs Used for Vehicle Thermal Analysis
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a. Space Heat Flux

Computer program PD016 computes the major space thermal

radiation flux to a specified surface of a space vehicle

in an elliptical orbit. Radiation sources considered

are :

Direct solar radiation,

Solar radiation reflected from the earth,

Direct earth low-temperature radiation,

Solar radiation reflected from the moon,

Direct lunar radiation.

The only space radiation source neglected was galactic

radiation which is extremely small (equivalent to a 20°R

black body).

The program computes and lists the vehicle position and

the radiation fluxes absorbed by the specified surface at

time intervals until the vehicle again reaches its origi-

nal position. The program allows the option of assuming

the vehicle has a fixed orientation with respect to either
the earth or the sun.

The program inputs used for this study were:

Earth orbit ll0 miles, no eccentricity, 88 min;

Lunar orbit 30 miles, no eccentricity, 115 min;

Transfer orbit approximated by an elliptical orbit

perigee of ii0 miles, eccentricity of 0.967;

Solar absorptivity of 0.25;

Low temperature absorptivity of 0.13;

Vehicle is sun oriented.
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The external surface was considered to be painted to re-
duce the heat absorption and, thereby, reduce the heat
leak into the propellant tanks. A silicone base titan-
ium oxide pigment paint, which is stable under ultravio-
let radiation and impingement, will have these absorp-
tion values.

The heat flux into the external skin of the vehicle is
shownin Fig. 27, 28, and 29.

b. Internal Radiation

Several vehicle internal configurations were considered.
Figure 30 shows the vehicle configuration used during the
secondary screening. Figures 31 and 32 represent vehicle
configurations used during the final screening for pri-
mary pump-fed Systems 6 and 8, respectively.

To determine the internal radiation heat transfer, geo-
metric view factors were determined. The values were
computedby use of the "Form Factometer".

The Form Factometer is a parabolic mirror approximately
I in. in diameter which has been subdivided into 40 zones.
Each zone is worth 1/40 or 0.025 of the total view factor
of the mirror. The local view factor, Fi_j, from a point
on surface i to all of surface j, is computedby propor-
tioning the area of the mirror encompassedby the image
of surface j. The mirror is viewed along its parabolic
axis, and the image is either recorded by sketch, using
a form as shownby Fig. 33, or by photograph. In using
the mirror, readings were taken systematically at vari-
ous positions on the given surface. The local view fac-
tors obtained were then plotted as a function of angular
position of the mirror and are shownby Fig. 34.

Only certain view factors had to be determined through
the use of the Form Factometer. The remaining view fac-
tors were determined by the following relationships:

A.F. = A. F° (Reciprocity rule)
I l-j j j-i

[74]

n

_ Fi_ j = 1.0. [75]
j=l
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Dark Side

Station

253

186

159 --

133-

-/I
Zone I

Zone II

13.3 ft

LH 2 Tank

V = 1211_/

%5 LH 2 Tank

Support

Zone III

D

LOX Tank

V = 91.5 ft 3

tank)

5.6 ft

15.65 ft

Sun Side

_3

-I

21.1 ft

Fig. 30 Tank Configuration for Radiafion Heat Transfer Analysis, Secondary Screening
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Fig. 31 Vehicle Configuration for Radiation Heat Transfer Model for System 6,

Final Screening
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Final Screening
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Note:

Surface 5 (LH 2 Tank)

I. Mirror on body No. 8 LO 2 Tank

at position 8 = 30 deg and

= 30 deg.

2. e = longitudinal position with 8 = 0

at the plane of symmetry between surfaces

8 and 5. _ = latitudinal position with

_ 0 at north pole of surface 8.

\

\

!
I
I
I

e4

(LH 2 Tank

Support)

/
/

/
/

\
\
\

Surface 6 (Skin)

Fig. 33 Form Factometer Sample View Sheet for System 6
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Fig. 34 Sample Local View Factors of Surfaces 5 and 6,
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Some of the geometric view factors for surfaces of simple

shape were checked by hand calculations, and good agree-

ment was obtained with the results of the Form Factometer.

The equation for the total view factor between surfaces

i and j may be written as

Fi-j = A!l f Fi-j dA i,

A.
1

[76]

where A° is the total area of surface i. Thus, by meas-
l

uring the local view factor at various points on surface

i, the total view factor can be computed. Since the

equation is normally solved by numerical means, it is more

appropriately written as

m

i [77]
Fi_ j - A-i- Fi-j,n f_Ai, n'

n=l

where m equals the number of data points (i.e., the num-

ber of values of Fi_j) measured on surface i.

When dividing a surface into incremental areas, the method

and size is arbitrary. In a flat surface, a grid division

could be used. In a sphere, longitudinal and latitudinal

position can be used for division. For the analysis of

this vehicle, the liquid hydrogen and oxygen tanks were

divided into longitudinal and latitudinal position. As

an arbitrary reference point on the liquid oxygen tank,

the top or north pole of the sphere was taken as _ = 0.

For a longitudinal position, e = 0 was taken on a plane

of symmetry between the two propellant tanks. Figure 33

is a typical view sheet made from the Form Factometer.

Figure 34 shows the results plotted from the view sheets.

The numerical integrations of summations were performed

on the IBM 1620 computer using Simpson's Rule. For cases

where surface i was either spherical in shape or the

frustum of a right-circular cone, Equation [76] was modi-

fied so that F° . was expressed in terms of parameters
l-j

describing the position of the Form Factometer mirror on

surface i.
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The net heat transfer between surfaces was calculated by
obtaining the equivalent conductances. The internal sur-
face of the external skin was considered to be polished
aluminum, and the insulation was considered to be covered
with aluminum foil to reduce the heat transfer to the pro-
pellant tanks.

The equivalent conductances were calculated from the geo-
metric view factors and the emissivity of the various sur-
faces by using an equivalent electrical network:

J = pG + CEB,

qnet = A(J - G) = A _ (EB J),

qi-k = AolF°l_k (Ji - Jk)'

qi-k = Ai _i-k (EBi - EBk)'

[78]

where

J = radiosity (the rate of radiation emitted, re-

flected, and transmitted from a surface per

unit area),

G = irradiation (the rate or radiation incident

on a surface per unit area),

E B = black body emissive power,

p = reflectivity,

e = emissivity,

A = area,

F = geometric view factor,

,_= gray body view factor.
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A typical equivalent electrical network for radiation be-
tween two nodes is illustrated as follows:

E1 Jl J2 E2

@I 1 @2

e I A 1 A1 FI_ 2 e 2 A 2

By taking values of E l = 1.0 and E 2 = 0.0, the current

flow from J2 to E 2 would represent the value of A1 _i_ 2

which is the equivalent conductance. The values of

emissivity and reflectivity were taken at the average

vehicle temperatures of each surface. The total heat

transfer between two surfaces would be

QI_2 = oAI-YI_2 (T24- TI4 ), [79]

where

o = Stefan-Boltzmann constant,

T = temperature,

Q = total heat flux,

A1 _i-2 = equivalent conductance.

The values obtained for geometric view factors for in-

ternal radiation of the vehicle as shown in Fig. 30 are

listed in Appendix D. For the equivalent conductances,

the vehicle was divided into two sections by passing a

plane through the vertical axis. One section was sun

oriented and the other section was considered to be the

dark side facing away from the sun. The surfaces were

designated dark and light side by the letters D and L.

The view factors between the light and dark sides are

small and are taken as zero.
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c. Vehicle Analysis During Secondary Screening

The vehicle configuration shown in Fig. 30 was used in
this study phase. The liquid hydrogen tank is supported
by two rings at Stations 133 and 186. The radiation cal-
culations for the interior of the vehicle were considered
in three zones established by the tank support rings.

By using the "Aerodynamic and Structural Heat Transfer",
computer program, the heat transfer by radiation and con-
duction in the vehicle was determined. This heat trans-
fer included the heat leaks into the propellant tanks.
The program used a thermal nodal (lumped) system to ap-
proximate the vehicle. The nodal system used is shownin
Appendix D. The heat transfer into the tanks was then
used as input into the tank pressurization computer pro-
gram.

The following conditions were used in the thermal model:

The engine is a conduction heat source at a constant
temperature of 350°R;

The forward surface of the module is at a constant
temperature of 520°R;

An integrated value of 5.22 x 10-4 Btu in./hr-ft2-°R
was used for the super-insulation thermal conductivity;

The vehicle external skin is 0.l-in. thick aluminum;

The super insulation is covered with aluminumfoil

The inside of the external skin is polished aluminum;

The heat flux to the external skin is obtained from
the PD016computer program;

The tank walls and propellants are infinite heat sinks
at constant temperatures of 40°R for the liquid hy-
drogen tank and 163°R for lox tanks;

The tank supports are madeof titanium;

Aluminumvent and suction lines were used and are de-
tailed as follows;
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Material Cross
Inside Length

Tank Line Dim (in.) (in.) Section (in. 2)

Liquid Hydrogen Suction 2 1/2 24 5.14

Liquid Hydrogen Vent 2 5/8 54 0.13

Liquid Oxygen Suction i 78 0.885

Liquid Oxygen Vent 3/4 142 0.037

The mission plan was approximated by using as an average;

One 90-minute earth orbit,

The first two hours of transfer orbit,

Two ll5-minute lunar orbits,

The first two hours of return orbit.

Using one-half in. of insulation, the heat flow into each

of the four fox tanks was 70% through conduction and 30%

through radiation. For the liquid hydrogen tank, using

the same thickness of insulation, 30% of the heat flux

into the tank was by conduction and 70% by radiation.

The average heat flux (Btu/sec units for 1/2 in. of in-

sulation) into each propellant tank is:

Earth Orbit

Transfer

Lunar Orbit

Liquid Oxygen

0.0086874

0.0086972

0.0082096

Liquid Hydrogen

0.07828

0.07731

0.07568

As noted in the preceding paragraph, 1/2 in. of insula-

tion was used. This was based on the results of a para-

metric study of the thickness of insulation versus total

system weight. The study indicated that the optimum

thickness of insulation was approximately 1/2 in. for

five systems studied (see Chapter lll.C.5).i The systems

studied varied from ambient to liquid oxygen pressurant

gas temperature at the inlet to the propellant tanks.

The results indicated that the insulation thickness will

not vary for changes of pressure or temperature in the

pressurant storage subsystem. However, propellant tank

configuration and the temperature of the propellants will

dictate insulation thickness, so that this particular opti-

mum insulation will not be valid for all vehicles.
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d. Vehicle Analysis During Final Screening

Twovehicle configurations were used in this analysis as
shownin Fig. 31 and 32. One system contained the pres-
surant storage inside the liquid hydrogen tank, and the
other system contained four spherical pressurant storage
spheres between the propellant tanks. These pressurant
storage spheres were at ambient temperatures initially.
The liquid hydrogen tank was supported by one conical
ring at tank centerline. This placement divided the in-
ternal radiation analysis into two zones. The heat loads
of four radiators were also included in the analysis.

The heat leaks into the propellant tanks were obtained by
using a thermal nodal system shownin Appendix D and the
heat leaks were evaluated by the "Propellant, Tankage, and
Pressurization System,,' computer program. This program
also evaluated the total vehicle thermodynamics.

The following values were used to describe the vehicle
configurations:

The engine is a conduction node at a constant temper-
ature of 350°R;

Plume radiation from the engine to the aft end of
the vehicle is considered during engine firing;

The forward surface of the module is a constant tem-
perature of 520°R;

The vehicle external skin is 0.Ol-in. thick aluminum;

Tank insulation is covered with aluminum foil;

The inside of the external skin is polished;

The heat flux to the external skin is obtained from
the "Radiation Flux to an Orbiting Satellite" com-
puter program;

Tank supports are madeof titanium;
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The thermal conductivity values of the super insula-
tion are ;

Earth to moon(both tanks) -
hr-ft2-°R,

LH2 tank (moonto earth) -

hr-ft2-°R,

LO2 tank (moonto earth) -

hr-ft2-OR,

7 x 10-4 Btu-in./

2.5 x 10-4 Btu-in./

-4
3.2 x i0 Btu-in./

_ote" The insulation thermal conductivity on the

earth-to-moon trajectory was higher than

on the return trip because all the air in

the insulation had not been pumped out.

The difference between the thermal conduc-

tivities on the tanks during the return

trip was attributed to the different pro-

pellant tank surface temperatures.

Density - i0 ib/ft 3,

Aluminum vent and suction lines are used and are de-

scribed as follows;

Material Cross
Inside Length

Tank Line Dia (in.) (in.) Section (in. 2)

Liquid Hydrogen Suction 2 1/2 24 5.14

Liquid Hydrogen Vent 2 5/8 54 0.13

Liquid Oxygen Suction 1 78 0.885

Liquid Oxygen Vent 3/4 142 0.037

Radiators were located in the surface of the vehicle

skin with only heat transfer by radiation being con-

sidered. There were two environmental radiators

(16.5 sq ft each) with a heat load of 109.5 Btu/ft 2-

hr each and two fuel cell radiators (40 sq ft each)

with a heat load of 351.5 Btu/ft2-hr each;
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Insulation thicknesses and locations were:

Super Insulation -

0.5 in. covering the ambient storage spheres,

0.5 in. covering the liquid hydrogen tank,

0.5 in. covering the liquid oxygen tank,

0.2 in. next to the forward end of the vehicle,

0.6 in. on the inboard side of the environmental

radiators,

1.0 in. on the inboard side of the fuel cell

radiators;

Polyurethane Foam -

1.0 in. covering the bottom of the liquid oxygen

tanks on the outside of the super insulation,

1.0 in. on the aft end of the vehicle between the

liquid oxygen tanks.

The nodal system used in the final screening is discussed

in Appendix D. Nodes 35, 36, and 37 were used in the am-

bient stored pressurant system only. When the pressurant

storage sphere was located in the liquid hydrogen tanks,

the heat transfer to the sphere was from the liquid hydro-

gen and was considered in the tank thermodynamics. In the

ambient system, the heat loss by conduction and radiation

from the pressurant sphere has a direct effect on system

weight since the larger the heat loss the greater the

residual gas density. To reduce the number of nodes used,

the four lox tanks were lumped and considered as a single

tank containing a single total mass of liquid.

The heat leaks into the propellant tanks are 64,161Btus

into the liquid hydrogen tank and 23,546 Btus into the

four fox tanks for the total mission time of 158 hr.
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The vehicle thermal analysis computes the heat leak into
the propellant tanks which determines propellant tempera-
tures and the amountof propellant boiloff and vapor
vented. The exact expansion of the ambient pressurant
sphere is also determined. The vehicle analysis is pecu-
liar to its design, although the method employedwould
be valid for any configuration.

e. Conclusions

A major problem with a space vehicle using cryogenic pro-
pellants, is to limit propellant boiloff due to space
radiation. An optimuminsulation thickness for the pro-
pellant tanks exists which results from a minimumvehicle
weight. This optimization thickness is a function of ve-
hicle design insulation weight and flight mission. The
size and location of the pressurization system has vir-
tually no effect on the heat transferred into the pro-
pellant tanks. For the vehicles in this study, the opti-
mized insulation thickness of the propellant tanks was
1/2 in.

Radiation heat transfer inside a vehicle using cryogenic
propellants is important because of the significant tem-
perature difference of surfaces. It is necessary to condi-
tion all surfaces of the vehicle, internally and externally,
to reduce the radiation heat transfer from space to the
propellant tanks.
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5, Total System Weight Analysis

Since one of the main criteria for system selection was weight,

a detailed system weight total was computed for each system. The

calculation methods of total system weights were improved as the

study progressed. As an example, external heating of the propel-

lant tanks was not considered in the initial studies but was sub-

sequently included in the later analyses.

Although heating to the external surface of the propellant

tanks was not considered in the initial studies, the ranking of

the systems would be the same if external heating had been con-

sidered.

Total system weights were computed for various tank inlet tem-

peratures, since tank inlet temperature has a weight effect on all

components of the system. The total system weights were compiled

using optimized components; i.e., using the optimum pressurant

storage vessel for the particular expansion process used. There-

fore, the optimum weight of each system studied included the

optimization of each portion of that system.

To determine the minimum weight of each system, the total

system weights were determined as a function of pressurant tank

inlet temperature. Figure 35 is a typical example of such data.

Items used in the system weights were obtained where possible

from generalized data, such as the example shown in Fig. 36. In

this case, the gas and vapor weights in the liquid hydrogen tank

are independent of the type of pressurant storage system used.

These weights are only a function of the temperature entering

the hydrogen tank and, therefore, are applicable to all systems

studied that use helium as a pressurant.

a. Initial Screening, Pressure-Fed Systems

For the initial screening of pressurization systems for

pressure-fed engines, the total system weights were ob-

tained by the use of an IBM 1620 computer program which

calculated the quantities of pressurant required and

propellant boiloff. The heat exchangers needed to pro-

vide the required tank inlet temperatures were sized by

the use of another IBM 1620 computer program. Hand cal-

culations were used to determine pressurant storage sys-

tem weights for various expansion processes.
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The factors considered during this phase of the study
were:

Items included in system weight, as necessary;

Liquid hydrogen tank (spherical),

Liquid oxygentank (toroidal),

Hydrogenvapor,

Oxygenvapor,

Pressurant,

Pressurant container and residual,

Gas generators,

Heat exchangers,

Propellants for gas generator,

Pumps,

Heat transfer wasnot considered to or from the ex-
ternal walls of the propellant tanks to simplify the
analysis;

Heat capacity of the storage sphere wall was not con-
sidered in the expansion process;

For sizing purposes, the spherical liquid hydrogen
tank was assumedto have an ullage of 5%and an
outage of 4%. Theworking stress used for the 6A_-4V
titanium skin was 120,000 psi (Ref 9);

For sizing purposes, the toroidal lox tank was assumed
to have an ullage of 3%and an outage of 2%. The
working stress used for 2219-T87aluminum skin was
53,300 psi (Ref i0) and was based on liquid oxygen
temperature;

Tank pressures during burn periods were 170 psia with
an initial loaded pressure of one atmosphere;
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The mission profile studied was;

Propellant Firing Time from

Firing Expelled (ib) Time (sec) Launch (hr)

1 980 18.7 26

2 980 18.7 48

3 18,280 349.0 78

4 980 18.7 126

5 6,576 125.5 138

6 233 4.45 158

7 233 4.45 186

Note: An engine mixture ratio of 5 to 1 was used.

The final or lowest pressure allowed in the storage

sphere was 300 psia which provided 130 psi for valve

and line losses;

The gas generator weights were determined from an

empirical expression described in Chapter III.C.3;

Propellant quantities required for the gas generator

and the heat exchanger size were determined by using

an IBM 1620 heat exchanger program which is also de-

scribed in Chapter III.C.3;

Wall thickness of the propellant tanks and storage

spheres was determined by hoop stress requirements

using the following formulas;

PR
Sphere- t -

2oW

Torus-
t = Ii +--a - R I PR (Ref ii)2_W '

where

t = wall thickness (in.),

P = maximum pressure (ibf/in 2)

R = tank radius (small radius of torus) (in.),

a = large radius of torus (in.),

_W = working stress (Ibf/in.2).

[80]
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The working stress used for the pressurant sphere was

the lesser of ultimate strength/2.0 or yield strength/

1.67 (Ref 12). The maximum allowable working stress

of titanium was taken as 120,000 psi;

The working stress for the propellant tanks was the

minimum of ultimate strength/1.4 or yield strength/

i.I (Ref 13).

The primary systems were defined as systems using helium

as a storage pressurant at 37°R. The pressurant was to

be expanded and heated before entering the propellant

tanks. In addition, the system detail design was to be

limited to the use of state-of-the-art technology. Fig-

ure 5 is a simple schematic of the primary system.

The total system weights computed for the primary systems

are shown in Table 15.

The advanced systems were simply defined as systems not

constrained by state-of-the-art technology.

Of the advanced pressure-fed systems considered (see

Fig. 6), several were eliminated from consideration be-

fore the weight analysis.

Hydrogen pressurant used to pressurize the lox tank (Sys-

tem 5) was eliminated because of the low energy required

to initiate a catastrophic explosion as described under

Chapter III.

System 6, which involved injection of hypergolic reagents

into the propellant tanks, was eliminated from considera-

tion because testing did not prove its feasibility. The

tests performed and results obtained are described else-

where in this report.

System i0 required a separator to remove solid and con-

densible combustion products. Separators would lower the

pressurant temperature and thus increase the size and

weight of the gas generator and would also increase the

required pressurant weight. The complexity of the sys-

tem was also quite high. For these reasons, the system

was eliminated.
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Table 15 Pressure-Fed Primary System Selection,

Weight, and Temperature Summary

System Description

Primar_

GHe , P = C

i
i
I

1
i

i

'l I'

GHe, T = C

S = C, Ext

Int
'i I'

GHe , P = C/S = C

I' Ir

GHe, S = C/P = C
i

!
i

,i
Glte, P = C/T = C

i

GHe, T = C/P

;
!

_r

= C, Int

Ext

Int

Ext

Int

IP Ext

Storage

Temperature

(OR)

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

37

Pressure

(psia)

i000

2000

3000

4000

2350

2100

2100

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

i000

I000

2000

2000

3000

3000

Legend :

P = C (Isobaric)

T = C (Isothermal)

S = C (Isentropic)

Int = Helium Stored Inside LH 2 Tank

Ext = Helium Stored Outside LH 2 Tank

Optimum

Weight

(ibm)

3400

3560

3780

3940

3490

4320

4440

3030

3150

3230

2990

3090

3170

3030

3130

3200

3010

2980

3100

3080

3170

3140

TGE

(°R)

75O

85O

900

900

75O

860

88O

i000

900

860

840

840

8OO

800

800

800

900

850

900

850

iO00

900

Systems

Selected
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System ii also required a separator and so had the same

disadvantages of System i0. As described in Chapter

III.C.I, solid fuel and oxidizer increases system weight

more than a system using liquid fuel and oxidizer.

System 14 was eliminated because of its high degree of

complexity. To maintain pressure in the ullage, the re-

circulated gas would have to be heated to a high tempera-

ture as the ullage volume increased. The only additional

source of gas would be from liquid vaporization which

would be small. The complexity of installing an inlet

and an outlet for the recirculating gas to heat the total

ullage also made the system undesirable.

The total system weights of the advanced system are listed

in Table 16.

b. Final Screening, Pressure-Fed Systems

The second and final screening of pressurization systems

for pressure-fed engines used the "Tank Pressurization"

computer program which calculated more accurate values

of propellant boiloff and pressurant requirements than

the IBM 1620 program. All of the system weights were re-

calculated to obtain a good comparison except for those

systems eliminated by the initial screening.

The strengths of the propellant tanks were taken at the

maximum temperature each would experience; i.e., pres-

surant inlet temperature. All other factors were the

same as the initial screening. This resulted in a much

lower optimum inlet gas temperature than experienced in

the initial screening.

The system weights computed during this phase are listed

in Tables 17 and 18 for the primary and advanced systems,

respectively.

c. Initial Screening, Pump-Fed Systems

For the analysis and selection of the lightest weight

pressurization systems for pump-fed engines, the "Tank

Pressurization" computer program was used to calculate

pressurant usage and propellant boiloff for each system

considered. A description of the "Tank Pressurization"

computer program is found in Chapter III.A.2. Pressurant

storage expansion processes and heat exchanger perform-

ances were calculated by IBM 1620 computer programs which

were previously described.
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Table 16 Advanced Pressure-Fed System Selection,

System

No. System Description

Advance

GHe, P = C

Ir Ir

2 LO2, LH2, Pumped

3 LO2, LH2, GHe, T = C

3 LO2, LH2, GHe, S = C

4 GO 2, P = C, GH2, P = C

7 LH2, Pumped, GHe, T = C

7 LH2, Pumped, GHe, S = C

8 LH 2, GH e, T = C

8 LH2, GHe, S = C

9 GH2, T = C, GHe, T = C

9 GH 2, S = C, GH e, S = C

12 Cascade*

13 GHe, T = C

13 GHe, S = C

Weight, and Temperature Summary

Storage

Temperature

(OR)

i0

i0

i0

20

20

2O

163

163

163

37

37

300, 600

300, 600

300, 600

300, i00

300, i00

300, i00

300, 163

300, 163

300, 163

37

37

37

37

163, 370

163, 370

37

163

163

Optimum

Pressure Weight TGE System

(psia) (Ibm) (°R) Selected

i000

2000

3000

I000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

2350

2100

i000

2000

3000

1000

2000

3000

i000

2000

3000

2350

2100

2350

2100

1800, 2350

1725, 2100 1

i000

2300

3200

3120

3350

3580

3210

3450

3660

6700

7200

7700

2950

3550

3640

3950

3920

4450

4050

4000

4550

5150

5180

5950

2620

2800

2980

3240

3380

3790

3110

4950

5450

700

8OO

8OO

700

750

85O

i000

i000

I000

I000

920

9OO

I000

i000

i000

I000

i000

i000

I000

i000

I000

700

700

800

800

90O

900

680

900

i000

*Initial storage conditions of the cascade sphere were 37°R and 2500 psia.

Inlet temperature to the primary sphere from the cascade was IO00°R.
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Table 17 Pressure-Fed Primary Systems

Expansion

Isobaric P. = I000 T. = 37
I i

Isothermal P. = 2350 T. = 37
i i

Isobaric Isentropic P. = i000 T. = 37
i i

Isobaric Isothermal P. = i000 T. = 37
i i

Isothermal Isobaric P. = I000 T. = 37
I i

Isentropic Isobaric P. = i000 T = 37
i i

Optimum

Entering

Temperature

(°R)

45O

450

420

410

415

410

Weight

(lb)

3040

3020

2860

2815

2755

2790

Table 18 Pressure-Fed Advanced Systems

System No.

1 (Isobaric)

1 (Isobaric)

2 (Pumped)

7 (Isothermal)

7 (Isentropic)

8 (Isothermal)

12 (Cascade)

12 (Cascade)

12 (Cascade)

Expansion

P. = i000 T. = i0
i i

P. = i000 T. = 20
I I

P. = i000 T. = 37
i i

P. = i000 T. = 37
i i

P° = i000 T. = 37
i i

P. = i000 T. = 37
i i

P. = i000 T. = 25
i i

P° = I000 T. = 15
i i

Optimum

Entering

Temperature

(°R)

4OO

425

2OO

200

200

4OO

400

430

420

Weight

(lb)

2795

2835

2930

2300

2500

2660

2790

2735

2705
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During this phase of the study, the systems shown in

Fig. 7 and 8, and described in Chapter III were analyzed,

and total system weights were calculated.

The factors considered during this phase were:

Items included in system weights, as necessary;

Liquid hydrogen tank (spherical),

Liquid oxygen tank (spherical),

Hydrogen vapor,

Oxygen vapor,

Pressurant,

Pressurant container and residual,

Gas generators,

Heat exchangers,

Propellants for gas generator,

Pump, motor, and battery,

No external heat transfer was considered to or from

the propellant tank walls; however, the heat capacity

of the tank walls was considered (i.e., heat transfer

between the ullage gas and the tank wall was con-

sidered);

No heat transfer was considered to or from the ex-

ternal wall in the pressurant expansion process.

The heat capacity of the wall was considered;

Hydrogen gas bleed from the engine was at 280°R and

280 psia;

The spherical liquid hydrogen tank was sized for an

ullage of 5% and an outage of 1%. The working stress
of the 2219-T87 aluminum wall was based on the maxi-

mum temperature to which it was exposed (i.e., the

pressurant inlet temperature). Minimum wall thick-

ness was limited to no less than 0.020 in.;
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The four equal spherical lox tanks were sized for an

ullage of 3% and an outage of 0.5%. The working

stress of the 2219-T87 aluminum wall was based on

the maximum temperature it was exposed to;

The allowable working stress used for the design of

the propellant tanks was ultimate/l.4 or yield/l.l.

The temperature stress curves of 2219-T87 aluminum

are shown in Fig. 37;

Tank pressures during burn periods were 40 psia with

an initial lockup of 17.0 psia;

The mission profile studied was;

Propellant Firing Time from

Firing Expelled (ib) Time (sec) Launch (hr)

1 I, 641 47.1 26

2 381 i0.9 48

3 19,705 564.9 78

4 935 26.8 126

5 6,232 178.7 138

6 337 9.7 158

Note: An engine mixture ratio of 5 to 1 was used.

The final or lowest storage pressure was 300 psia;

The gas generator weights were determined from an

empirical expression (Ref 8) derived from H202 gas

generators manufactured by Sundstrand Aviation of

Denver, Colorado;

Wall thicknesses of the propellant tank and of the

storage sphere were determined using Ref ii,

where

PR
t -

2_ W

t = wall thickness (in.),

P = maximum pressure (ibf/in.2),

R = tank radius (in.),

oW = working stress (ibf/in.2);

[81]
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Fig. 37 Stress versus Temperature, Aluminum Alloy 2219-T87
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The gas generator was controlled to prevent an excess

of products being dumped overboard;

Pressurant storage container material was 6A£-4V ti-

tanium with a maximum working stress of 120,000 psi.

The working stress is the minimum of ultimate strength/

2 or yield strength/l.67 (Ref 12);

The NPSH requirements for the engine were 8 and 15

psia for the liquid hydrogen and liquid oxygen, re-

spectively.

The total system weights for the initial screening of the

pressurization system for pump-fed engines are shown in

Tables 19 and 20 for the primary and advanced systems,

respectively.

d. Secondary Screening, Pump-Fed Systems

The systems studied during the secondary screening of

the primary pump-fed systems phase were the five systems

selected from the initial screening described in Chapter

III.C.5.c. Figures 38 thru 43 depict the five systems

studied.

A study was conducted to determine the optimized insula-

tion thickness for the propellant tanks. The "Tank

Pressurization" computer program was again used for pro-

pellant tank thermodynamics. The heat flux into the pro-

pellant tanks was calculated from an analytical model of

the vehicle as described in Chapter III.C.4. The ana-

lytical model represents the structural portion of the

space module for heat transfer. Heat leaks into the pro-

pellant tanks were calculated for various insulation

thicknesses and used as inputs to the "Tank Pressuriza-

tion" computer program. Figure 44 shows that the optimum

thickness of propellant tank insulation was approximately

1/2 in. Although this figure was for System 8, all five

system studies produced the same results. The optimum

insulation thickness study was performed using a non-

venting scheme with an equilibrium condition existing

during coast periods.
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System

I

10

ii

12

Table 19 Total System Weight, Primary Pump-Fed Engines

Tank Inlet Conditions (°R)

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165 to 85

LO Tank, 165 to 85
2

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 180

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 37 to 28

LO 2 Tank, 165 to 170

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 80

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 37 to 35

LO 2 Tank, 165 to 70

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 80

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165 to 95

LO 2 Tank, 165 to 70

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 180

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165

LO Tank, 165
2

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165

LO 2 Tank, 165

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 280

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 520

LO 2 Tank, 520

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 520

LO 2 Tank, 520

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 280

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165

LO 2 Tank, 165

GHe: LH Tank, 165
2

LO 2 Tank, 165

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 280

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165 to 76

LO 2 Tank, 165 to 76

GHe: LH 2 Tank, 165 to 76

LO Tank, 165 to 76
2

GH2: LH 2 Tank, 280

Storage Conditions

165 to 85°R, 3000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

GH 2 Heating Container

37 to 28°R, 2200 to 300 psia

165 to 170°R, 2500 to 300 psia

GH 2 Heating Both Containers

37 to 35°R, 2000 to 300 psia

165 to 70°R, 3000 to 300 psia

GH 2 Heating Container for

LH Tank
2

165 to 95°R, 3000 to 300 psia

165 to 70°R, 3000 to 300 psia

GH 2 Heating Container for

LH 2 Tank

37 to 250R, 2000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

37 to 25°R, 2000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

5200R, 3300 to 300 psia

Common Storage

520°R, 3300 to 300 psia

Common Storage

165°R, 3000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

165°R, 3000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

165 to 76°R, 3000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

165 to 76°R, 3000 to 300 psia

Common Storage

Weight (Ib)

1179

1323

1238

1178

1107

914

1555

1130

1208

960+

1560

1216

System

Selected
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Table 20 Total System Weight, Advanced Pump-Fed Engines

Tank Inlet

Temperatures, (°R)

LH 2

System Tank

i 450

I 380

2 37

2 37

3 37

3 37

4 440

4 345

4 375

4 360

5 400

5 375

LO2 Engine

Tank Bleed

450

380 280

165

165 280

165

165 280

440

345 280

375

360 280

400

385 280

Storage Container Process

T = C, T = 37°R

T = C, T = 37°R

T = C, T = 37°R

T = C, T = 37°R

T = C, T = 37°R, T = 165°R

T = C, T - 37°R, T = 165°R

Adiabatic/Isobaric, T. = 37°R
l

Adiabatic/Isobaric, T. = 37°R
i

Isobaric/Adiabatic, T. = 37°R
l

Isobaric/Adiabatic, T. = 37°R
i

Isobaric/Recirculative T = 730°R

Isobaric/Recirculative T = 675°R

Weight

(ibm)

870

785

1500

1230

1535

1260

785

745

810

740

795

745

Since the exact conditions of the fluids in the propellant

tanks during a zero-gravity period were not known, doubt

existed whether equilibrium would be achieved. A conser-

vative approach was, therefore, taken in which all the

heat into the propellant tanks was assumed to go into

propellant boiloff. No condensation was allowed, so a

nonequilibrium condition existed. Under these conditions,

with no venting allowed, the tank pressures rose to 198.3

and 113.1 psia in the liquid oxygen and liquid hydrogen

tanks, respectively. This pressure rise resulted in an

approximate 700-1b increase in tank weights over that re-

quired for burn periods.

To provide the lightest possible system, a venting anal-

ysis was performed. The four vent schemes investigated

were:

Vent scheme i which consisted of using three vent

periods during each coast period. The vent periods

occurred immediately after a burn, at the middle of

the coast period, and just prior to pressurization.

One-step equilibrium calculations were performed be-

tween vent periods;
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Q L02Tank Q LH2 PressurizationControlValve

Q LO2 VentValve Q LH2 PressurizationControlSwitch

Q L02VentPressurizationSwitch Q LH2 Prevalve

Q LO2 PressurizationControlValve Q LH2 Pump

G L02PressurizationControlSwitch Q HeTank(Shrouded)

Q L02Prevalve Q HeFill andDrainValve

Q LO2 Pump Q HeatExchanger

Q L_ Tank O LO2 Fill andDrainValve

G L_ VentValve G L_ Fill andDrainValve

Q LH2VentPressurizationSwitch O HeFill andDrainPressurizationSwitch

Note: i. Heliumstoredat liquid oxygentemperatureis heatedbygaseous
hydrogenenginebleedduringburnperiods.

2. Augmentationbygaseoushydrogenenginebleedis usedin the
liquid hydrogentank.

Vent

®
Vent

LO 2 LH 2

Fig. 38 System I
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L__gend:
Q LO2 Tank O LH2 TankPressurizationValve

Q LO2 TankVentValve _ LH2 TankPressurizationSwitch

Q LO2 TankVentPressurizationSwitch_ LH2 Prevalve

Q L02TankPressurizationValve _ LH2 Pump

Q LO2 TankPressurizationSwitch _ HeTank

Q LO2 Prevalve _ HeFill andDrainValve

Q L02Purep _ HeatExchanger

Q LH2 Tank _ LO2 Fill andDrainValve

Q LH2 TankVentValve _ LH2 Fill andDrainValve

Q LH2 TankVentPressurizationSwitch_ HeFill andDrainPressurization
Switch

Note: Heliumstoredat liquid hydrogentemperaturewith anadiabatic
expansion,thenheatedbythe liquid oxygen.

®

LH2

LO 2 Fill and I I

Fill and Drain _

Drain

0
LH 2

Fig. 39 System 5
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LO2

LO2

LO2

LO2

LO2

LO2

Q LO2

LH2

LH2

LH2

Tank

TankVentValve

TankVentPressurizationSwitch

TankPressurizationValve

TankPressurizationSwitch

Prevalve

Pump

Tank

TankVentValve

TankVentPressurizationSwitch

LH2 TankPressurizationValve

LH2 TankPressurizationSwitch

LH2 Prevalve

® Pump
He Tank

He Fill and Drain Valve

Heat Exchanger

LO 2 Fill and Drain Valve

He Fill and Drain Pressurization
Switch

LH 2 Fill and Drain Valve

Note" i. Helium stored at liquid hydrogen temperature with polytropic

expansion, then heated by the liquid oxygen.

2. Augmentation by gaseous hydrogen engine bleed is used in the

liquid hydrogen tank.

LH 2

GH 2 From

Engine

Fig. 40 System 6
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@ LO2 Tank @ LH2 TankPressurizationValve

@ LO2 TankVentValve @ LH2 TankPressurizationSwitch

@ LO2 TankVentPressurizationSwitch @ LH2 Prevalve

@ LO2 TankPressurizationValve @ LH2 Pump

LO2 TankPressurizationSwitch @ HeTank

@ LO2 Prevalve @ HeFill andDrainValve

@ L02Purep @ HeatExchanger

LH2 Tank @ LO2 Fill andDrainValve

LH2 TankVentValve @ HeFill andDrainPressurization
Switch

@ LH2 TankVentPressurizationSwitch@ LH2 Fill andDrainValve

Note: I. Heliumstoredat liquid hydrogentemperatureis heatedby
gaseoushydrogenenginebleedduringburnperiods,then
heatedbythe liquid oxygen.

2. Augmentationbygaseoushydrogenenginebleedis usedin
the liquid hydrogentank.

Vent

GH2 From
Engine

®

Fig. 41 System 6 (modified)
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Q LO2Tank

Q LO2VentValve

Q LO2VentPressurizationSwitch

LO2PressurizationControlValve

Q LO2PressurizationControlSwitch

Q LO2 Prevalve

Q O2Pump

Q L_ Tank

Q LH2VentValve

LH 2 Vent Pressurization Switch

LH 2 Pressurization Control Valve

LH 2 Pressurization Control Switch

Q LH 2 Prevalve

LH 2 Pump

Q He Tank

Q He Fill and Drain Valve

Q LO 2 Fill and Drain Valve

Q LH 2 Fill and Drain Valve

Q He Fill and Drain Pressurization

Switch

LO 2

Note:

%
LO 2

-- Fill and LH 2

Drain Fill and

GH 2 From--

Engine

I. Ambient stored helium with an adiabatic expansion. I

2. Augmentation by gaseous hydrogen engine bleed is used[

in the liquid hydrogen tank. I

Fig. 42 System 8
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L__end:
LO2 Tank @ LH2 VentPressurizationSwitch

LO2 VentValve @ LH2 PressurizationControlValve

@ LO2 VentPressurizationSwitch @ LH2 PressurizationControlSwitch

LO2 PressurizationControlValve @ LO2 Fill Valve

LO2 PressurizationControlSwitch @ LH2 Fill Valve

@ LO2 Prevalve @ LH2 Prevalve

HeFill PressurizationSwitch @ LH2 Pump

® ®
LH 2 Tank @ He Fill and Drain Valve

@ LH 2 Vent Valve @ Heat Exchanger

Note: i. llelium is stored in the liquid oxygen tank then heated by the liquid

oxygen.

2. Augmentation by gaseous hydrogen engine bleed is used in the

liquid hydrogen tank.

For Test Only 7

F°r Test OnlY7 _ _ _ __

GH 2 From Engine

Fig. 43 System i0
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Vent scheme 2 was to vent once, just prior to pres-

surization. One-step equilibrium was used from the

end of a burn to the vent period;

Vent scheme 3a assumed that equilibrium occurred

after each burn followed by a slow vent to a tank

pressure of 17.5 psia and continuous venting for the

remainder of the coast period. All heat into the

propellant tank went into propellant boiloff;

Vent scheme 3b was identical to 3a except that the

tanks were rapidly vented down to 17.5 psia after

each burn, and then continuous venting occurred

through the remainder of the coast period. All the

heat into the propellant tank went into propellant

boiloff.

These four vent schemes are shown schematically in Fig.

45. A system weight comparison of the four vent schemes

and a no-vent scheme with equilibrium during coast periods

is shown in Table 21 for Systems 6 and I0. Table 21 indi-

cates weight differences between the vent schemes of up

to approximately lO0 ib with a potential weight savings

over the no-vent case of at least 350 lb. Vent scheme 1

was used for the remaining portion of the secondary

screening study.

The conditions used for this phase of the study were:

Items included in the total system weight;

LH 2 tank,

LO 2 tank,

H 2 vapor,

02 vapor,

Pressurant,

Pressurant container and residual,

Heat exchangers,

LH 2 tank insulation,

LO 2 tank insulation,
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Note: i.

2.

Equilibrium calculations.

Three vents per coast period:

one after engine burn, one in

middle of coast, one just prior

to pressurization.

(a) Scheme 1

Technique

._ /-End of Burn

_ J_-Vents

Coast-Period Time

Pressurization

Note:
i

i. Equilibrium calculation. I

2. One vent per coast period just Iprior to pressurization

(b) Scheme 2

@
28

O_

17

_/End of Burn

surization
Vents

Coast-Period Time

Note: I. All incident radiative I

heat into propellant [

boiloff during coast, l

2. Vent to 17 psia and I

hold at 17 psia - I

slow initial vent. i

(c) Scheme 3a

"_ ,rEnd of Burn

17 rization

Coast-Period Time

Note: i. All incident radiative

heat into propellant

boiloff during coast.

2. Vent to 17 psia and

hold at 17 psia -

rapid initial vent.

(d) Scheme 3b

%,

28

17

fEnd of Burn

/r Vent
Pressurization

Coast-Period Time

Legend:

Conditions at End of Equilibrium Calculations

Actual Process

Assumed Process During Equilibrium

Fig. 45 Advanced Pressurization Systems Vent Scheme Definition (H 2 Tank)
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Table21 VentingSchemeComparison,Pump-FedPressurizationSystems

TankPressures

LH2 Tank
LO2 Tank

HeliumUsed
LH2 TankResidual
LO2 TankResidual
LH2 TankVented
LO2 TankVented
StorageContainer
Residual

StorageContainer
PropellantVapor

LH2 TankResidual
LO2 TankResidual
LH2 TankVented
LO2 TankVented

PropellantTankage
LH2 Tank
LO2 Tank

Insulation
LH2 Tank
LO2 Tank

HeatExchanger
TotalWeight
WithVenting
TotalWeight
WithoutVenting
WeightSavedBy
UsingVentProgram

Vent1

28.0
34.0

47.69
18.76
20.60
34.80
27.7

468.0

98.13
55.48

154.0
283.6

168.0
84.5

232.9
162.7
20.0

1876.86

2225

348.14

SystemI0
Vent2 Vent3a

28.0 28.0
34.0 34.0

45.19 42.96
21.56 20.28
15.90 16.40
29.08 36.56
25.38 26.39

428.5 446.0

112.82 116.41
30.72 46.92

167.00 166.00
232.40 270.40

169.5 169.5
84.4 84.4

234.0 234.0
162.3 162.5
20.0 20.0

1778.751867.52

2225 2225

446.25 357.48

Vent3b

28.0
34.0

43.58
19.92
17.20
37.24
26.73

452.6

113.82
48.24

174.00
266.40

169.5
84.4

234.0
162.5
20.0

1870.13

2225

354.87

Vent1

28.0
34.0

47.69
18.76
20.6
34.8

107.96

121.11

98.13
55.48

154.0
285.6

168.0
84.5

232.9
162.7
20.0

1610.27

2035

424.73

System6
Vent3b

28.0
34.0

Vent2 Vent3a

28.0 28.0
34.0 34.0

45.19 42.96
21.56 20.28
15.9 16.40
29.08 36.56
99.'0 102.8

110.9 115.2

112.82 116.41
30.72 46.92

167.0 166.00
232.4 270.40

169.5 169.5
84.4 84.4

234.0 234.0
162.3 162.5
20.0 20.0

1534.8 1604.33

2035 2035

500.2 430.67

43.58
19.92
17.20
37.24

104.4

117.0

113.82
48.24

174.00
266.40

169.5
84.4

234.0
162.5
20.0

1612.2

2035

422.8
Note: All valuesare in lb.
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Space heat flux to external skin was calculated by

the PD016 computer program;

Heat flux into propellant tanks through the vehicle

structure was obtained from the Aerodynamic and

Structural Heat Transfer computer program;

Heat transfer was not considered from the environment

for helium expansion when the container was not im-

mersed in either propellant tank. Heat transfer was

considered from the environment for helium expansion

when the container was immersed in the propellant

tank. The heat capacity of the walls was included

in all expansions;

Specifications of the propellant tanks are;

Type

Ullage

Outage

Minimum Wall

Thickness (in.)

Nominal Size

(ft 3 )

Oxygen Hydrogen

Four-spherical One-spherical

3% 5%

0.5% i%

0.015 0.020

90 (each) 1210

(Wall strength was based on maximum temperature

of pressurant gas.)

Hydrogen bleed gas from the engine was at 280°R and

280 psia;

The working stress of the propellant tanks was the

minimum of ultimate strength/l.4 or yield strength/

i.i (Ref 13). The strength curve of 2219-T87 alu-

minum is shown in Fig. 37;

The NPSH requirements for the engine were 8 and 15

psia for the liquid hydrogen and oxygen tanks, re-

spectively. When venting procedures were used, tank

pressures were 28.0 and 34.0 psia for the liquid

hydrogen and oxygen tanks, respectively. Venting

procedures hold the liquid vapor pressures at approx-

imately the lockup pressure of 17.0 psia;
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The mission profile was the sameas that used for
the initial pump-fed study;

The final or lowest storage pressure allowed was
150 psia which provided ll5-psi line and valve
losses;

Wall thickness of the propellant tanks and the pres-
surant sphere wasbased on hoop stress;

Pressurant storage container material was 6A_-4V
titanium;

Assumedaccelerations were 0.Olg during prepressur-
ization periods and 0.2g during burn periods.

The system weights for this portion of the study (Table
22) were based on the use of vent scheme1 and the opti-
mumpropellant tank insulation thickness shownin Fig.
44.

The analysis resulted in the selection of two systems
from the five systems studied. The selection of the two
systems, primary pump-fed Systems6 and 8, was based on
low weight and minimumcomplexity. System6 weighed
less (5 to 325 ib) than any of the five systems studied
and was the primary selection. System8 was selected
because of its low degree of complexity and because it
would offer a good comparison with System6 (the only
system studied using ambient temperature pressurant
storage).

e. Final Screening, Pump-FedSystems

In the final selection phase, Systems 6 and 8 were com-
pared. System8 consisted of a container storing helium

at ambient temperature and fed both propellant tanks

directly. System 6 used a helium container immersed in

the liquid hydrogen tank. The helium is used in both

propellant tanks after being passed through four heat

exchangers immersed in the four lox tanks. A complete

analysis was performed on the two systems using the

"Propellant, Tankage, and Pressurization System" com-

puter program. The program assumed the use of optimized

pressurant storage containers and heat exchangers as

determined by auxiliary computer programs. The heat

input to the external vehicle skin was calculated by

the computer program for Radiation Flux to an Orbiting

Satellite.
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In System6, the outlet temperature of the heat exchanger
is inversely proportional to the pressurant flow rate.
The time required to pressurize the propellant tanks is
inversely proportional to the pressurant flow rate and
temperature. Since the propellant settling subsystem
weight is also a function of pressurization time, a study
was conducted to determine the optimum tank inlet tem-
perature that would produce the lowest total system weight
including settling systemweight, pressurant usage, and
heat exchanger performance. As pressurization time de-
creased, the settling subsystemweight decreased by in-
creasing the flow rate; but by increasing the flow rate,
the heat exchanger exit temperature decreased. With a
lower propellant tank inlet temperature, more helium was
used. This weight study was madeto optimize System6
by accounting for pressurization time and heat exchanger
performance. An inlet temperature of about 85°R achieved
the lowest system weight as shownin Fig. 46.

The data used for final screening were the sameas those
used in the previous study phase except as follows:

Items included in the system weight are;

LH2 tank (spherical),

LO2 tank (spherical),

H2 vapor,

02 vapor,

Pressurant used in tanks,

Pressurant leakage,

Pressurant in settling subsystem,

Pressurant residual and container,

Heat exchanger,

LH2 tank insulation,

LO2 tank insulation,

Pressurant sphere insulation,

Settling propellants,

Settling propellants storage,

Settling propellants boiloff and residual,
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The structural heat analysis was included in the Pro-

pellant Tankage Pressurization System computer program.

Pressurant expansion processes were also calculated

by this computer program using optimum storage pres-

sures as determined from 1620 computer programs;

The sizing of the propellant tanks was based on usable

propellants of 25,000 and 5,000 ib for the liquid

oxygen and liquid hydrogen tanks, respectively;

The working stress for the propellant tanks is shown

by Fig. 37. The working stress for each system was

determined by the maximum temperature to which the

tank was exposed;

The propellant settling subsystem used the following

criteria;

The structural weight of the vehicle was 24,000

ib,

The settling propellants were liquid hydrogen

and liquid oxygen,

The specific impulse of the settling rockets was

430 sec,

A minimum settling time of 15 sec was used,

Storage of propellants was in spheres using ex-

pulsion diaphragms,

The propellant spheres were pressurized to 180

psia using helium from the main helium storage

system,

The helium attained the same temperature as the

propellants,

Ninety percent of the stored propellants were

usable,

The data used for the vehicle thermal analysis were

those listed in Chapter III.C.4;
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Assumedacceleration during prepressurization periods
was O.01g. During burn periods, the acceleration was
calculated by the Propellant, Tankage, and Pressuriza-
tion Systemcomputer program.

The times (in sec) listed in the following tabulation in-
clude both pressurization and propellant settling require-
ments. It was assumedthat pressurization and propellant
settling were initiated at the sametime. The tabulation
lists the higher of the pressurization-settling times.

Event

ist Pressurization

2nd Pressurizatlon

3rd Pressurlzatlon

4th Pressurlzatlon

5th Pressurlzatlon

6th Pressurizatlon

Total

System 6 System8
15 15

15 15

15 15

51 15

70 15

96 i__55
262 90

The analytical model used in this screening was the "Pro-
pellant, Tankage, and Pressurization System" computer
program. This analytical model was set up to use an
orifice-limiting, solenoid (bang bang) valve type flow
for pressurizing the propellant tanks. During coast
periods, continuous venting and equilibrium conditions
were used. A computation was done for each 200 sec of
coast with heat addition, venting, and equilibrium com-
putations being performed for each time interval.

Pressurant storage for System8 was provided by four
spheres equally spaced between the liquid hydrogen tank
and the liquid oxygen tanks. The pressurant tanks were
covered with 1/2 in. of super insulation and used struc-
tural supports of 6A_-4V titanium 0.785 sq in. in cross
section and 20 in. long.

The uninsulated pressurant sphere in System 6 was immersed
in the liquid hydrogen tank allowing heat transfer between
the pressurant and the liquid hydrogen.
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The actual expansion for both the ambient and immersed
liquid hydrogen storage system was calculated by the
analytical program. The correct heat leak into or away
from the pressurant storage sphere was calculated with
vehicle structure heat transfer analysis. The optimum
initial pressures of the pressurant were determined from
IBM 1620 expansion programs. A reasonable change in the
heat leak into the container changed the expansion ratio
but not the optimum initial storage pressure. The op-
timum pressure of System6 was for an isothermal expan-
sion, and that of System8 was for an adiabatic expan-
sion.

The conditions of the pressurant storage spheres are
summarizedbelow.

System 6 System 8

Numberof Spheres 1 4

Initial Pressure (psia) ii00 2700

Initial Temperature (°R) 37.4 520.0

Volume (ft 3) 36.08 36.6

Sphere Weight (ib) 147.9 577.6

The optimized configuration of the liquid oxygen tank
heat exchanger determined by IBM 1620 studies was input
into the analytical model. Since the equation in both
programs was the same, the calculated results were the
same. The analytical model calculated all transient
conditions of the heat exchanger with the effects due
from the total vehicle.

The total system weights for Systems 6 and 8 are shown
in Table 23. Note that a substantial weight increase
resulted comparedto the analysis madeduring the second-
ary screening. This weight increase is due to the addi-
tion of the propellant settling subsystem. In System 6,
an increase in weight was also due to the gas inlet tem-
perature being lowered from an assumed160°R to a value
of about 85°R.
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Table 23 Total System Weights (ib) Final Analysis

System 6 System 8

Helium Used

LH 2 Tank Residual

LO 2 Tank Residual

LH 2 Tank Vented

LO 2 Tank Vented

Settling Subsystem

Leakage

Residual

Storage Container

Propellant Vapor

LH 2 Tank Residual

LO 2 Tank Residual

LH 2 Tank Vented

LO 2 Tank Vented

Propellant Tanks

LH 2 Tank

LO 2 Tank

Insulation

LH 2 Tank

LO 2 Tank

Pressurant Storage

Heat Exchanger

Settling Subsystem

Propellants

Storage

Boiloff and Residual

Total Weight

87.21

27.13

32.64

43.86

14.69

4.00

96.39

149.92

96.61

39.58

220.81

351.06

206.90

86.52

243.11

166.32

120.90

186.40

12.50

18.63

2205.18

22.09

8.97

5.76

15.13

5.61

0.40

5.85

577.62

112.82

74.80

206.05

349.50

221.26

86.15

239.13

165.61

35.29

63.90

7.85

6.39

2210.24
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f. Conclusions

To optimize pressurization system weight, it is necessary

to consider all items affected by the pressurization sys-

tem. Some items can be optimized separately, i.e., heat

exchanger and pressurant expansion ratio. To determine

the combined effects of the total system, a large analyt-

ical model is essential.

If an active heat source is used, such as, a gas generator,

the expansion ratio of the pressurant sphere is a reason-

able guide to the total system weight. In both the pres-

sure-fed and pump-fed studies, the systems with combined

expansion methods were low in weight. Those combined ex-

pansions with a terminal isobaric process resulted in the

lowest system weight.

Note from the primary screening of the pump-fed system

that the lower the initial temperature, the lower the sys-

tem weight. It can also be concluded that any expansion

method that reduces the residual gas weight is desirable,

i.e., recirculation and cascade expansions.

Pressure-fed systems were low in weight when a vaporized

propellant was used as a pressurant. The lightest pres-

sure-fed system incorporates helium stored at 37°R for the

liquid oxygen tank and vaporized hydrogen propellant as

a self-pressurant.

Use of a hydrogen gas bleed from the engine lowers the

system weight.

Without an active heat source, increasing the pressurant

gas temperature entering the tank eliminates the advantage

of low-temperature storage. Insufficient heat can be

added to the storage container to reduce the gas residual

weight. With no active heat source, ambient pressurant

storage is the most desirable system.
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6. Reliability

The reliability studies carried on during the program were in-

tended to meet two basic needs. They were:

i) To provide a designers guide to the selection of sub-

system configurations;

2) To provide a method of predicting the reliability of

total systems resulting from other optimization studies.

To meet the first requirement, studies were made of general

types of subsystems, and parametric data were generated. Figures

47 thru 50 indicate the reliability predictions for pressurant

storage, heat source, pressure control, and pressurant line heat

exchanger subsystems, respectively. Reliabilities were computed

using:

-(_F K K T)r op a
Reliability = e [82]

where

F = component failure rate,
r

K = environmental modifying factor,
op

K = application modifying factor,
a

T = time.

Reliabilities indicated by the figures at zero time are actu-

ally computed for 1 hr, since at zero time the theoretical re-

liability would be 1.00. The K values used were those that were
op

derived for the Titan III Stage III mission and, therefore, may

be somewhatconservative for this program if used as absolute

values. However, since only a comparison of one subsystem with

respect to another was desired, the magnitude of the K does not
op

significantly degrade the value of the analysis. Values used for

F and K were obtained from Ref 14, and the times used were for
r a

the mission studied.

In predicting the reliability of specific total systems, the

same approach would be used except that a more detailed analysis

would be made of the system. Where the subsystem predictions con-

sidered major components only, the overall systems predictions

would consider not only major components but details such as line

joints, wiring connectors, insulation, and flexible tubing require-

ments.
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Legend :

@

®

Storable Bipropellant Gas Generator Heat Source

Ullage Pressure Maintained Constantly.Ullage Pressure Maintained During Gas Generator

Burning and for 10 sec Prior to Each Start.

Same 1 but with Common Pressure Regulatoras

for Both Tanks

Same 2 but with Common Pressure Regulatoras

for Both Tanks.

Electric Heat Source

Mono-propellant Gas Generator Heat Source

Cryogenic Bipropellant Gas Generator Heat Source

wlth Centrifugal Pump

Cryogenic Bipropellant Gas Generator Heat Source

wlth Axial Pump

1.0

0,99

4.J
.,.4

0.98
n

_ 0.97

P.l

0.96

0.95

0.94

0

r®

\

40 80 120 160 200

Gas Generator Burn Time (hr)

Fig. 48 Predicted Gas Generator Reliability
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_ 0.9g

0.98

Z
-4

_ 0.97

@_/

"x.

0 40 80 120 180 200

Pressurization Time (hr)

(a) Separate Tank - Hot Gas Regulation

_ 0.99

_= 0.98 -

_ 0.97

._ 1.o

_ O. 99

_ 0.98

Z

u 0.97

(b)

40 80 120 160 200

Pressurization Time (hr)

Common Ullage - Hot or Cold Gas Regulation

0 40 80 120 160

Pressurization Time (hr)

(c) Separate Tank - Cold Gas Regulation

2O0

@
®

®

®

Regulator

Solenoid Valve and Pressure

Switch

Regulator and Series

Check Valve

Solenoid Valve, Pressure

Switch, and Series Check

Valve

Fig. 49 Predicted Reliability, Pressure Control Subsystem
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The reliability predictions of the selected pump-fed system

(System 8) are shown in Table 24. This prediction was based on

the failure rates shown in Table 25 and the system schematic in

Fig. 42.

Table 24 Reliability Prediction for System 8

Function

P

P and E

C

System

Failure

-6
Rate x I0

GFR

115.83

115.83

11.58

Application

Modifying

Factor, K
a

Environ-

mental

Modifier,

K
op

Time, t

(hr)

3

55

3

0.0333

0.2328

158.0

x = GFR • K
a

K t
op

and Reliability

0.000012

0.001483

0.000550

0.002045

R = 0.9980

Note : 1. P = pressurization system operating.

2. P and E = pressurization system and engine operation.

3. C = coast.

4. x = failure rate.

-X

5. R = e .

6. GFR = system failure rate.
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D. TES TING

i. Main Tank Injection (MTI)

An experimental program was conducted to determine the feasi-

bility of pressurizing a liquid hydrogen tank by injecting a hy-

pergolic fluid, fluorine, directly into the hydrogen tank.

Initially, the tests were to consist only of attempting to

pressurize a small aluminum tank (5.33 cuft) of liquid hydrogen

by injecting liquid fluorine into the tank. If pressurization

was accomplished, attempts would be made to maintain pressure

while the hydrogen was being outflowed. Secondary objectives were

to measure tank pressures and temperatures during the test and to

determine how the injections contaminated the hydrogen.

However, while this test program was being run, certain events

occurred which could not be explained. It was postulated that a

delayed reaction or no reaction may have occurred. To investigate

the causes of these events, it was desirable to photograph the

injections. Therefore, a series of tests were conducted using a

clear glass dewar to hold the liquid hydrogen. These tests were

photographed with high speed motion picture cameras.

For clarity, the tests conducted in the aluminum tank are here-

after referred to as the main tank injection (MTI) tests and the

tests conducted in the clear glass dewar are referred to as the

liquid-hydrogen-liquid fluorine reaction tests.

a. Main Tank Injection Test Equipment

i) Fluorine Supply System

Since liquid fluorine storage and handling equipment

was not readily available and only a small quantity

of liquid was needed, the fluorine was stored and han-

dled as a gas. The liquid fluorine for injection was

produced in a condenser coil which was integral with

the injector. A schematic of the fluorine supply sys-

tem is included in the overall MTI Test Equipment

Schematic (Fig. 51). The fluorine supply system con-

sisted of a cylinder of fluorine gas, remote operating

valves, fluorine accumulator, connecting lines, helium

purge system, and connections to the vapor disposal

system.
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Legend:

@
®
®
@
®
®

Supply Value @

Helium Purge Valve @

Helium Supply Valve @

Disposal Valve @

Injector Supply Valve @

Helium Regulator

Nitrogen Supply Valve

Vent Valve

Fill and Drain Valve

Drain Valve

Nitrogen Purge Valve

He Purge

®

@
N2

Injector

Helium

Vent

Stack

®

N2 Purge

Injector

® ®

Test Catch
Tank Tank

Vent Neutralizer

F2 AccumuL @

F2 Gas LH2

N2 Purge N2 Purge

Fig. 51 Test System Schematic, Liquid Fluorine Injection into Liquid Hydrogen
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The fluorine gas cylinder was provided by the fluorine

manufacturer. It is a high pressure returnable cylinder

with a capacity of 6 ib of gas at 400-psig pressure.

The cylinder is equipped with a Chlorine Institute

valve. A "T" wrench and gearing arrangement was at-

tached to the cylinder valve so that it could be

operated from behind a concrete wall.

Valves i and 2 were Hoke, i/4-in, hand operated, bel-

lows seal valves. Valve i (upper) served as a backup

shutoff valve for the fluorine cylinder. Valve 2 was

used as a positive shutoff valve to prevent water

from entering the fluorine system from the vapor dis-

posal system. All other valves in the fluorine system

were Hoke i/4-in, solenoid valves with 1/32-in. ori-

fices. The valve bodies and poppets were stainless

steel. The valves are supplied with teflon seats.

These seats were removed and replaced with lead. To

increase reliability, two valves were mounted in series

whatever zero leak shutoff capability was needed.

All lines in the system were i/4-in, copper tubing

with flared fittings. A stainless steel accumulator

was used in the fluorine system. The accumulator had

sufficient volume to supply fluorine for one test run.

Therefore, the accumulator could be filled from the

fluorine "K" bottle and the "K" bottle could be closed

before the test. This gave the system an added safety

feature by limiting the amount of fluorine in the sys-

tem during a test.

2) Vapor Disposal System

Vented gases which might contain F 2 or HF had to be

neutralized. As the maximum amount of fluorine which

was present in the test cell at any time was only 6 ib,

a relatively simple disposal system was used. The

vent lines from the fluorine supply system vent and the

test equipment vent were connected to a 2-in. copper

line. The 2-in. line was led into and across the bot-

tom of a 55-gal. drum. The end of the 2-in. line was

plugged and the horizonal section of the tube was per-

forated to disperse the gas into the tank. The tank

contained a 10% solution of NaOH. This system diluted

the vent gases with the nitrogen purge than neutralized

them as they bubbled through the solution.
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Vent gases from the test tank were not vented through
the disposal systemwhen the tank contained liquid
hydrogen. The low temperature of the hydrogen would
condense any fluorine and hydrogen fluoride which
might be present. Therefore, the only hazardous
material which had to be disposed of was the hydro-
gen itself. This was accomplished by venting the
tank to an atmospheric vent stack which was under
continuous nitrogen purge. The outflow catch tank
was vented in the samemanneras the test tank.

3) Injector System

Figure 52 is a schematic of the injector. The shutoff
rod actuator is a pneumatic piston with a spring to
return it to the closed position. A chemical spray
gun operator was modified for this use. Pneumatic
pressure for the actuator was supplied by a 1/2 in.,
solenoid operated, three-way valve. The three-way
valve was controlled by a pressure switch in the test
tank or a manual switch on the control console.

The actuator controlled the injector shutoff rod.
This shutoff rod ran the length of the injector body
and seated in the orifice spray tip. The shutoff rod,
injector body, and orifice tip were constructed of
stainless steel. The annular clearance between the
rod and the body was kept to a minimumand sealed with
teflon. The long injector body allowed liquid fluorine
to be maintained above the orifice, but caused the
liquid to be vaporized in the long annular space. The
teflon seal is thus protected from the liquid by a
buffer zone of gas.

A condensing coil of i/4-in, copper tubing was con-
nected to the injector. The coil length of ll0 in.
allowed approximately 0.15 ib of fluorine to be con-
densed. The condensing coils and the lower end of the
injector were immersedin a liquid nitrogen bath. The
liquid nitrogen not only condensed the fluorine, but
also prevented the fluorine from solidifying due to
the liquid hydrogen environment of the tank.

The injector could be controlled either manually or
automatically. A selector switch on the control con-
sole determined the modeof control. In manual, a
switch on the console controlled the injector. In
automatic, the injector was controlled by a pressure
switch in the test tank.
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Actuator

N2 Actuation

Teflon Seal Injector Control Rod

H Purge,
e

Vent, &
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4) Tank System

The tanks used for the MTI test were 5.33-cu-ft
aluminum (6061-0) spheres with a 5/8-in. wall thick-
ness. Onesphere wasused as a test tank and one was
used as an outflow catch tank. The test tank was
equipped with ports for the injector, instrumentation,
vents, and fill lines. A standoff pipe was used to
isolate pressure transducer, pressure switches, re-
lief valves, and burst discs from the liquid hydrogen
environment. The instrumentation rake entered the tank
through the vent port.

A single line entering the bottom of the test sphere
served as a fill and outflow line. The line was teed
with one line connected to the liquid hydrogen fill
valve and the other line connected through the out-
flow control valve to the catch tank.

The catch tank had an inlet line at the bottom
which was connected to the outflow control valve. A
single port in the top of the catch tank was used to
connect the tank to the vent system and to a standoff
pipe. The standoff pipe was used for mounting a pres-
sure gage, a relief valve, and a burst disc.

The test tank was insulated with i/4-in, granulated
cork board cut in "orange peel" sections and bonded to
the tank with Narmcoadhesive. The outflow line and
outflow control valve were insulated by wrapping
them with polystyrene foam. The catch sphere was left
uninsulated.

After the fifth test, the test tank was modified to
improve the liquid hydrogen loading operation. The
pressure transducer, pressure switch, and pressure
relief valve were mountedon the vent line. The stand-
off pipe was removedand replaced with a liquid hy-
drogen fill line and _alve. The teed fill and outflow
line in the bottom of the tank was replaced with an
elbow connection to the outflow control valve. Figure
53 shows the final tank configuration.
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5) Instrumentation

The following instrumentation was used to monitor the

tests:

a) Pressure

Accumulator and test tank pressures were recorded

for all tests. Statham pressure transducers which

had been calibrated on a dead weight tester were

used for these pressure measurements. In addi-

tion, visual read out gages were installed in the

fluorine system downstream of the fluorine bottle

shutoff valve and at the accumulator. Helium

purge and pressure bottles were equipped with

standard bottle regulators and pressure gages.

A visual read out pressure gage was used to ob-

serve the catch tank pressure.

b) Temperature

No temperatures were recorded during the first

five tests since these tests were to establish

feasibility only. In the remaining tests a

thermocouple rake was installed in the test tank.

Copper-constantan thermocouples were used with

an ice reference bath.

c) Liquid Level

Initially, two thermistors were used to measure

liquid level. The thermistors used were Keystone

Carbon Company midget discs. These thermistors

were calibrated by measuring their resistance at

saturated liquid hydrogen temperatures. After the

fifth test, three thermistors were used.

d) Television

Two remote television cameras were used to moni-

tor the test visually.

6) Test Area

The test equipment was installed in the service cell

of the Liquid Hydrogen Test Facility. This provided

ready access to instrumentation and control equipment.

No cell modifications were necessary because the quanti-

ties of fluorine handled were small.
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b. Liquid Fluorine-Liquid Hydrogen Reaction Test Equipment

i) Fluorine Supply System

The fluorine system of the MTI equipment was used for
the LF2 - LH2 reaction test.

2) Vapor Disposal System

The vapor disposal system of the MTI equipment was
used for the LF2 - LH2 reaction test.

3) Injector System

The injector system of the MTI equipment was used for
the LF2 - LH2 reaction test. However, a smaller
liquid nitrogen bath and condensing coil was used for
the LF2 - LH2 reaction test.

4) Test Vessel

The LF2 - LH2 reaction tests were conducted in a clear
glass dewar with a 120-mminside diameter and a 300-
mmdepth. A metal cover with a neoprene gasket was
bolted to the support stand to seal the dewar. The in-
jector, fill line, and vent line entered the dewar
through and were supported by the cover. Figure 54
shows the test dewar and associated equipment.

5) Solid Fluorine Equipment

A glass fluorine condenser was used to condense and
freeze fluorine inside the dewar for one test. The
condenser consisted of a glass tube with a small side
tube attached to it. The neck of the tube passed
through the dewar cover and was connected to the
fluorine system. The side tube of the condenser
was placed against a fixed rod extending downfrom
the cover of the dewar. A loop of wire attached to
a movable rod was then fitted around the side tube.
The movable rod was actuated by a pneumatic cylinder.
Whenactuated, the movable rod would moveup shearing
off the side tube against the fixed rod.
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6) Instrumentation

The following instrumentation was used to monitor the

tests.

a) Pressure

Only the pressures in the fluorine supply system

were monitored. These were monitored with the

visual gages described previously.

b) Temperature

No temperatures were measured.

c) Television and Photographic Coverage

Two remote television cameras were used to moni-

tor the test. Two high speed motion picture

cameras were used to record the results of the

test. One camera running at approximately 2000

frames/sec, was mounted 3 ft away from the test

dewar to take closeup pictures of the experiments.

The second camera was mounted approximately 20 ft

away to get overall pictures of the test equipment

at speeds of 200 frames/sec.

7) Test Area

The test equipment for the LF2-LH 2 reaction tests was

also installed in the service cell of the Liquid Hy-

drogen Laboratory. This permitted maximum use of the

equipment previously used in the MTI tests. The test

and catch tank from the MTI tests were removed and

the LF2-LH 2 reaction test dewar was installed in their

place. A blast shield of 3/8-in. steel was placed

around the test dewar to prevent damage to the equip-

ment in the test cell.

The MTI equipment control console was used for con-

trolling the LF2-LH 2 reaction test.
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c. Test Procedure

i) Main Tank Injection Tests

The test tank ullage pressure switch would be set to
the desired pressure before each test. If the fluorine
was to be injected as a liquid, the liquid nitrogen
bath would be filled just prior to loading liquid hy-
drogen. After purging the tank with gaseous hydrogen
the tank would be filled with hydrogen from a portable
dewar. The dewarwould then be removedfrom the cell
and all personnel cleared from the area.

Whenthe test area was clear, the fluorine bottle
would be openedfrom behind the cell wall by meansof
the extension handle. Fluorine gas would be purged
through the system and out the vent to remove the
residual helium in the system. The vents would then
be closed and the accumulator charged with fluorine.
Whenthe proper accumulator pressure was reached, the
fluorine supply bottle would be closed and the opera-
tor would return to the control room.

For liquid injections, the fluorine would be admitted
to the condensing coils and liquefied. The injection
pressure would then be adjusted by venting or pres-
surizing the accumulator with helium gas. Injection
pressure for gaseous injections was supplied by the
fluorine gas pressure in the accumulator.

The basic procedure for pressurizing and outflowing
the liquid hydrogen was as follows:

The test tank vent would be closed;

A single short injection would be made;

If a pressure increase was obtained the injector
was placed in automatic and the tank allowed to
pressurize to the pressure switch setting;

If the proper pressure was obtained the outflow
control valve would be opened and the liquid hy-
drogen outflowed to the catch tank where it would
boil off through the vent. The injector would re-
main in automatic control throughout the outflow
tests;
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Whenthe test tank was empty, the injector would be
returned to manual control and the test tank would
be vented;

Hydrogen outflow rate was approximately 0.44 cu ft/
sec.

If at any time the proper pressure response was not
obtained, the injection would be stopped and the test
tank vents opened.

After a test, any liquid hydrogen remaining in the
test tank would be emptied into the catch tank and
allowed to boil off through the vent. After the
liquid hydrogen had boiled off the test tank and
catch tank would be purged with warmnitrogen. Re-
sidual fluorine would be vented through the scrubber
bath and the system purged with helium.

2) Liquid Fluorine-Liquid Hydrogen Reaction Tests

The procedure for loading hydrogen and fluorine for
the reaction tests was the sameas that used for the
MTI tests. The injection tests were madeas follows:

Whenthe fluorine and hydrogen were ready, the
cameras and lights would be turned on;

One or two short injections would be madewith
the vents open;

The camera and lights would be turned off;

If the dewar was still intact, the hydrogen would
be removedby purging the dewar with helium;

Residual fluorine would be vented through the
scrubber bath and the system purged with helium.

The solid fluorine tests were madeas follows:

The fluorine system would be thoroughly purged
with helium to remove all residual fluorine;

The dewar would be filled with liquid hydrogen;
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do Results

i)

The accumulator would be pressurized with fluorine

to about i0 psig;

The fluorine would be admitted to the condenser

and a small amount of fluorine condensed and so-

lidified;

The fluorine system would then be vented and the

system purged to remove residual fluorine from the

condenser;

The cameras and lights would be turned on;

The movable arm would be actuated and the side

tube of the condenser broken so that the liquid

hydrogen could flow onto the fluorine;

When the reaction has ceased, the camera and

lights would be turned off;

If the dewar was still intact, the hydrogen would

be purged out of it with helium.

Main Tank Injection Tests

Initial attempts to pressurize the liquid hydrogen tank

by injecting fluorine directly into the hydrogen were

stymied by the fluorine freezing in the injector ori-

fice. This problem was solved by (a) mounting the

injector in a "stand-off" fitting to insure that the

orifice was maintained at liquid nitrogen temperature

or higher and (b) increasing the orifice size from

0.013- to 0.026-in. diameter. Following these cor-

rections, the tank was successfully pressurized by

using liquid fluorine (Test No. 4).

Test No. 5, however, resulted in explositon inside

the hydrogen tank. This explosion was attributed to

a delayed reaction. Following repair of the equip-

ment, the remainder of the MTI tests were successfully

conducted with gaseous fluorine (although injector tip

burning did occur).

Results of all MTI tests are listed in Table 26.
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Tes t

No.

Injector

Orifice

Diameter

(in.)

i 0.013

2 0.013

3 0.026

4 0.026

5 0.026

6 0.026

7 0.026

8 0.026

Table 26 Fluorine Injection Feasibility Test Sunmmry

9 0.026

I0 0.026

Injector

Pressure

(psig)

150

150

Fluorine

Injected

as :

Liquid

Liquid

Hydrogen

Tank

Ullage

(7o)

150

225 to 60

210 to I00

210 to 195

375 to 320

340 to 305

Liquid

150 Liquid

150 Liquid

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

Gas

25

15

25

30

i0

30

25

30

30

15

Remarks

Several injections were made with

both open and closed vents. No

pressure rise obtained. Orifice

apparently frozen closed.

One injection was made with no

rise in tank pressure noted.

Injector again apparently frozen

closed.

Three injections caused tank pres-

sure rise, then orifice froze closed.

The orifice was increased in hopes of

eliminating the freezing problem.

Injector mounted in standoff fitting

to protect tip from liquid hydrogen

temperatures in tank. Manual injec-

tions caused pressure rise. Auto-

matic control was attempted with tank

outflow. Tank pressure was controlled

over a band of 46 to 50 psig during out-

flow.

Full automatic system checkout, vents

were closed, and run was started. No

pressure rise was noted. Three normal

injections were made with no pressure

rise. A sudden explosion occurred in

the tank. Review of test data indicated

0.15 Ib of fluorine was injected prior to

a reaction.

Two outflow runs were made with no prob-

lems. Tank pressures varied from 46 to

50 psig. Maximum ullage temperature

was 60°K.

Twenty sec were required to build tank

pressure from ambient to 150 psig with

the injector wide open. Outflow occurred

at an excessive rate causing injector

to remain open. Tank pressure decayed dur-

ing run.

Thirty sec were required to build tank

pressure from ambient to 175 psig. Out-

flow was started, but due to rapid tank

pressure drop, it was stopped. Tank

pressure would not build up above 150 psig

with injector open.

Tank pressures were maintained between

172 and 175 psig during outflow. Maximum

ullage temperature was below 70°K.

Note: % ullage is an estimate based on loading conditions.
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2) Liquid Fluorine-Liquid Hydrogen Reaction Tests

The liquid fluorine-liquid hydrogen reaction tests

were initiated to further investigate the delayed

reactions. Photographic proof of the delayed reac-

tion was obtained during these tests. Although igni-

tion was instantaneous for most injections, several-

millisecond delays were noted in some injections and

a few injections were made in which no ignition was

obtained.

A summary of individual tests is presented in Table

27.

Figure 55 shows a series of high speed photographs

from Tests 2 and 5. Reaction occurred in one test

but not in the other, even though test conditions

were the same.

e. Conclusions

This test program demonstrated that it is possible under

Some conditions to pressurize a liquid hydrogen tank by

main tank injection. However, the tests also showed there

are several problems which would have to be solved in

order to produce a reliable MTI pressurization system for

liquid hydrogen tanks. These problems are:

Hydrogen and fluorine are not always reactive;

Local hot spots in the ullage can melt the injector

when using gaseous injection;

Freezing of fluorine within the injector is possible.

2. Storage Container Testing

A test program to verify analytical data for expansion of

helium from a spherical container was performed in the liquid

hydrogen laboratory.

The test hardware consisted of a shrouded 5.33-cu ft helium

storage sphere mounted inside an insulated cylindrical tank.

Figure 56 presents schematically the entire test installation.

During helium loading, both the shroud and the cylindrical tank

were filled with liquid hydrogen. Two types of tests were per-

formed. During Test i, liquid hydrogen was maintained in both

the shroud and the cylindrical tank to simulate isothermal condi-

tions. For Test 2, however the liquid hydrogen in the shroud was

expelled by helium gas prior to initiation of helium outflow from

the container. The helium gas in the shroud, because of its low

thermal conductivity, provided an insulation barrier which simu-

lates adiabatic conditions in the container.
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Table 27 Fluorine Hydrogen Reaction Test Summary

Test

No.

Injector

Orifice

Diameter

(in.)

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

0.013

Injection

Pressure

(psig)

50

50

50

50

5O

5O

ii0

100

Fluorine

Injected

as:

Liquid

Liquid

Solid

Gas

Liquid

Gas

Gas

Gas

Liquid

Remarks

One injection was made. Ignition occurred

as soon as stream entered hydrogen atmos-

phere.

Two injections of different duration were made.

Same results occurred as in Test i.

Fluorine was condensed and solidified in a

glass tube within the hydrogen dewar. The

condenser tube was then opened to the liquid

hydrogen. Ignition occurred at the moment

of contact of the liquid hydrogen and solid

fluorine.

Gaseous fluorine was injected into the hydro-

gen gas ullage above liquid hydrogen. No

reaction was observed.

Liquid fluorine was injected into the hydro-

gen gas ullage above liquid hydrogen. No

reaction was observed.

Gaseous fluorine was injected into the hydro-

gen gas ullage above liquid hydrogen. No re-

action was observed; however, the ullage space

became cloudy indicating the presence of a

condensible vapor.

Gaseous fluorine was again injected. No re-

action was noted, although the ullage again

became cloudy.

Liquid fluorine was injected into liquid hydro-

gen. One short injection was made with no re-

action. A second long injection was made which

was followed by detonations. Photographic re-

suits indicated the fluorine from the second in-

jection was frozen and dropped to the bottom

of the liquid hydrogen container prior to detona-

tion.
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Reaction Test No. 2 ,  
Liquid I n j e c t i o n  (Reac- a t i o n  Occurred) 

Reaction Test No. 5 ,  
Liquid I n j e c t i o n  (No 
Reaction Occurred) 

0.025 second 0.025 second 

0.035 second 0.035 second 

0.50 second 0.50 second 

F i g .  55 React ion T e s t ,  Fluorine and Hydrogen, T e s t  2 and 5 e 
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Fig, 56 Plumbing Schematic, Pressurant Storage Test Facility
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During container outflow, the helium passed through a heat

exchanger in an external liquid nitrogen bath and then to a

measuring and flow control device. The flow control device con-

sisted of a 0.15-in. diameter sonic nozzle mounted in a standard

flowmeter section. Flow rate through the nozzle was controlled

by varying the nozzle inlet pressure with a hand valve upstream

of the nozzle. Helium container gas pressure and temperatures,

container wall temperature, shroud gas temperature, and the nozzle

inlet pressures and temperatures were recorded. The accuracy of

the instrumentation used is shown in Table 28. The accuracy value

quoted includes, in addition to the basic instrumention calibra-

tion accuracy, such items as power supply stability, recorder

drift, and data reduction. The use of chromel-alumel thermo-

couples at cryogenic temperatures is not desirable as indicated

by the extremely poor accuracy quoted in Table 28. The chromel-

alumel thermocouples were originally installed to investigate heat-

ing of the pressurant storage container by passing hot gas gener-

ator exhaust through the shroud. When this phase of the test

plan was discontinued, the decision was made not to change the

thermocouples to a more applicable copper-constantan type because

the test fixture has been assembled with the lid on the cylindrical

tank welded closed. The actual thermocouple readings were ap-

proximately 40°R above the thermistors measuring the helium gas

temperature in the container. A correction factor consisting of

the initial difference between the thermocouple and thermistor

readings was applied to the thermocouple readings throughout the

entire outflow period.

Table 28 Instrumentation Accuracy

Measurement Type of Instrument Accuracy

Container Gas Temperature

Container Gas Pressure

Shroud Gas and Container

Wall Temperature

Thermistor

Pressure Transducer

Chromel-alumel

Thermocouples

+ 0.8°R

+ 1.5%

+43.0 °R

The container mass outflow was calculated assuming a choked

flow condition. However, it was found that when the calculated

mass flow rate history was integrated, the resulting expelled gas

weight was much less than that calculated from the initial and

final container pressures and temperatures. This difference in

expelled weight was attributed to a leak in the region of the

flowmeter section flanges. To obtain a realistic flow rate, the
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container gas masshistory was calculated using the equation-of-
state from Ref 3 and the container pressure and temperature his-
tories. The flow rates were then obtained by differentiating the
weight history. Table 29 summarizesthe test conditions for each
of the two tests performed.

Table 29 Initial Test Conditions

Condition

Simulated Expansion

Initial Pressure (psia)

Initial Temperature (°R)

Initial Helium Mass (ibm)

Storage Container Volume(ft 3)

Nozzle Diameter (in.)

Test No.

Isothermal

2910

35.9

64.4

5.33

0.15

Adiabatic

3052

35.4

65.8

5.33

0.15

Following the tests, it was desirable to comparethe experi-
mental data with data generated by the analytical models used
in the study. Therefore, the experimental values of initial gas
pressure and temperature, container volume, wall temperature, and
container mass outflow rate were supplied as inputs to a computer
programbased on the energy balance equation derived in Appendix B.

Figures 57 thru 59 present data for Test No. l,land Fig.
60 thru 62 present Test No. 2 data. The experimental pressure,
temperature, and masshistories are plotted in the figures as
dashed lines. The computer-program-generated data are shownas
solid lines. As indicated in the figures, the computer run was
not started at time zero but at a point where the outflow was
stabilized. Prior to this time, the test technician experienced
difficulty in adjusting the hand valve to regulate nozzle inlet
pressure.
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Since the mass outflow rate was fixed for these tests, the

final gas temperature and pressure should have been higher for

Test No. i (isothermal) than for Test No. 2 (adiabatic). Failure

to obtain a significant difference in the experimental results

probably reflects (a) instrumentation inaccuracies, (b) high heat

transfer to the pressure vessel from the helium gas in the shroud

or from extraneous heat leaks, and (c) transient effects caused

by difficulty in adjusting nozzle inlet pressure. However the

correlation between experimental and computer data was reasonable.

Test No. i showed the widest variation in temperature and pres-

sure. Maximum deviation in temperature was approximately 4°R for

Test No. i and 2.5°R for Test No. 2. When the computed tempera-

ture history is below the experimental value, the computed pres-

sure also below its corresponding experimental value. Thus, if

better temperature correlation was obtained, the pressure correla-

tion would also be improved. The container gas temperature, as

generated by the computer program, is based on an energy balance

considering both the energy dissipated by the container mass out-

flow and the heat transfer into the container gas from the wall.

Since the mass outflow has been fixed by the experimental mass

outflow, the heat transfer rate is the only factor affecting the

temperature history that can be readily modified in the program.

In the program, the heat transfer rate is calculated by employing

the following heat transfer coefficient equation (Ref 4):

2

Of

hf = 0.13Kf

]i/3

Cp g AT _fl

Bf Kf ]

[83J
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where

hf = heat transfer coefficient (Btu/sec ft2-°R),

Kf = thermal conductivity (Btu/sec ft °R),

Pf = density (Ibm/ft3),

C = specific heat at constant pressure CBtu/ ib -°R_,
p \ / m /

= acceleration (ft/sec 2),

f_T = temperature difference (°R),

= coefficient of thermal expansion (°R-l),Sf

_f = viscosity (ibm/ft-sec).

This heat transfer equation was developed for turbulent flow

on vertical surfaces. Since the container was spherical, the

equation is not strictly applicable, although, no better equa-

tion was available for a spherical surface. However, no further

improvement of the analytical data was attempted, since the vari-

ation of experimental and analytical data was within instrumenta-

tion accuracy.

By modification of either or both the constant 0.13 and the

exponent 1/3 in the heat transfer equation, better correlation

between analytical and experimental data might be obtained. How-

ever, considering the uncertainty in wall temperature measure-

ment, these additional refinements in the analytical model could

not be justified. Even with the uncertainty, the correlation be-

tween analytical and experimental data was considered adequate to

verify that the analytical model could supply reasonable data for

design purposes.
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3. Component Testing

Testing was accomplished on pressurization control (bang bang)

solenoid valves, gas generators, pressure switches, check valves,

solenoid temperature compensators, mechanical couplings, seals,

and fittings. These tests were performed to determine which de-

sign types or design modes of various components would be most

suitable for application to the cryogenic systems under investi-

gation. Only those parameters in each component were checked that

would best signify a trend or change in performance from normal

ambient to the anticipated cryogenic temperatures. For example,

in solenoid valves, leakage and response time were measured.

For the purpose of evaluation, certain limits were specified

for each tested parameter. Solenoid valve internal leakage in ex-

cess of i000 sccm/hr of helium at 3000 psig was considered to be

out of limits. Response time was set at a maximum of 50 msec.

Static seals, couplings, and fittings were expected to have no

measurable leakage utilizing a pressure decay or bubble displace-

ment method of leak check.

Vendors of the components tested were contacted to determine

if suitable designs for the stated parameters were available and

if sample units were available for loan during the test period.

Also, vendors of pressurization control devices were asked to sub-

mit either pressure regulator and/or solenoid valve designs that

they deemed best for this application. B. H. Hadley, Inc, was

the only vendor to submit a pressure regulator in preference to

a solenoid valve. This regulator is a part of the Apollo system,

but after approximately six months of flight certification and

development tests, the unit had not met all design parameters.

For this reason, only the solenoid valve/pressure switch combi-

nation was considered.

Only W. M. Lanagan Company and Calmec Manufacturing Corporation

submitted solenoid valves for test. The Lanagan valve was stated

as being noncryogenic; however, it was decided to test it along

with a Martin valve, also noncryogenic, to observe the effects of

the lower temperatures.

Of the cryogenic solenoid valve designs submitted, only the

designs by the Sterer Engineering and Manufacturing Company and

the Calmec Manufacturing Corporation were evaluated as suitable

for this application. This conclusion was based on the following

information.
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In the size requested, a pilot-operated valve would be re-
quired for minimumweight. Pilot-operated valves require a con-
trolled bleed from upstream pressure past the main poppet to make
use of this pressure in closing the poppet. Also, this bleed
must be less than the flow through the pilot orifice when the
pilot is openedto ensure a pressure differential across the main
poppet causing the poppet to open. All other pilot-operated valve
designs employedan elastomer type seal around the main poppet in
conjunction with an orifice. With the difference in the expan-
sion/contraction rate between the metal and seal at cryogenic
temperatures, it is possible that cold flow would occur in the
seal and change the controlled bleed rate past the poppet. This
would affect the opening/closing time because of the time differ-
ence in creating a required pressure differential across the main
poppet. Further, if this bleed should equal the bleed through
the pilot orifice, the valve would not open.

The Sterer, P/N 28370 and Calmec, P/N 400-503 valve designs
employeda metal piston ring around the poppet; therefore, bleed
rates can be predetermined and held constant.

The Sterer valve was available in "hard seat" and stainless-
on-stainless only. The Calmecvalve was available in either hard
seat; stainless-on-stainless; or "soft seat," KeI-F on stainless
design. For extended usage, the hard-seat valve maybe desirable
but leak rates (internal) may be higher. The soft-seat valves
would probably indicate lower leakage initially, but extended us-
age maycause cold flow on the seat and increased leakage.

The Sterer valve, even though evaluated as suitable for this
application, was not obtained in time to be included in the tests.

In the pressure switch designs, two parameters, (dead band
and temperature compensation) were considered most important.
Other parameters such as vibration and shock loading were also
considered, but in manycases, these parameters could be compen-
sated for by proper packaging; therefore, they were not considered
as limiting parameters. Hydra-Electric was the only vendor to
submit switch units (Serial No. 14377 and Serial No. 14402) for
test. The internal design was not madeavailable.

The Frebank Companysubmitted a design (P/N 8212-1) that il-
lustrated the use of bimetallics for temperature compensation to
avoid shifting of switch point with temperature change. They
stated that this switch design was being used for the Saturn IV
and had been qualified at liquid hydrogen temperatures. This
switch was ordered for test but was not delivered on the con-
tracted date and could not be included in the tests.
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The check valve designs were evaluated on the basis of good
poppet guidance, large length-to-diameter ratio at the guidance
surface (to ensure reseating to the samepoint), and good flow
characteristics (as near axial flow as possible with a minimumof
reentry angles). Consolidated Controls Corporation submitted one
valve for test. This was a hard-seat type, vendor P/N 189W63.
Twovalves were purchased from the Sterer Company,vendor P/N
28270 (hard seat) and P/N 28270-i (soft seat). These two valves
were similar to design except for the seat material.

The mechanical couplings, seals, and fittings selection was
limited to new or unusual designs because it was felt that suf-
ficient information is available on the commonO-ring and spring-
loaded elastomer types of seals.

Results of the tests on componentsare as follows:

a. Solenoid Valves

The three valves tested were the Lanagansolenoid valve,
vendor P/N 90059 (KeI-F seat), the Calmec solenoid valve,
vendor P/N 400-503 (KeI-F seat) and the Martin solenoid
valve, P/N LAB6002065(tungsten carbide on stainless-steel
seat).

The Lanaganvalve showedzero leakage, both internal and
external, using gaseousnitrogen at room temperature.
Whencooled down to liquid nitrogen temperature, the leak-
age rate using helium was excessive -- greater than I000
sccm/minute. The leakage remained high when ambient tem-
perature was restored. There was apparent permanentdam-
age to the valve, so all further testing was discontinued.
Measured leak rates are shownin Table 30.

The Calmecvalve showedessentially zero leakage, internal
or external, at all the temperatures tested, i.e., at am-
bient and liquid nitrogen temperatures, using gaseousni-
trogen at room temperature and helium at cryogenic tem-
peratures as pressurants. The valve was cycled ON/OFF
i000 times at room temperature, and the temperature was
cycled betweenLN2 temperature and room temperature with
no significant leakage occurring in the 5- to 10-minute
measurementtime (see Table 30).
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Table 30 Solenoid Valve Leakage

Temperature Pressure Leakage Actuated

(°F) (psig) (std cc/min) Pressurant during Test Remarks

Lanagsn Solenoid Valve

39

200

-320

52

2700

2700

2700

2700

Leakage Rate

Excessive

9060

N 2

N 2

He

N 2

no

no

no

no

After liquid

nitrogen im-

mersion, the

valve leakage

rate was ex-

cessive.

Calmec Solenoid Valve

2750 yes44

46

46

62

62

-320

-320

53

53

2700

2600

2800

2800

2750

2750

2775

2800

1755 N 2

0 N 2

0 N 2

0 He

0 He

0 He

6.0 He

0 He

0 N 2

Martin Solenoid Valve

no

yes

no

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

After actuation

of the valve.

-320

52

66

-320

-32(I

2275

2400

280O

2800

2800

16.4

5.7

5.5

1450

1370

He

He

He

He

He

yes

yes

yes

yes

yes

After a lO00-actua-

tion cycle test of

the valve.
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The leak rate for the Martin valve was within limits at

room temperature. However, the rate became excessive

(over i000 sccm/minute) at liquid nitrogen temperature.

Therefore, no further testing was attempted at liquid

hydrogen temperature. On reheating to room temperature,

the valve again demonstrated satisfactory leakage opera-

tion indicating no permanent damage had occurred in the

temperature cycle. The poppet of this valve was made of

tungsten carbide and the valve seat of stainless steel.

Due to the large difference in expansion coefficients be-

tween these two materials, it is probable that the in-

crease in leakage at lower temperatures was caused by the

differential in contraction causing a different seating

point within the valve. Since the poppet was lapped-in

at room temperatures, at temperatures other than ambient

an unlapped portion of the seat would be in contact with

the poppet. This condition existed even after i000 ON/OFF

cycles. Therefore, it is recon_nended that the materials

selected for poppet and poppet seat be identical or nearly

identical in contraction or expansion coefficients in ap-

plications where a hard-seat valve is used. A good com-

bination would be "300" series and A-286 stainless steels.

The Lanagan valve was not tested for response because the

apparent damage that occurred during initial testing pre-

vented any further valve investigations.

The Calmec valve response time was within the 50-msec

limit for opening and closing at room temperature, but

the closing time increased approximately two and one-

half times at liquid nitrogen temperature and approxi-

mately nine times at liquid hydrogen temperature. The

response time was measured as the difference between the

electrical actuation (or deactuation) time and the full-

open (or closed) time. Opening response decreased slight-

ly with a decrease in temperature due to an increase in

current flow because of the lowered solenoid coil resist-

ance (see Table 31).

The response time for the Martin valve was within the re-

quired limits for opening at both room and cryogenic tem-

peratures and within limits for closing at room tempera-

ture. The closing time did increase at liquid nitrogen

temperature to approximately three times the room tempera-

ture value, however, and was out of limits (see Table 31).
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In all tests, response was determined from initiation

and discontinuance of electrical current to the pressure

rise or decay downstream from the valve. Note that this

method of testing, in effect, represents a system response

and is not truly indicative of the actual valve response.

The valve response would, in all cases, be lower than the

indicated values.

b. Gas Generator

To establish the performance of an oxygen-hydrogen fueled

gas generator, an investigation was made of the avail-

ability of an off-the-shelf design of the size desired.

Since the investigation produced negative results, a gas

generator was designed and built as shown by the assembly

drawing in Fig. 63. Gaseous hydrogen and gaseous oxygen

were supplied into two plenums in the injector back plate.

The hydrogen plenum was annular in shape. From this plenum,

eight 0.185-in. diameter holds led to a second plenum on

the inner injector plate from which the hydrogen gas issued

through a diffuser plate into the combustion chamber. Flow

was sonic at the injector face. The oxygen plenum was of

circular cross section, feeding into a converging nozzle and

thence to the chamber. Oxygen flow was sonic at the nozzle

exit. The development test of the gas generator was con-

ducted in two phases. Phase I testing consisted of es-

tablishing line pressure requirements as a function of

flow rate and the degree of flow control and response of

the system. The second phase consisted of firing of the

generator at a single flow rate and mixture ratio.

For the Phase I tests, the generator was installed in a

test cell according to the flow schematic (Fig. 64).

Hydrogen and oxygen, at ambient temperature, were sup-

plied to remotely controlled dome-loaded regulators,

then to pneumatic-operated shutoff valves just upstream

of the generator. Flow rates in each gas system were

measured by orifice meters. The fuel flow section used

a 0.5-in. diameter orifice to cover the desired flow range

of 0.118 to 0.244 ib/sec, while a 0.25-in. diameter ori-

fice was used on the oxidizer side to cover a range of

0.2- to 0.35- ib/sec flow rate. An initial mixture ratio

of 0.35 was used to produce a chamber temperature of ap-

proximately 1200°R. A throttling valve was installed at

the outlet of the gas generator to maintain the desired

chamber pressure of 120 psig. The primary purpose of the

Phase I testing was to establish a mass flow versus ori-

fice upstream pressure plot for both gases to be used dur-

ing the Phase II firing tests.
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Supply

Ignition Power

Supply

Auto Coil

O2

Supply

Chamber Injector

Low Pressure Nitrogen

HP Nitrogen for Phase I Calibration

Fig. 64 Test Schematic, Hydrogen-Oxygen Gas Generator
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Nitrogen gas was substituted for oxygen during Phase I

testing with the following conversion factor used to pre-

dict required oxygen upstream pressure:

PN 2 _/molecular wt 02

P02 -V_ol_ wt N 2

[84]

The results of the calibration runs which completed the

Phase I testing are shown in Fig. 65.

For Phase II testing, the throttling valve on the chamber

outlet was replaced with a i/2-in, diameter orifice. Dur-

ing an initial checkout firing, it was found that the glow

plug used was not adequate, even though a 10-sec run was

accomplished. The glow plug was replaced with a spark

plug for the second run. The second run which lasted for

6 minutes and 14 sec was terminated as the result of a

metal gasket failure at the chamber exit. The fuel and

oxidizer regulators were adjusted after ignition as shown

in the variation of the upstream pressure in Table 32.

Table 32 Gas Generator Firing, Run 2

Time z_P

(min) (psi)

0 0.5

1 8.1

2 7.6

3 7.6

4 8.5

5 6.0

6 2.5

Fuel*

Upstream Upstream

Pressure Temperature

(psig) (°F)

7.5 76.5

97.5 83.8

135.0 83.0

134.0 81.5

134.0 80.2

134.0 79.0

95.0 77.5

Note: i. f_P = differential pressure.

_P

(psi)

4.5

6.8

16.7

14.6

14.2

14.2

7.5

Oxidizer*

Upstream Upstream

Pressure Temperature

(psig) (°F)

7.5 76

37.5 76

87.5 76

80.0 76

75.5 76

75.5 76

23.5 76

Pressure

(psig)

0

27

58

53

53

52

38

Chamber

T (°F)
c

1190

1520

1490

1470

1455

1080

2. T = inside chamber temperature.
c

3. T2 = first outside chamber temperature from nozzle.

4. T3 = last outside chamber temperature from nozzle.

5. Atmospheric pressure = 23.91 in. Hg.

T2 (°F)

950

1130

1135

1122

ii00

87O

T3 (°F)

I000

1285

I%00

1280

1200

980

Fig. 64 for location of pressure and temperature taps.
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260

240

220

200

120

i00

0.i 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5

Flow Rate (Ib/sec)

0.6

Fig. 65 GO 2 and GH 2 Flow Rate Comparisons for the Gas Generator
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In the Phase II run, it was determined that either a

discrepancy existed in the calculated flow rate that

was due to instrumentation, or the oxygen flow was dif-

ferent than that predicted. Since primary pump-fed engine

systems only were considered from this point on, no fur-

ther analysis of the gas generator was necessary.

c. Pressure Switches

Two 165-psig pressure switch cells were tested both of

which were built by Hydra-Electric (Fig. 66). One switch

showed a set point shift of up to 1.5 psi due to inten-

tional overpressurization to 200 psig. The other switch

did not exhibit this same characteristic when exposed to

the same test. The set points for both switches were

constant from room temperature to liquid nitrogen tem-

perature but showed a decrease of approximately 1 psi

at liquid hydrogen temperature. The dead band for both

switches was 5 psi at ambient temperature and 7 psi at

cryogenic temperature (see Table 33).

d. Check Valves

The check valves tested consisted of one Consolidated

Controls check valve, vendor P/N 189W63, and two con-

figurations of Sterer check valves (P/N 28270 and P/N

28270-1).

The Consolidated Controls check valve uses a conical

stainless steel poppet against a soft copper seat. Dur-

ing initial room temperature installation, the leakage

was greater than the allowable limit of I000 sccm/minute

using a back pressure of i00 psig gaseous nitrogen. Sub-

sequent cycling of the valve decreased the leakage con-

siderably, but it was still above the limit. Total cy-

cles of the valve exceeded 1500. Cracking pressure was

approximately 1.4 psid (See Table 34).

The Sterer check valves (both hard seat and soft seat)

showed excessive leakage -- more than the stated i0 sccm/

hr of helium at room temperature. At liquid nitrogem

temperature, the leakage was beyond the range of the in-

strumentation (i000 sccm/sec). After cleaning of the

valves, to ensure no contamination existed, tests were

repeated, but the leakage rate did not improve. A sol-

enoid operative valve may be necessary for this applica-

tion. The test results are listed in Table 34.
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Table 33 Hydra-Electric Pressure Switch Test Results

Actuation, Switch 14377

Temperature

(°F)

70

70

7O

70

70

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

Pressure Ris- Pressure De-

ing Switch caying Switch

Opened (psig) Closed (psig)

165.3 160.2

165.3 160.1

165,25 160.0

Pressure was increased

to 200 psig before de-

creasing pressure.

164.7 158.5

164.8 159.0

165.0 159.3

165.0 159.3

165.0

Pressure was increased

to 200 psig.

159.1

164.9 159.2

164.9 159.2

164.8

Pressure was increased

to 200 psig. i

159.0

164.8 159.1

164,8 159.1

Pressure was released to

zero.

165,6 159.2

164,9 159.2

163.8 157.3

163.8 157.3

163.8

Pressure was increased

to 200 psig.

157.2

163.9 157.3

163.9 157.3

163.9 157.3

163.9

Pressure was increased

to 200 psig.

157.3

163.9 157.3

163,9 157.4

163.9 157.4

Pressure was released to zero.

164.8 157.8

164.2 157.7

164.2

Pressure was increased to

200 psig.

157.4

164.1 I 157.5

Temperature

(°F)

70

70

70

70

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-320

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

-423

Actuation, Switch 14402

Pressure Rising Pressure Decay-

Switch Opened ing Switch Closed

(psig) (psig)

165.1 I 159.5I65.1 159.5

Pressure was increased to

200 psig before decreasing

pressure.

165.1 159,5

165.1 159.5

165.0 159.7

165.0 159.7

165.0

Pressure was increased to

200 psig.

159.6

164.8 159.8

164.8 159.8

164.8

Pressure was increased to

200 psig.

159.6

164.8 159.8

164.8 159.8

Pressure was released to zero.

!

165.6

164.8

163.6

163.6

163.6

to 200 psig

163.6

163.6

163.5

163.5

to 200 psig

163.5

163.5

159.8

159.8

159.7

159.6

159,2

159.5

159.5

159.4

159.1

159.3

159.3

Pressure was released to zero.

164 .i

164.1

164.1

to 200 psig.

164.1

164.0

159.3

159.3

159.1

159.3

159.2

2.2 6



Table 34 Leak Test Data

Temperature

(°F)

Reverse

Pressure LeM(age

(psig) (std cc)

Time

(see)

I,eakage

Rate

(seem)

Consolidated Controls Check Valve

Remarks

70

70

70

70

-32O

-320

70

70

20

100

20

I00

20

i00

20

iO0

37.5

56

3O

14

51

94

26

60

80

50

180

180

50

20

180

180

28

67

i0

5

61

282

9

2O

Pressurant nitro-

gen gas. After

at least 500 ac-

tuations.

Cracking pressure,

1.4 psig. Full-

flow pressure, 1.7

psig. Pressurant

nitrogen gas.

Actuated 500 times

again (total i000).

Cracking pressure,

1.4 psig. Full flow,

1.7 psig.

Pressurant helium

gas. 500 actuations

(total 1500).

Pressurant helium

gas.

Pressurant nitrogen.

Pressurant nitrogen.

Sterer Check Valve No. 28270-1

70 9.5

70

5

1000

5

I000

28.5

0

12.8

0

180

360

36O

360

2.177

Sterer Check Valve No. 28270

70

70

5

i000

5

i000

32.5

8.2

57.2

37.5

360

360

120

120

5.44

i .36

28.6

18.77

Check valve at ambient tem-

perature with dry nitrogen

gas as pressurant.

Recheck Sterer check

valve after cleaning.

Check valve at ambient

temperature with dry

nitrogen gas as pres-

surant.

Recheck Sterer check

valve after cleaning.
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e. Solenoid Temperature Compensator

A device was constructed to compensate for the usual

decrease in electrical resistance of the copper wire

solenoid coil as the temperature approached very low

values. This was done to prevent excessive current

drain on the electrical power supply. A configuration

employing a shunted thermistor and resistor combination,

supplied by the General Electric Company, performed very

well showing an increase in solenoid current of only 0.I

amp (at 28 vdc) from room temperature to liquid nitrogen

temperature and an additional 0.i amp (at 28 vdc) from

liquid nitrogen temperature to liquid hydrogen temperature.

The decrease in normal room temperature solenoid current

flow, caused by the compensator, is less than 0.25 amp

which can be easily accounted for in coil design if the

current is critical (see Fig. 67).

f. Couplings, Fittings, and Seals

Testing was completed on the Harrison Astro-Weight cou-

pling and "K" seal, the Flexible Metal Hose Manufactur-

ing Company AN-type fitting, and the Parker V-type metal

seal with Teflon coating. The Harrison coupling and seal

were tested at room temperature with 2800-psig helium

gas with no detectable leakage using the Consolidated

Electrodynamics Corporation leak detector. When sub-

merged in liquid nitrogen, no leakage (bubbles) was

visible. In liquid hydrogen, the leakage rate was more

than expected but proved to be the least of the three

types of seals tested. Results are shown in Table 35

and Fig. 68.

The Flexible Metal Hose coupling and seal showed no leak-

age at room temperature and liquid nitrogen temperature

but showed an excessive leak at liquid hydrogen tempera-

ture. On teardown, a flake of plating (electroless nick-

el) separated from the sealing surface. Another unit

was not available for check. Test results are shown in

Table 35 and Fig. 69.
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The Parker V-section seal of inconel "X" coated with Teflon

showed no leakage at room temperature but leaked exces-

sively at liquid nitrogen and liquid hydrogen temperature.

Three seals were tested and approximately the same results

were obtained. This seal is three times as large in dia-

meter as the first two seals tested, but this difference

in size cannot account for the difference in leakage.

Results are shown in Table 35 and Fig. 70.

It is apparent from the tests to date that sealing helium

gas at liquid nitrogen temperature poses no serious prob-

lems. However, in attempting to seal helium at liquid

hydrogen temperature, more research will be necessary if

reducing leakage to undetectable limits is required.
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P
E. CONTROL SYSTEMS

D

D

Another major area of effort involves the selection of com-

ponents and operating logic to best match the analytical design.

In reality, the theoretical operation cannot be exactly duplicated,

since real components operate over ranges rather than at discrete

points and do not attain perfect repeatability.

i. Component Selection

Figure 71 indicates the options available for the selections

of a control system and the general types of components that may

be used. The areas of system definition are listed in the right-

hand column of the chart, with the possible options to the left.

For the purpose of demonstrating the use of the chart, the sys-

tem using ambient-stored helium previously discussed will be used.

Since the system considered was designed to meet the requirements

of a specific mission, some of the selections are mandatory. Under

Operating Phases and Restart, the mission requires command starts

and stops with a multiple-burn capability. Again, due to the mis-

sion, an active closed-loop control system must be used. An exam-

ple of a system that might use passive open-loop control would be

for a booster stage requiring a single burn to produce a prepro-

gramed and gross total impulse.

The remaining selection categories involve the specific hard-

ware to be used to operate and control the system. In the case

of the system considered, the sensing of tank gas pressure and

operating time during burn periods will provide an accurate de-

termination of both specific and total impulse during the burn.

Since tank gas pressure must be sensed and controlled, the

location of the pressure sensor would be inthe ullage space or

in the outflow line of each propellant tank. In the case of

pressurant feed control, several approaches may be taken: con-

tinuous feed through an orifice, proportional feed through a regu-

lator, or intermittent feed through a solenoid valve. Due to the

wide variations in gas flow rate requirements, from initial pre-

pressurization with low ullage to prepressurization prior to the

final burn phase with a large ullage, a single orifice could not

be used. Multiple orifices would require additional valving,

making this system more complex than either a regulator or sol-

enoid valve system. Considering the regulator approach versus a

solenoid valve and pressure switch, either system will provide

the necessary control.

At this point, the selection is based on such things as cost,

availability, reliability, and technical risk if the component

must be developed.
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Since the phase of the pressurant in this case is always a

gas, no consideration need be given to flow control of liquids.

The sensing device may be the pneumatic pilot section, of a

regulator, or, in the case of a solenoid valve, a pressure switch

or a pressure transducer. In any event, the sensor must sense

ullage gas pressure.

2. Operating Logic

With a mission defined and the selection of the major compo-

nents of the control system completed, operating logic of the sys-

tem may be established. Operating logic is the sequencing of oper-

ations required to make the vehicle perform as desired; i.e.,

opening valves to start propellant flow at desired engine fire

time. In a multiple-burn mission, the vehicle is required to go

through several operations of coast, pressurization, and burn.

To ensure the accomplishment of a successful space mission,

the operating logic was designed so that a single component failure

would not cause a failure of the mission. This requires redundancy

of component parts. The valve configuration was designed so that

a valve failure, either failed open or failed closed, would not

affect system operation.

In the design of the pressurization system for the six-burn

mission of the pump-fed systems it was necessary to have variable

orifice areas for the pressurant inlet valve to the propellant

tanks. This was accomplished by using values of different flow

areas at different times of the mission.

To accomplish a mission of coast, vent, prepressurization,

and burn periods and to include redundancy and various valve flow

areas, the control system shown in Fig. 72 was devised. Table 36

describes the operation of this system lo_ic including the redun-

dancy. Figure 73 illustrates a typical cycle of operation of the

system covering coast, prepressurization, burn, and return to

coast condition.

Although a detailed description of the electrical sequences

is not given, their internal design concept would follow the same

principles used in the design of the mechanical portions of the

system. Redundancy would be provided, so that no single component

malfunction would cause a failure of the mission.
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IV. SYSTEM SELECTION

Selection of a final or best system for the pump-fed vehicle

was based on a number of factors. System weight, complexity, and

zero-gravity operating capability were considered to be the major

factors of comparison with leakage, minimization of pressurization

time, cost, and 20-day storage capability -- the lesser factors of

comparison. Each item considered for the system comparison was

studied separately with summarized results presented in Table 37.

Considerable emphasis was placed on the system weight. This selec-

tion process was accomplished for System 8 (Fig. 42) and System 6

(Fig. 40).

Table 37 System Comparison

Item

Weight

Complexity

Zero-Gravity

Capability

Leakage

Minimization

of Pressuriz-

ation Time

Cost

20-Day

Storage

We ight ing

(z)

25

25

20

i0

i0

5

Category Comparison

System 8

i0

I0

i0

i0

System 6

i0

i0

i0

System Comparison

System 8

250

250

200

I00

i00

50

i0

i0

45

System 6

250

250

i00

80

60

30

50

Total 995 820

A. GENERAL

i. Weight

The weight comparison of the two final systems studied was

explained in detail in Section III.C. Weights of the two systems

differed by only 5 Ib for total system weights of 2200 ib or about

0.3%. With this insignificant difference, the two systems were

rated as equal in the comparison of Table 37.
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2. Complexity

This comparison considered the actual components that would

be used in each system and the complexity of one component with

respect to another. A complexity grading system was used that

assigned a numerical rating to each component. Two general classes

of components were considered: active and passive. Active com-

ponents were defined as those having moving parts while passive

components were those having no moving parts. The range of values

assigned to passive components was from 1 to i0, with i0 being

the most complex. Active components were rated using a range of

assigned values from 30 to 50 with 50 being the most complex. Ta-

ble 38 indicates the value assigned to each component and the total

point comparison for the two systems considered. With a differ-

ence of only 4 in 800 or 0.5%, the systems were considered equal

in complexity.

3. Zero-Gravity Capability

In the case of zero-gravity operating capability, both systems

were similar except for the heat exchanger of System 6. Section

III.C.3. covers the analytical design of the exchanger and indi-

cates that prediction of the performance of a simple finned tube

exchanger under low- or zero-gravity conditions is extremely dif-

ficult. The heat exchanger design, therefore, represents a major

technical risk, since exact performance cannot be determined until

actual flight test of the system. Since the vehicle is in orbit

during prepressurization periods, essentially no forces exist on

the system, and even in powered flight, only a force of 0.2g is

available to provide the free-convection flow necessary to permit

this type of exchanger to perform properly.

4. Leakage

Considering the two systems from the standpoint of potential

leakage and its consequences, System 8 is superior to System 6.

System 6 has more connecting joints and operates at a lower tem-

perature than System 8. Since it is virtually impossible to build

a zero-leak system, and since leaks occur at joints rather than

in continuous systems such as tube runs or tank walls, leakage

is considered to be a direct function of the number and size of

system joints. In addition, any given leak will pass a greater

mass flow rate of fluid as temperature of the fluid decreases or

the pressure increases due to the increase in density of the

fluid. The physical size of the leakage path can either increase

or decrease with a decrease in temperature, although the net ef-

fect of decreasing the system temperature usually produces a

greater mass leak rate.
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Table 38 Complexity Comparison

Item

Storage Containers

Liquid Propellant

Pressurant

Coolant

Heat Exchangers

Orifices, Venturis

and Screens

Insulation

Seals, Lines, and

Couplings

Valves

Check

Regulating or Control

Fill and Drain

Prevalve

Pressure Switches

Active or

Passive

Passive

Passive

Passive

Passive

Passive

Passive

Passive

Active

Active

Active

Assigned
Value

i

i0

i0

30

42

35

System Points

6

12

3

i0

I0

42

30

420

70

3

i0

i0

30

420

70

Active 252 252

Total 813 809

Potential leakage of the two final systems studied was based

on an estimate of the number and size of the joints in each sys-

tem and the temperature and pressure of the fluids in the system.

The total leakage mass was obtained by integration of the leakage

rates under average pressure and temperature conditions over the

mission profile. Each system was broken down into subsystems or

segments of different line sizes. Computed leakage of the two

systems considered is tabulated as follows.
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System 8

Storage to Supply Manifold

Supply Manifold to Liquid

Hydrogen Tank

Supply Manifold to Liquid

Oxygen Tank

Integrated Total Leakage for

Mission -- 0.4 Ib

System 6

Storage to Heat Exchanger

Heat Exchanger

Heat Exchanger to Supply Manifold

Supply Manifold to Liquid

Hydrogen Tank

Supply Manifold to Liquid

Oxygen Tank

Integrated Total Leakage for

Mission -- 4.0 ib

Leakage

(sccm/ft) Number of

Average Joints

i0 24

30 16

i0 24

i00 8

300 26

5O 4

50 26

i0 9

5. Minimization of Pressurization Time

During the coast phases of orbital flight, the propellant

tanks are vented and maintained at a relatively low pressure to

maintain the required tank liquid bulk temperature. (An increase

in bulk liquid temperature causes a proportional decrease in

suction head available to the engine pump.) Prior to each engine

burn phase, the propellants must be returned to the tank bottoms

and the tanks pressurized to provide the required net pump suction

head (NPSH). Fifteen sec was arbitrarily selected for the pro-

pellant settling period, and since settling and pressurization

may occur simultaneously, pressurization within the 15-sec period

is preferred.

In System 8_ the pressurization time required prior to each of

the six burn periods is less than 15 sec. For System 6_ the pres-

surization time prior to the first three burn periods is less than

15 sec; however, pressurization times for the final three burns

are 51, 70, and 79 sec. The additional times required for System

6 pressurization prior to the final three burns is due primarily
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to large propellant tank ullages and cold pressurant gas. In
System 8, the pressurant gas temperature at the tank inlets is
higher, and, therefore, the gas is less dense giving a higher
tank pressure rise rate for a given mass flow rate in the sys-
tems.

6. Costs

Several cost factors were considered for the two final systems

studied. The cost of an ultimate flight system based upon quan-

tity production could be considerably different from a one-of-a-

kind test system. For this program, the one-of-a-kind test sys-

tems were costed and compared, since the next logical step in

the program would be to build a system to prove feasibility and

obtain performance data. In addition, components for the final

systems studied had been selected and cost data obtained (Table

39) .

The difference in cost between the stored-at-ambient-temper-

ature system and the system stored at cryogenic temperature was

primarily the cost of the beat exchanger for the cryogenic sys-

tem. One additional cost allowed for the cryogenic system over

the ambient system was a valve contingency expense to cover the

costs of modifying the solenoid controlled valves to enable them

to operate properly at cryogenic temperatures.

7. 20-Day Storage Capability

This item of comparison involves the effect on each system

of adding 20 days to the existing mission time. Considering the

main propellant tanks, additional boiloff would occur equally

for both systems, since the heat leak to the two systems is al-

most identical. This would require equal enlargement of the

tanks for each system.

Additional leakage would occur from each system in the pro-

portions previously indicated in this chapter. This leakage will

require a proportional enlargement of the storage sphere adding

weight to System 6.
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Table 39 ComponentCost Estimate of Systems6 and 8

Detail
No.

i0

ii

12

13

14
15

Quantity

i

3
1

2*
7

i0

6
(Quid)

i

Unit Cost

I0,000

350

75

2,000

150

1,300

1,300

1,200

2,000

System
8 Total

30,000

2,800

525

20,000

300

1,300

1,300

7,200

2,000

i0,000

8,250

System

6 Total

30,000

Description

Tank, LH 2

Tank, He

2,800

525

20,000

3OO

1,300

1,300

7,200

2,000

i0,000

8,250

i0,000

6,000 t

Tank, LO 2

Filter, He

Orifice, He

Valve, Pressurization_

Solenoid

Valve, Manual, He

Valve, Vent, Solenoid,

LH 2

Valve, Vent, Solenoid,

LO 2

Switch, Pressurization_

Continuity, He

Electrical Sequencer

Miscellaneous Plumbing,

Fittings

Spares

Heat Exchanger

Additional Valve

Costs

Total $83,675 $99,675

*Eight units, the size of Titan III filters, are required that flow at

the rate of 1.3 Ib/sec at 600 psia; $350 each = $2,800.

tAdditional cost of valves for use at cryogenic temperatures.

Note: This comparison is based on preliminary estimates of component

costs which may, in a final analysis, vary for a given component

but should not affect the overall comparison.
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To reduce the heat leak into the propellant tanks, the vehicle
was constructed to provide the lowest heat transfer possible from
space radiation into the propellant tanks. As a result, the av-
erage temperature of the vehicle is less than that of the ambient
sphere which will result in a heat loss from the storage container
to the vehicle structure. This decrease in storage temperature
will cause a decrease in pressure in the container which requires
an increase in container size. On the other hand, the System 6
storage container is mountedin the liquid hydrogen tank; conse-
quently, it will not lose heat d_ring extended storage periods.

The combined effect of the leakage of both systems and the
pressure loss of System8 will result in a greater required in-
crease in the pressurant storage subsystemof System8 for an
additional 20-day storage period.

B. CONCLUSIONS

Each system was comparedby items (Table 37) with a range of
values from i0 to i. The value of i0 was assigned to the most
desirable system, and the other system was comparedto it. The
weighting columnmultiplied by the comparison resulted in a sys-
tem comparison in which the higher number identified the most
desirable system.

Both systems are comparable in weight with each having a value
of 250. The major disadvantage of System6 is the uncertainty of
the heat exchangers, inlnersed in liquid oxygen, operating in a
low-gravity field as reflected by the value of i00 comparedto
200 for System8.

FromTable 37, it was determined that System 8 was more de-
sirable than System6. System8 had a value of 995 out of a
possible i000, while System6 had a value of 820.
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V. GENERAL CONCLUSIONS AND RESULTS

During this study, a wide variety of problem areas associated

with the design of cryogenic pressurization systems was investi-

gated.

A study of various pressurizing gases led to the conclusion

that the gas that has more applications as a pressurant was helium.

Hydrogen, being the lightest, was most desirable for use in the

liquid hydrogen propellant tank but could not be used in the oxi-

dizer tank because of the explosive hazard.

Considerable effort was devoted to evaluating pressurant stor-

age conditions and expansion processes. For simple expansions

(i.e., isobaric, isothermal, and isentropic), it was found that

the isobaric process provided the lightest combined weight of

initial gas and storage container. It was found that the addition

of heat reduced the weight of the initial gas and storage con-

tainer. Furthermore, it was found that by combining the simple

expansions (i.e., initial isobaric; terminal isentropic), even

lower weights could be achieved. It was concluded that in a com-

bined expansion it was most desirable to use the isobaric as the

terminal process.

An isentropic expansion process used to estimate the weight

of the gas and container gave a larger weight than an adiabatic

expansion which included the container wall with its heat capacity.

Thus an ideal expansion process was conservative.

An isothermal expansion was 25% lighter in gas and container

weight than an adiabatic process which included the wall heat

capa6ity. Engine-bleed hydrogen used to heat the storage gas re-

suits in approximately the same weight as an isothermal process,

since the heat is applied intermittently. However, additional

complexity in storage container design is required to install the

heat exchanger.

The investigation of cascade and recirculation helium storage

concepts indicated both methods offered significant reduction in

pressurant storage system weights over the simple expansion. The

cascade system appears most desirable of the two systems although

more analysis of both is required.
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Passive heat exchangers employed in the oxidizer tank to heat
the helium flowing from the storage container required large tubes
to prevent the lox from freezing. Series flow of helium through
the four oxidizer tank heat exchangers was more desirable than
parallel flow design. Fin spacing in the heat exchanger is crit-
ically affected by the vehicle acceleration.

Several attempts were madeto pressurize a liquid hydrogen
tank by injecting liquid or gaseous fluorine directly into the
hydrogen. It was concluded that this system is not feasible at
the current state of the art.

By considering the effect of the pressurization system on the
total vehicle weight, the following conclusions can be drawn. If
an active heat source is used (e.g._ a gas generator)_ the weight
of the initial pressurant gas and container is a reasonable guide
to the total system weight. This was true except for the isobaric
expansion in which the high heat rate required in the gas produced
a very large heating system. In both the pressure-fed and pump-
fed engine studies, the systems with combined expansion methods
were low in weight, especially those with terminal isobaric ex-
pansions. It was also noted during the primary screening of pump-
fed systems, using an active heat source, that lower initial stor-
age temperatures produced lower total system weights. It can also
be concluded that any expansion method, i.e., recirculation and
cascade expansions, that reduces the residual gas weight is de-
sirable.

Pressure-fed systems were low in weight whena vaporized pro-
pellant was used as a pressurant. The lightest pressure-fed sys-
tem used helium stored at 37°R for the lox tank and vaporized
hydrogen propellant as a self-pressurant.

Hydrogen gas-bleed from the engine, if used, lowers the pump-
fed system weight. Without an active heat source, increasing the
pressurant gas temperature entering the propellant tanks eliminated
the advantage of low-temperature storage. The pressurant required
at low tank-inlet temperatures offsets the advantage of low-tem-
perature storage. Insufficient heat is added to the storage gas
to reduce the gas residual. Without an active heat source, ambient
temperature pressurant storage is the most desirable system. Sim-
ilarly, with no active heat source, propellants cannot be vapor-
ized and used as a pressurant.

Since the final system selection was based on the unavailabil-
ity of an active heat source, the ambient temperature storage sys-
tem was the most desirable. This system was also the least complex.
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Table 40 summarizes the total system weight of the selected

systems at various points in the program. Comparable analyses

of the primary and advanced pressure-fed systems have been made

so they can be compared with each other. Analyses of the second-

ary and final screening of pump-fed systems were not comparable.

It was determined that the systems had different weights when a

more complete analysis was performed.

Table 40 Optimum System Characteristics

System Descr ipt ion

Primary Pressure-Fed

Combined Expansion (Isobaric-lsentropic)

Combined Expansion (Isobaric-lsothermal)

Combined Expansion (Isentropic-lsoharic)

Combined Expansion (Isothermal-lsobaric)

Advanced Pressure-Fed

System 2; Vaporizing Propellants

System 7; Vaporized LH2, Isothermal 11e

System 7; Vaporized L1{2, Isentropic Lie

System 8; Vaporized LH2, [sotherma[ He

System 12; Cascade Expansion

Primary

Cascade

Secondary Screening Pump-Fed

System I; Engine H 2 Bleed Heat of Storage

System 5; Passive Heating by LO 2

Syslem 6; _ssive Heati_g by L02, GH 2 B]eed

System 6; Passive Heating By LO2, GH 2 Bleed

System 6 (Mod); Passive Heating by LO2, GH 2

Bleed Heating

System 8; Ambient Storage, GH 2 Bleed

System I0; Passive Heating by LO2, GH 2 Bleed

Final Screening Pump-Fed

System 6; Passive Heating by LO 2 , GH 2 Bleed

System 8; Ambient Storage, GH 2 Bleed

Helium Storage Optimum

Temperature Pressure Tank Inlet

(°R) (psia) Weight* Temperature

37 iO00 2860 420

37 iO00 2815 410

37 I000 2790 410

37 iO00 2755 415

2930 200

37 ]000 2300 200

37 100(I 2500 200

37 IOO0 2660 400

*Includes, as necessary:

l) Pressure-fed systems,

a) Propellant tanks,

b) Propellant vapors,

c) Usable pressurant

d) Pressurant container and

residual pressurant,

e) Gas generator and its

propellants,

f) Heat exchangers,

g) Pumps;

37 1OOO 2790 400

37 29OO

165 18OO 1855

37 12OO 1785

37 1200 1610

37 1200 1525

37 IIOO 1530

520 2700 1850

165 1500 1877

37 1200 2205

520 2700 2210

3) Final screening pump-fed systems,

a) Propellant tanks and insulation,

h) Propellant vapors,

c) Pressurant required and leakage,

d) Pressurant container and residual

pressurant,

e) Pressurant-contaiDer Insulation,

f) Heat exchangers,

g) Propellant settling subsystem.

2) Secondary screening, pump-fed systems,

a) Propellant tanks and insulation,

b) Propellant vapors,

c) Usable pressurant,

d) Pressurant container and residual

pressurants,

e) Heat exchangers;
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF THE STORAGE CONTAINER WEIGHT RATIO EQUATION

FOR A SPHERICAL CONTAINER
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The spherical storage container weight ratio is defined as

the ratio of the loaded container weight to the expelled gas

weight. The loaded container weight includes the container weight

and the initial gas weight. Mathematically, the container weight

ratio is stated as follows:

where

WL_L__= WC + WGI '

WGE WGI WGF

W L = loaded container weight,

WGE = expelled gas weight,

W C = container weight,

WGI = initial gas weight,

WGF = final or residual gas weight.

The container wall thickness is assumed to be small compared

to the container radius so that the container material volume is

approximately equal to the surface area times the wall thickness.

The container weight is

W C = PMACtC ,

where

OM = container material density,

A C = container surface area,

t C = container wall thickness.

To determine the wall thickness, tC, it is assumed that the hoop

stress is applicable, so that

PR
C C

t C - 2S W '

[85]

[86]

[87]
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D

where

p = container design pressure,
c

R = container radius,
c

SW = container material working stress.

Substituting [87] in [86],

OMAcRcPc

WC - 2 SW '

[88]

II

For a sphere,

AC = 4_R 2 "c

Substituting [89] in [88],

2_@MPcR_

W C - SW

The weight of gas, WG, is calculated as follows:

PGVG

W G - ZGRGTG

[89]

[90]

[91]

where

PG = gas pressure,

VG = gas volume,

ZG = gas compressibility,

RG = gas constant,

TG = gas temperature.
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Applying the subscripts I for initial and F for final to Equation
[91] and substituting the resulting equations together with
Equation [90] in Equation [85], results in the following:

_ _ Sw +: _---_-_,M_.,./

Simplifying, 1

i. 5@MPcRGZGITGI
+i

WL PG I

WGE i - ZGI TGI PGF

ZGF TGF PGI

[92]
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APPENDIX B

DERIVATION OF ENERGY BALANCE EQUATION FOR PREDICTING

TEMPERATURE CHANGE DURING OUTFLOW OF A

GAS STORAGE CONTAINER
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A particle of gas leaving a fixed volume container possesses
an instantaneous specific heat content equal to the specific en-
thalpy of the container gas. The total heat energy leaving the
container, then, is equal to the product of the mass leaving the
container and the specific enthalpy. If there is heat transfer
from the container wall to the gas, the total internal energy
change in the container is equal to the difference between the
heat transferred into and heat energy leaving the gas. Mathe-
matically stated,

where

Now,

where

dE = dQ - hdm,

dE = change in total internal energy of the gas,

dQ= heat transfer to the gas,

h = specific enthalpy of container gas,

dm= differential mass leaving the container.

E = me,

E = total internal energy,

m = mass,

e = specific internal energy.

Differentiating [94], dE = mde+ edm, and noting that dm is leaving
the container so that it is a negative quantity,

dE = mde- edm.

Substituting [95] in [93],

mde - edm= dQ - hdm.

Rearranging,

mde= dQ - (h - e)dm_

[93]

[94]

[95]

[96]

[97]
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Enthalpy is defined as

h=e+pv,

where

p = container gas pressure,

v = container gas specific volume.

Substitution of [98] in [97] and simplifying,

mde = dQ pvdm.

An expression for de whose derivation may be obtained from any

standard thermodynamics text (e.g., Ref 15) is

= - dv.
v

v

Substituting [i00] in [99] _,

[rt_P__ ]mCvdT + m [ \_Iv p dv = dQ - pvdm.

The specific volume, v, is defined as

V

v = m_

where

V = container total volume.

Differentiating [102], noting again that dm is a negative quan-

tity,

Vdm
dv = --

2"
m

Substituting [102] and [103] in [i01],

m_+[_(_)v_IW--m=_-_wmmm

[98]

[99]

[ioo]

[ioi]

[io2]

[103]

[i04]
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Simplifying,

mCdT + (_) VTd____mm= dQ.v mv

Dividing Equation [105] by the time infinitesimal, de, and re-
arranging,

dT
dO

dO m dO
v

mC
v

[105]

or

where

-- _ m

m
v

mC
v

= time rate of change of container temperature_

Q = heat transfer into gas,

= mass outflow rate.

[106]
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APPENDIX C

DERIVATION OF THE FIN SPACING LIMITATION FOR

A FINNED TUBE HEAT EXCHANGER
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The Bond Number, Bo, is defined as the ratio of gravity force

to capillary force as follows:

F
__ = P__

Bo =
F oLe
c

[lO7]

where

F = gravity force (ibf),
g

F = capillary force (ibf),
c

p = liquid density (ibm/ft3)

V = liquid volume (ft 3),

g = acceleration (g),

o = surface tension (ibf/ft),

Le = characteristic length (ft).

The volume, V, is defined as the volume occupied by the liquid

between the fins as follows:

V=_ D -D T ,

where

V = volume (in 3)

D F = fin diameter (in.)_

D T = tube diameter (in.),

b = fin spacing (in.).

If V is in cubic feet,

V = 6912 DF - DT b"

[lO8]

[109]
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The characteristic length, Le, is defined as the two-dimensional

perimeter between the fins which would be wetted by the liquid.

This definition is strictly arbitrary and has, at this time, no

experimental confirmation.

For Le in inches,

DF - DT]Le = b + 2 _ = b + DF - DT.

For Le in feet,

Le =

b + DF - DT

12

Substitution of [109] and [Iii] in [107],

Bo =

6912

[ 1'b + D F - DT

e 12

_12pg [D2F 2]- DT b
Bo )

69120 [b + DF - DT]

/p_ g (D2F - D2T) b
Bo = 0.00545

(b+ DF -

Solving for b, the fin spacing,

b

Bo (D F DT)

0.00545 (0/O)g (D2F - D2) - Bo

where the dimensions are

b, DF, DT (in.),

P (ibm/f t3) ,

O (ibf/ft) ,

g = acceleration (g).

[Ii0]

Jill]

[112]

[113]
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APPENDIX D

VEHICLE THERMAL ANALYSIS DATA
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This appendix contains tables of values and figures (Tables

41 thru 46) used in the vehicle thermal analysis, Section III.C.4.

Three vehicle configurations were considered during the study.

The first configuration shown in Fig. 30 was used for all systems

studied during the secondary screening of PumP-fed systems. The

vehicle configuration shown in Fig. 31 and 32 were used in the

final screening of pump-fed systems.

To determine the internal radiation heat transfer, the geo-

metric view factors and equivalent conductances had to be evalu-

ated. A geometric view factor is equal to the fraction of the

total radiation emitted from one surface that is intercepted by

another.

Equivalent conductance is used in obtaining the radiation

heat transfer between surfaces. It accounts for multiple re-

flection from other surfaces and for the fact that not all of

the radiation is absorbed by the surfaces. The total heat trans-

ferred between surfaces is equal to the equivalent conductance

multiplied by the difference in emissive power of the two sur-

faces.

To evaluate the radiation and conduction heat transfer in

the vehicle, a nodal (lumped) system was used. During the second-

ary screening, a nodal system shown in Fig. 74 and 75 and Table

47 was used. In the final screening, the nodal system used is

shown in Fig. 76 and Table 48.
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Table 41 Geometric View Factors for Fig. 30

Zone I

1 2 3 4

0 0.365 0.581 0.054

0.3824 0 0.5191 0.0985

0.3435 0.2930 0.2165 0.1470

0.1362 0.237 0.6268 0

Zone II

I 2 3 4

0 0.487 0.44 0.073

0.156 0 0.728 0.116

0.121 0.625 0.109 0.145

0.075 0.375 0.55 0

Zone III

7

7 0

8 0.022

9 0.071

I0 0.071

ii 0.071

12 0.071

13 O. 1042

14 0.0355

8 9 I0 ii 12 13 14

0.0908 0.0447 0.0447 0.0447 0.0447 0.651 0.0793

0 0.0464 0.0464 0.0464 0.0464 0.611 0.1814

0.304 0 0.055 0.014 0.055 0.399 0.102

0.304 0.055 0 0.055 0.014 0.399 0.102

0.304 0.014 0.055 0 0.055 0.399 0.102

0.304 0.055 0.014 0.055 0 0.319 0.102

0.4032 0.0402 0.0402 0.0402 0.0402 0.2199 0.1119

0.4234 0.03635 0.03635 0.03635 0.03635 0.3957 0
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Table 43 Geometric View Factors for Fig. 32

Zone I

iJ

1

2

3

4

17

18

19

20

i 2 3 4 17 18 19 20

0 0.205 0.398 0.219 0.063 0.026 0.026 0.063

0.400 0 0.40 0.008 0.073 0.03 0.03 0.073

0.517 0.28 0.07 0.05 0.027 0.016 0.016 0.027

0.645 0.005 0.024 0.284 0.015 0.006 0.006 0.015

0.442 0.256 0.136 0.035 0.0866 0.0202 0.0067 0.017

0.442 0.256 0.199 0.035 0.04 0 0.0025 0.0163

0.442 0.256 0.199 0.035 0.0163 0.0025 0 0.0493

0.442 0.256 0.136 0.035 0.017 0.0067 0.0202 0.0866

Zone II

4 5 6 7 ii 12

4 0 0.032 0.946 0.003 0.013 0.014

5 0.011 0 0.690 0.133 0.099 0.069

6 0.181 0.389 0.102 0.121 0.094 0.113

7 0.003 0.264 0.424 0.124 0.i00 0.085

11 0.012 0.279 0.471 0.142 0 0.096

12 0.013 0.164 0.562 0.120 0.095 0.046
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Table 44 Equivalent Conductancesfor Fig. 32

Zone I (in 2)

3

4

17

18

19
20

l 2 3 4 17 18 19 20

536.75 750.91 805.43 156.52 64.07 64.07 156.56

536.75 392.48 347.31 82.29 33.66 33.66 82.29
750.91 392.48 499.06 104.81 43.85 43.85 104.81

805.43 347.31 499.06 103.34 42.27 42.27 103.34

156.52 82.29 104.81 103.34 9.47 8.81 21.56
64.07 33.66 43.85 42.27 9.47 3.53 9.29

64.07 33.66 43.85 42.27 8.81 3.53 8.81
156.52 82.29 104.81 103.34 21.56 9.29 8.81

4
5
6

7

11
12

ZoneII (in. 2)

4 5 6 7 ii 12

589.25 899.89 223.68 229.15 179.24

589.25 1173.5 344.3 346.85 261.62
899.89 1173.5 447.03 452.64 353.89

223.68 344.3 447.03 144.58 105.48
229.15 346.85 452.64 144.58 110.98

179.24 261.62 353.89 105.48 110.98
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Table 45 Geometric View Factors for Fig. 31
ZoneI

i

2

3
4

17
18

19

20

1 2 3 4 17 18 19 20

0 0.205 0.398 0.219 0.063 0.026 0.026 0.063

0.400 0 0.40 0.008 0.073 0.03 0.03 0.073
0.517 0.28 0.07 0.05 0.027 0.016 0.016 0.027
0.645 0.005 0.024 0.284 0.015 0.006 0.006 0.015

0.442 0.256 0.136 0.035 0.0866 0.0202 0.0067 0.017

0.442 0.256 0.199 0.035 0.04 0 0.0025 0.0163
0.442 0.256 0.199 0.035 0.0163 0.0025 0 0.0493

0.136 0.035 0.017 0.0067 0.0202 0.08660.442 0.256
Zone II

4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 ii

0 0.032 0.947 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.0008 0.01735

0.011 0 0.762 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.021 0.058

0.181 0.42 0.210 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.040 0.130
0.0021 0.166 0.606 0 0.055 0.014 0.055 0.102

0.0021 0.166 0.606 0.055 0 0.055 0.014 0.102
0.0021 0.166 0.606 0.014 0.055 0 0.055 0.102

0.0021 0.166 0.606 0.055 0.014 0.055 0 0.102

0.0167 0.164 0.677 .0356 0.0356 0.0356 0.0365 0

4

5
6

7

8
9

I0
II 0
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Table 46 Equivalent Conductances for Fig. 31

Zone I (in. 2)

3

4

17

18

19

20

1 2 3 4 17 18 19 20

536.75 750.91 805.43 156.52 64.07 64.07 156.56

536.75 392.48 347.31 82.29 33.66 33.66 82.29

750.91 392.48 499.06 104.81 43.85 43.85 104.81

805.43 347.31 499.06 103.34 42.27 42.27 103.34

156.52 82.29 104.81 103.34 9.47 8.81 21.56

64.07 33.66 43.85 42.27 9.47 3.53 9.29

64.07 33.66 43.85 42.27 8.81 3.53 8.81

156.52 82.29 104.81 103.34 21.56 9.29 8.81

Zone II (in 2)

4 5 6 7 8 9 i0 Ii

636.0 953.67 62.62 62.62 62.62 62.62 250.17

636.0 1269.5 91.92 91.92 91.92 91.92 358.07

953.67 1269.5 125.59 125.59 125.59 125.59 494.03

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

Ii

62.62 91.92 125.59 10.45 9.27 10.45 39.93

62.62 91.92 125.59 10.45 10.45 9.27 39.93

62.62 91.92 125.59 9.27 10.45 10.45 39.93

62.62 91.92 125.59 10.45 9.27 10.45 39.93

250.17 358.07 494.03 39.93 39.93 39.93 39.93
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Table 47 Node Description for Heat Transfer Network

Node

Number

i

2

5

8

9

I0

ii

12

13

17

18

20

21

26

27

32

33

34

35

36

37

38

39

40

41

42

43

44

45

46

47

48

49

50

Node Location

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 159

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 133

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 186

Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 186

1/3 tank support ring for No. 12 lox tank on dark side

1/3 tank support ring for No. 12 lox tank on sun side

Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 133

1/3 tank support ring for No. i0 fox tank on dark side

1/3 tank support ring for No. i0 lox tank on sun side

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, super insulation,

dark side, Station 159

Liquid hydrogen tank wall, dark side, Station 159

Liquid hydrogen tank wall, sun side, Station 159

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, super insulation,

sun side, Station 159

Liquid hydrogen tank wall on sun side, Station 186

Liquid hydrogen tank wall on dark side, Station 186

Liquid hydrogen tank wall on sun side, Station 207

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, super insulation,

sun side, Station 207

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 220

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 253

1/2 forward end on sun side, Station 253

Liquid hydrogen tank, insulation surface on sun side,

Station 207

1/2 forward end on dark side, Station 253

Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 253

Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 220

Liquid hydrogen tank, insulation surface on dark side,

Station 207

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, insulation on dark

side, Station 207

Liquid hydrogen tank wall on dark side, Station 207

Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 90

Liquid hydrogen tank, insulation surface on sun side,

Station i00

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, super insulation on

sun side, Station i00

Liquid hydrogen tank wall on sun side, Station i00

Midpoint on spider beam on dark side

1/3 tank support ring for No. ii lox tank

1/3 tank support ring for No. 9 fox tank
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Table 47 (cont)

51

52
53
54
55
56

57
58
59
60
61
62
63

64

65
66

67

68
69

70

71
72
73
74
75

76

77
78

79
8O
81
82
83

Midpoint on liquid hydrogen tank, insulation on dark
side, Station i00
Liquid hydrogen tank wall on dark side, Station i00
No. 9 lox tank
Midpoint on super insulation for top of No. 9 lox tank
Insulation surface for top of No. 9 lox tank
Insulation surface for area between lox tanks on sun
side
Midpoint on spider beamon sun side
1/3 tank support ring for No. 9 lox tank
1/6 tank support ring for No. 12 fox tank
Midpoint on spider beamon sun side
1/3 tank support ring for No. 9 lox tank
Vehicle skin on sun side, Station 48
Insulation surface for top of No. i0 lox tank on sun
side
Midpoint on insulation for top of No. i0 lox tank on
sun side
No. i0 lox tank on sun side
Insulation surface for top of No. 12 lox tank on sun
side
Midpoint on insulation for top of No. 12 lox tank on
sun side
No. 12 lox tank on sun side
Insulation surface for top of No. 12 fox tank on dark
side
Midpoint on insulation for top of No. 12 fox tank on
dark side
No. 12 lox tank on dark side
Insulation surface for top of No. ii lox tank
Midpoint on insulation for top of No. ii fox tank
No. ii fox tank
Insulation surface for top of No. I0 fox tank on dark
side
Midpoint on insulation for top of No. i0 lox tank on
dark side
No. i0 lox tank on dark side
Insulation surface for area between lox tanks on dark
side
Midpoint on spider beamon dark side
1/3 tank support ring for No. ii lox tank
Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 48
Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 90
Insulation surface for liquid hydrogen tank, Station i00
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Table 47 (concl)

84
85
86
87
88

89

90

91

93
94
95
96
97

98
99

i01

113
202

303
304

306

501-509
510

511-519

1/6 tank support ring for No. 12 lox tank on dark side
1/6 tank support ring for No. i0 lox tank on dark side
1/6 tank support ring for No. i0 lox tank on sun side
Intersection of spider beamsand engine support point
Midpoint of insulation for area between lox tanks on
dark side
Midpoint of insulation for area between lox tanks on
dark side
Midpoint of insulation for area between lox tanks on
sun side
Midpoint of insulation for area between lox tanks on
sun side
Engine
Lox suction line manifold
Lox vent line manifold
Vehicle skin location for lox vent line on sun side
Vehicle skin location for liquid hydrogen vent line on
sun side
Midpoint of liquid hydrogen suction line
Midpoint of liquid hydrogen vent line
Midpoint of liquid hydrogen tank support on sun side,
Station 186
1/3 tank support ring for No. ii lox tank
Midpoint of liquid hydrogen tank support on dark side,
Station 186
Vehicle skin on dark side, Station 159
Insulation surface for lox tank on dark side, Station
159
Insulation surface for lox tank on sun side, Station
159
Spacenodes for radiation to vehicle
Spacenodes for radiation from vehicle
Spacenodes for radiation to vehicle
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Table 48 Description of _B014 Nodal System

for Systems 6 and 8

Node

Number

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

i0

ii

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31

32

33

34

35

36

37

Description of Node

Cabin node constant temperature of 520°R

1/2 of forward end insulation

1/2 of forward end insulation

1/3 of top half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of top half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of top half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of bottom half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of bottom half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of bottom half of liquid hydrogen tank insulation

1/3 of liquid oxygen tank insulation

1/3 of liquid oxygen tank insulation

1/3 of liquid oxygen tank insulation

1/2 of aft insulation for lox tank

1/2 of aft insulation for fox tank

Fuel cell radiator

1/2 of fuel cell insulation

1/2 of fuel cell insulation

Environmental radiator

1/2 of environmental insulation

1/2 of environmental insulation

Top portion of vehicle skin

Bottom portion of vehicle skin

Liquid hydrogen tank support

Liquid hydrogen tank vent line

L0x tank vent line

Lox tank support

Spider beam

Engine
Lox tank suction line

Liquid hydrogen tank suction line

Liquid oxygen liquid

Liquid hydrogen liquid
1/2 of aft end insulation between lox tanks

1/2 of aft end insulation between lox tanks

Storage sphere wall

Insulation on storage sphere

Storage sphere supports

Note: Two environmental radiators are lumped as one as were the

fuel cell radiators. Four liquid oxygen lox tanks are

lumped as one.
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